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How many people who are compelled to sell
their labour have heard of The Economic League?
How many people who are refused a job know

the Economic League might be to blame?
This book is packed with information about the

Economic League - and the rest of the extreme
right wing network of individuals and organisa-
tions who threaten democracy in Britain.
The message of this book must be given popular

appeal and form. It must be given to workers
who do not know their employer subscribes to
The Economic League. It must be given to
collective bargainers to negotiate employers
breaking their links with The Economic League.
It must be given to activists so that the
necessary offensive against the British Right can
be sustained.

Max Madden M.P.
(Bradford West)
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is the true sto of The Economic League lt is not, however, theThis ry .
complete story which will take years of work, and pressure, to
produce.

flf5t tori was to assemble everything that was known about theThe ' pr’ ty A
League. Publications like ‘Labour Research“, “State Research", ‘Black
Flag“ and of course ‘Lobster’ (available From 17c Pearson Avenue,
Hull, HUS) and Granada TV’s “Horld in Action‘ were indispensible in
doing this. I
It quickly became apparent that to make sense of the League’s
activities these had to be put firmly in a "historical content‘ and
“related” to the growth of the ‘Radical Right‘. Hhat scoops we have
uncovered have emerged from this process and the credit must must be
shared by all the nembers of the '1 in 12 Publications Collective" who
helped in the research. The help we received from individuals across
the Labour Movement (tron Parliament, to trade unionists, Labour,
Communist and Socialist Workers Party members) and even the editor of
one of Rupert Hurdoch’s scandal sheets was, in our experience,
unprecedented and vital. Unfortunately we were aware that we were

erati under severe reporting restrictions and thereiore did notPP "9 I .
seek, or receive, permission From any of our sources to use material
in this book. IT there is any liabilty it is ours. A

It mistakes have occurred they are ones of iomission. Three present
central council members were ommitted: P "

l Graham Hale of Braythwaite, Barrow Lane, Hale Barnes,Altringham la
director of Forward Chemicals, Rewodan, Forthaven and Maintenance
Chemicals!
t Harry Frederick Jakenan, a company personnel manager of 5 Sambrook
Close, The Rowans, Stirchley, Telford
l James Coull of 71 Hallam ‘Rd Hoorgate Rotherham la director oi
Christian Coull Consultants).  y

‘Ted Heath's description "The Unacceptable Face of Capitalism“ was
wrongly ascribed to the asset strippers Slater Halker, not Lonrho. A
closer look at Slater Walker night have reminded me that the “Walker”
of "Slater Halker' was Peter Halker HP, a high Flying minister under
Heath and the most influential surving wet under Thatcher.

Untortunately ‘Black Flag‘ only revealed the possibility of an
Economic League youth wing in its paper of July 9th. It would have
been good to include ‘Young Enterprise“ and its director Bertrand
Frederick Hheeler (also a director oi the Paddington Building Society,
Biomechanics and Croptleetl.

Ideally we needed the resources to produced a book twice this length
in which some of the primary sources could have been quoted and
discussed at length and the 'Encyclopaedia of the Radical Right”
expanded. But in an ideal world "Against Democracy" would have been a
history book not a handbook Tor anyone who wishes to see the creation
oi a democracy in Britain. T

‘AGAINST DEMOCRACY" is dedicated to the memory of Keith Campbell, and
to T.C.H. in the hope that he may grow up in world which has no -place
for the authoritarian vengeance of the Economic League.
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MICHAEL NOAR DIRECTOR GENERAL OF THE ECONOM C LEA.

THE ECONOMIC LEAGUE TODAY  
The Economic League is the longest established. member“ of a right win,
Conservative, network preoccupied with the promotion of laissez—faire, “free
enterprise" economic and social policies.
As with all the other members of that network the League's enthusiasm for
the unregulated economy is accompnied. by a Machiavellian opposition to
socialism, social democracy and trade unionism.

From.the outset the League was designed to be much more than just a platform
for the conservative pro~industry_lobby. Although propaganda work has always
been a significant feature of the League's activity; it is its work as an
intelligence gathering operation which has gained. it loyal support from
industry and occasional controversial publicity.

PROPA GANDA
Meetings . A
In 1926, seven years after it was founded, the Economic League adopted the
slogan “Every Man A Capitalist". Bt by then, and as part of its
self—confessed."Crusade for Capitalism”. it had.already built up a national
network and was regularly holding public meetings in Industrial areas.

\

These meetins were aimed.at industrial workers and tried.to put the case
for unfettered capital ism and against the Communist and Labour Parties and
the Trade Union Movement. In 1924 the league claimed. to have held. 7,115
public meetings, mostly in the Industrial North an Scotland.
This is modest compared.to its figures for 1968. In.that year it claims to
have held 24.250 “outdoor meetings and.group talks". I

i 



PAGE 4  

Leaflets  
In 1968 the Economic League employed 71 leaflet distributors, about half its
workforce . During that year they reckon to have handed out 22 mil lion
leaflets. The figure for 1974 is about the same but by 1978 this had fallen
to 18 million, still a considerable number. A

Even before the 1979 General Election the League's propaganda work was
begining to tail off. Its arguments were being put across more effectively
by the Conservative Party.  

According to an internal document written by discontented. League employees
(and leaked to Labour Research in 1985) by 1983 the League was distributing
just 1 million leaflets.  

the years the League has claimed to have devoted a great deal of energy
to its leafletting campaigns. But there is little evidence to support this.
In fact its figures for leaflet distrilzution are barely credible and their
extremely poor content and style raise questions about the seriousness with
which they were treated by those who wrote them. -

71 full time distributors would have been handing out leaflets at the rate
of 1 every 20 seconds of the working day. The former engineering worker who
passed me the copies reproduced here remebered the low key way in which his
factory was leafletted in Bristol .. the leaflets were handed out by:

“. . . one sol itary , anonymous , middle-aged man who never appeared to attempt
adiscussion. My impression (after a long time admittedly) was E
that the overwhelming response was lack of interest. 1 was odd in that I
actually took the things."

In the bizarre world of "covert" operations there is some temptation to
dismiss the shoddiness of the leaflets as a smokescreen for more
sophisticated work . But although the League was , indeed, considerably more
sophisticated than might be expected from its leaflets there is no evidence
to justify this suggestion. The banality of the leaflets is as likely to be
an indication of the League ‘s contempt fora" shopf loor workers. E _

PUBLICA TIONS
The League has never been slow to publish. Some of its publications -- like
"News & Views" were simply an extension of its propaganda. Others, like "Two
Minute News Review", were a means of diseminating intelligence.  

In 1978 it was publishing 4 newsletters: _ E I

"Notes &. Comments" (1974; 140,820 copies)
A general monthly newsletter for "members , managment , speakers , writers
and students of public affairs".  

Ii-
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THIS IS AN ECONOMIC LEAGUE IIAFLET
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3 ei‘LiA ii-Tha old proverb aayl ‘Early
mairca a man healthy, wealthy and
makes a society haallhy, wealthy lid urinal

Tharccariballttlodoubtthatonanquinvnlntia
that people should be able to axpma their oplnlona
truly. As a prominent politician put it recently. the only
vvay to dalcat bad idcaa is by putting forward better
ones.

We could not agrca morc. I-lo vvaa actually talking
about the National Front but his point applica equally to
other conflicts of opinion. such as how to hcrcaaa our
national vvaaidi.

lflealthy
How we diatributa the vvaalth car-had by our indus-

trial and comrpcrciai activities can be argu-Id about.
Iut thcrorcally ought to be no disputing tho tact
thatvvehavc toglrlbelorcvrccanshanout. You
don’: nccd a dcgrao in economics to grasp lhatl

I‘?iiiiii' So vva hava constantly to lac
cilicicntly and avoid bclnatakan In
as North Sea oh. I-Ian vrlut I-k
ontltaaubhctu

"lti|conunonIu\owladga thatourahndard oi
living would hava fallen had It not been tor
tlilcontr-lbutlo|1I~Iortl\$aaolIa\dgaall|nalr.II\g
tooiaracorion1y...Unlc-aavramanagato

' apron our productivity, the Iutura don not
d vary much for-ua."

~ Will
'I’hat'auua. lutthanlaaiodiarln-iportlncalpact

oi wealth ci-cation.
Tlianioraolourn-ionaythaatatataliaalhcaiiaatha

I lalcitlorul. Andaa thaatata maralyapandlothar
a'amoncyandcrvatacnona lcaaliltmnda tonaaon

reducing tans pnvldca tho opportiailty for bicraavad
trial activity loading to greater wealth Again.

pr tty.obvIoua.
The lay point is that when Govammlnt taltca lcaa
uithputtlngltab-uatlntlicpaoplatohavcmora

truiovcctlialrovvnalialra. ltluayIng,lncIIact,d\at
tyvrhldvvviulrlitobahaaltltyaiidvraaltltymllt

lain-iou3htoilovr|.|a,Ihapcopla,to

cournot
dun own uvies
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Pouring in .' i
Eaponapourlngln‘lThaIaaorr\aatIIralgIa|1oaadaIlIhIno- _

toaaybulhlatrualvorycroaa-cliannlllarvyoriraivaadarillo
lallhatarflvnhdilaoountrybrlriqhutouulalalaalaoblhollu
m»flI- _.._......&..'_ ' .

Wodon'IolIlnIuoItaIll|hoItaay.naIlI1arprobablydo .
mahyolltlapooplalrnrolvodlrihohvlngtonaltgolvalourlala‘
alayharaanloyabla. _

'i'hovvalIraaaI|\II\al'|olal.ll\lloa-luallllmahohlhlbaach.
imguioaaiunnuaiyiiomunuaaiwaoummnyouvuuo
vvorlliara lnlhalourllllridiiairyaraoorilrlbullnidiacliylooll
aapbna. And. Io. lolha I'II‘l|lll'I'l proupodly.

- In The.B%aak A
. Tho only poaalbla cvldanoa oi all Ihl_a aapogllivg may bu

lha amllo on tho lourlara Iaca vvhan ha you homo vrllh, an
hopo,happy |nomorIoaolhlaaIay.luIIIawo|'IhaIolol
m-only.

lnvlalbla uporla-Ior that Ia what may ara oaItod—anro an -
lnualuabla part ol Britain‘: oconomy and two would bl l M
floral oil without thorn. For vvhlia our ‘vIalbla' lrado—bW|"9
and aqlllng oi goodo--Ia uaually In till ‘N53 0'-"’ """""::‘
invariably malt! I P\‘°"i- 5° ‘MY "'d"'°' ‘M um.‘
eompluialy rub out our ion on vlllhll "lili-

mg Qflly iqurlam Banking and Inauranca arc alsoll ii -
huga camera oi loriltlfl curflflfivv Pd!“ I‘ ‘NY "' '" °""
tho world tor lhair aapartlao.

kihmlftnd
Wa hava Io taco tho unoomiflflabll lac! that Ihla country
um" vi“ flu‘,-,||||“ 9| Iqnd, raw |\'lI'lIl'Il|I and Ifllflt-I‘ooh:

haw“ qggdl, much or which ma lo be lmo=fl'¢- 5""
Impona nova lo bl paid bf-

Thai Ia clear aI\o"0|'\- 9"‘ " i‘ “M” """'“' m mm uma auccoaa
Ia who helped to malia pg; aummar holiday

:11. were ua with aanrl-on vvcro alao aorvifll FWW"
luurlala.

Tho man pulling your plot or aovvlnu candv M?‘
ohlldi-an wvaa alao pllt/I09 I villi Pl" i" ii" 'i°"""7 '
uwva.wnani_mIonlnntow‘IMw=v""
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' of our vdcathcr Iorocaala arcjaccuratc. a wag rcnaarlicd
that lttcouldbcbcltcr lorcvcracthciuandllrcnlnorc
-Illan hall would be corrccli Not alrlclly lcuc, but ll do-cl
rcvcal am oI' lb: haaarda that Iacc Iorccaalcra. If they arc

'w'f'Ifd'ilhcyhavcIuhkcaou|cdkk. _ __ '_

W Whchll vraaaaldononcoccaalonlhallcailhihhali

-*.."~- ;-..- .e- -
- i ,. So when \_vc arc told by ‘airports’ that the prospects
l'og'_BrlIlah economy over the neat year or ao arc poor
i|r'c_' a_rc_cnlllIed Io be accpllcal. .

. ‘I 14.?--'

, I~'. but II'_lhc gloomy forccaata turn out to be accurate, at
"leis! we hay‘: had plenty ul‘ warning. .

oc,L.. . l“Y"‘ A
A l_%_i,,;§r_'gfy'_body Is Iuclty_ cnough to _bc Iorcardrncd

"'aboul'lm'pcndin|i cconornic problems. For ycara how we
have been led the myth by so-called ‘acclaim’ alalca of
Eastern Europa that Ihcy have no economic problems at
all. Nu_lnl'laIIou. no uncmployancnl and tlrcc‘ lhla Ihat
and Ilic other glitch lo Ibc pcnplc by Ilic all-powerful and
bcncvolcnl slalc. Thc economic problems of Western
counlrlu, vrc arc Iuid, arc a direct rcsull of our Ircc
cnlcrprlsc ayslcin. Thcy call II Ihc ‘crisis oi capitalism’.

II would be foolish lo nigge-i'i|n'i'w¢'n-ye _=;'u_,—.'~;a'=.
problems. Inflation la allll loo high as phcptploynhcfit
but, compared vrilll Ihc uhforlunalc pcoplcrol
Europe our dllficulllca arc allghl Indeed. .. ' '
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. Consider the ailocli Ibal hit the olglgcpgof
Hungary, and-' Czechoslovakia _='In July:-X‘ any
warnlng prlcca of ncccasltics such as brca'ili- i'nc'aI,‘augar
and clcctrlclty vrcnl up by as much as Slip In Ihc.pound.
\\’ha_I‘a vrorac, the production and _dlal|'-lbulloii of all
commodities Ia controlled by the stile. f‘I'hc'_s_la'l_|'i Ilau aIl_
prIc__ca an Ihc oonsuihcr Ia_cca absolute ,__..

. It‘: 1 mallcr ol’ IIobaon's chores-‘pal pi;
or go vrlthoul. Even that la aol no l‘lIl|I!G:::'_A’nIi;Ql"lil'iI‘-j(lk¢_ H __
asks: "What's long arid flrccn and alncila iii‘ aaiiaagca'i""' ‘
The answer: "A "train leaving hIoacovr‘f._ That _Ia a
comment on hovr much ‘roublc East Eflf0pQQ_fll have to
talic Io gel everyday llcins lhal vrc Ialic Io'r granted but lot
them are In very short supply. - - 1-" . '-. _, _

\ ‘ |' .l ' I I I _'-'_ .I _--2’ 1,‘: ‘

And complaining Is a rlaliy bualncaa. Tolalllarlan"
rcgllncl do not Ialic Iilndly to crlllclarn. . » .
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"1'0\lI'liIl'bII1iIlinclad ,ol Inch
l"I"!F°"45lflbuaIad‘dcu?ielor‘;umyy'!c=ra-
lbrmaior rcaaona have bccn Iovr productivity and
zrudaflon oi ablpyard vrorlicra Iur gclllllg ilvulvcd In

tr ll dlapulcl.
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Nvwllrs um: II lea! world-wide demand fill’
‘MPF "4. In lnalic hialtcn vrorll. vrc have been losing
*5" \"__|_l!I| 0| I gnarlicl. _So Ia do

not malic as many and, as aura aa night loll-on-a day,
ihcrc arc lcvrcr Ioha Io ablpholdlug. And lbc reaction?
hlorc lndoslrlal acllou-lo prolccl lobll

ll Bdillicull to Imagine alyllahg molt ll __Iptbc [ale at Brllailfa ihlpllillldllfl Industry tau’:-_r.
' - __ ___,. .".__':_ Con6aod"" "

N Ibo union oi1...]. ll” "“"""‘*h- Auilw
lcadcrl vrcrc the employers
about flick Indullrlal actloa
II they vrcrc u lablc headway.
Fab‘ enough.

aiéfger-ii;iii:iisi
Thea it all cbanwzl. By a majority ol 2

nl $2 at the AUEW atlonal Couunlllcc, the
Ihc leadership was dcicalcd. The negotiator!
in a corner, unable Io come lo any acaalbla
alllludca hardened and a pr0[I'lII\l‘l\¢ ol
Industrial action out on. _ "

Thcrcaroonlylvropociblowlanenlnafllhla.
Forclra compclilora ol the engineering Indullry, who
gab roin lost ca-ports. And our own calrcmbla, who
Ivy, as cvcr, to Ii-or up a dispute. To them, Industry In
decline and aeclhlog dlaconlcot arc the Ingredients ol
their aucocaa. '
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Question
11\alonnarPrI|nallIi\Iata|',Ir.caI_apl\I|.uaa|lfl|luthan

haaaldlliatgovonivnorlltladhflllllllhllldulpoafll
waultandluallaloaalaa‘. - - _'-

‘ " I I-0 Ila .-‘I-J1.‘-1.:-..--.' -

\\'aIl.I|la|nohIh(OoIobor)u-aalialalaaaonabanallol
tho roduction In Inoolna ha anoounoad In In plaaonl
go1lornm_onI'abudgII.\'I'aahaIlbagulIl'IqaaI|IhI.Al\dIlI
maanainoralnomylnotlrpookala.

l.roduclIonlnlnoon\aIaahaaIobapoldIorooo\ohoI.8.o
vvahavaaoaoarlaalnvlf-Iulaaonapoluilniihalaialia
thalaomoltaulaooalinorabullahollioanallflutahavulllolo
nyovorhovu_ourmooayIaapanI.locauaaaraoonionoIlh0
apandlngraIharIhanIi'|IalIla.lu|dlhIIIauI|lInlo_lIp|aoplI
aaythoyvvant. - '.

Y Ominous Figures
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News & Views" (1977; 38,710 copies, in 1978; 44,520)
0 A quarterly magazine for "apprentices and young workers".

"Supernews" (1977; 60,305 copies, in 1978 54,600) * 0
A newsletter aimed at supervisory management. such as chargehands and
foremen.

"Two Minute News review" (l97'7;113,750 copies, 1978; 102.342 1983 75,000) ..
a monthly magazine aimed at middle and senior management, detailing
examples of "subversion". According to ‘the leagues 26th Anual ‘review it

 was started in 1945 “as subversive acti"*1l,,~*i*?:,i,es mainly emanating from
trotskyists -— increased".
In 1974 subjects included "The strike l»€e.i{ers" ; behind the

 Building Sites" and "Leftwing Penetration of Press and T‘;i",
In 1977 subjects included "bct"remist;;2.~: Plan Disruption in l9'77",and "The
Comunists Plan Large Scale Agitation".

By 1983"News and views" and "Supernews" had been ~‘fi"’.bfiIldOI‘l6d..

Amongst the books published by the League are:

"The Third World War (Trade and Industry the new ba~itt1egrour1cl)"
"The Trade Unions, The Employers and the §':§tate"
"The Unnecessary Conf lict"
"The Agitators“

~ .

(A11 of these were written by the League ‘s former Director of Information
and Research Harry Welton.)

Apart from the Newsletters, the League also runs a press cutting service:

We also have the police on the press cutting service, so they know in
parallel with us what is going on"  

Alan Harvey, North—east League official secretly filmed on World in
Action, Feb 01987-

This service makes available to its subscribers the edited highlights of the
"left wing press" and, where appropriate, the national and local press
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EDUCATION
As an extension of its propaganda and intelligence work the Economic League
has always organised courses and training sessions for member companies,
subscribers and outside bodies. p
Immediately after the First World War it was running, or may have simply
been, the "Economic Study Club".
This was a training school for "anti-socialist public speakers".
Later it concentrated its attention on the two areas which dominated its
industrial work;

f

Management
It ran courses on "subversion" for managerial staff. These courses sought to
educate middle and senior management in the theories and practices of the
left (as interpreted by the extreme right). They aimed not only to inform
management but to alert them to the "threat" posed to industrial relations.
It was also a way of consolidating support for the League's intelligence
gathering and vetting services.

These courses have also been used by the Army and Police.

Shopfloor
The League has also offered employers more basic political education courses
for shopfloor workers. As with their newsletters one was designed for
"Apprentices and young workers" ,and one for "supervisory staff".

The apprentice courses were started in 1946 . Those for supervisory staff
fol lowed in 1953. The impression is that the courses were modelled on the
Army's "current affairs" lectures. In 1962 shop stewards complained to
"Reynolds News" about "compulsory current affairs lecttuces run by the
employer financed Economic League" ("State Research" #7) .

It is not easy to gauge how succesful these courses were. As with the
League's leaflets it is difficult to imagine that they were particularly
convincing. However they served two purposes which must have made them
worthwhile:

I Firstly it gave the League access to the shopfloor and possibly enabled them
to identify and encourage individuals who might be of use to them in the
future. ,

I Secondly it provided low level intelligence which may have enabled them to
indentify troublemakers. 7  A

Successful or not by 1974 the league was training 5,391 people. Of these
3, 245 were apprentices. By 1978 this had risen to 11,500 apprentices, 3,578
managers and 1,574 supervisory staff. t  

The economic crisis that devasted the British manufacturing industry when
the Conservative government applied its free market policies (following its
election victory in 1979) more than decimated " the the Economic League's
training programme . L ‘

~i
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According to the dissenting League employees writing in the document leaked
to L.RD in 1985: A

"At its peak the League employed over 30 full time training officers. Now
there is hardly one left. . Supervisory training has virtually ceased."

Of management training they wrote:

"The Director General abandoned this service at the end. of 1983. The staff
were declared redundant" . v

Although the Economic League perhaps failed to rally most craft workers to
their cause its training schemes must have some graduates of whom they can
be proud . ‘

Two trade unionists who would have found it hard to avoid the League ‘s
classes for aprentices were Eric l-[mom (leader of the electricians’ and
plumbers‘ union the EEPIU) arc. Bill Jordan (leader of the engineers’ union
the AEU) .    

Hammond served his apprenticship with Bowater in the late forties. Jordan
was an apprentice tool maker with Guest Keen Nettlefolds (GKN) in the early
fifties.
Both companies were , and are, enthusiatic supporters of the Economic League
and amongst the first to employ the League's training schemes and at the
time were represented on the Economic League ' s Central Counci 1 .

q .

POLITICAL VETTING
Once “the League had begun collecting information about Labour and trade
union organisations it was only a matter of time before it was put to use.

The information gathering machinery seems to have been substantially and
efficiently overhauled. as early as 1925. The man responsible for this was
Sir Aukland Geddes. Born in 1879, Geddes established an impressive
reputation as a surgeon before devoting most of his time to politics. In
1916 he became Director of Recruiting at the War Office. He entered
Parliament (for Bassingstoke) in 1917 and immediately became Minister of
National Service. I-Ie stayed in parliament for only 3 years. From 1920-4 he
was Eitish Ambassador in Washington. On his return he seems to have taken
up some organisational role in the Economic League arr‘; later became
chairman of the Rio Tinto Company and the Rhokana Corporation .

"One of the first tasks initiated by Sir Aukland Geddes was the
compilation of a chart and dossier of socialist and subversive
organisations and their "interlocking" directorates. Arrangements are in
hand for a permanent clearing house of information in connection with
alien organisations and individuals. A document cantaining a considerable
body of information on "Red" rammifications and methods has already been
circulated in confidence to District Economic Leagues . Supplements will be
circulated from time to time."

-~ 51-.15 Annual Report of the Economic League(1925)

ti
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The more general output from Geddes‘ intelligence machine could safely
issued through bulletins. newsletters and briefings. Information about
individuals was a different and more delicate matter. Aware of the possible
controversy about their "blacklist" the League chose to keep it as secret as
possible. It was a secrecy that was doubly important since "they were from
the outset recieving information - illegally —- from the police. Special
Branch and British Intelligence.

For sixty years the League has been operating what it cal ls its "Labour
Screening" service. And it is the one aspect of their work to survive the
decline-in—victory which has been a feature of its post—-Thatcher history.
Although it didn't survive unscathed.  p

-v __

r

According to the LRD Leak, the Economic League was handl ing 400,000
inquiries from employers, about prospective employees by 1978. By 1983 this
had fallen to 144,000. During that period. however. manufacturing industry
was taking on few new workers; most were cutting back and some closing down
completely . Workers with jobs were reluctant to move.
There were political changes too; _
trade unions were los ing members and those that survived were cautious about
taking industrial action. The fall in figures reported in the leak is
probably a realistic reflection of these factors, not an indication of
declining support for the League itself. A y

In a revealing interview with the "Morning Star" (19  D8CeII1b@1" 1957) 1:-he
League's latest Director General, MICHAEL NOAR, blamed the League's decline
on the fact thatbetween 1980 and 1982: ' ~

". . .many of our member companies went out of business".

He also blamed British industry's complacancy:

". . .thinking that Maggie has solved all their problems with her anti—union
laws, this is dangerous. As I'm sure your readers would agree. when the
economy picks up, then so will Illllltcnt trades unionism-1 The I-1999119 15

V busy warning employers of this."   b  g v

EXPOSED: The “Politically sexy” side of the Economic League
p >

Noar ‘ s appointment represents the latest stage in a more open and
"aggressive" policy towards their vetting service. It was a change signalled
by Saxon Tate in his Chairman's report in 1978: 1  

"The League puts considerable effort into monitoring the activities
of subversive groups and individuals - those people who are known for
certain to under—mine not only free-enterprise, but state controlled
industry and the public services too. . . .the Central Council's policy has
been to shun publicity....it has decided that this policy should be

7 changed in favour of a more aggressive one." A
1978 Annual Report N   

Although Noar has described the vetting or screenirg service ‘as
"politically sexy side of the work" ("Morning Star". Dec.1987), like his -
predecessors he remains evasive about it .
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In spite of this, enough has been discovered over the years to build up a
clear picture of the operation of the "screening" service:

1) It is offered on subscription to companies. In 1940 the subscription was
calculated at a rate of 6d for every 100 employees. _
I have not been able to uncover any more recent figures . Nevertheless in
1986- Rush and Tompkins, the civil engineering and building contractors, gave
the League £625 at a time when it employed about 1,500 people suggesting a
figure of about £40 per one hundred. employees per annum. But Rush and
Tompkins use the service for temporary workers and sub-contractors and are
loyal supporters of the League so this figure may be up to double the usual
subscription rate.

2) On subscription a company is allocated a code number and given an
ex—directory te lophone number through which to contact the service .

3) When a propective employee is to be checked the secret number is rung and
the secret code number is given, but not the companies's name. The Name and
Address of the applicant . the geographical areas in which they have worked
and, if possible, their National Insurance number is then given.

4) Although the League has a central and complete information store the
regions also have their own databases and it is through these that the
service works. According to Alan Harvey (a league official filmed secretly
on "World In Action" in 1987) up to 10 names can be checked locally in three
minutes. Requests requiring contact with the central information office take
up to half an hour.

5) The League offers a more complete vetting service which involves the use
of private detectives, or what Harvey says the League call "Special Men".
This servicecost about £150 in 1987.

. \-

Where the information comes from
The league obtains the information to update its files from a variety of
sources. Some of these are legal, others blatantly illegal. Some are barely
legal involving deception, breach of confidentiality and/or fraud.

Legal:

Press cuttings from: .  

1) leftwing, campaign and trade union newspapers.

2) local and national newspapers.

Illegalzi A

3) In breachof the Official Secrets Act. the League gets information from
the police computer and other "official" sources. Information obtained from
the police includes details of criminal records and the identification of
individuals from registration numbers. As Alan Harvey to1d- two businessmen
working for "World in Action":

"You may find a lot of analogy between us and the police, in that we give
all our information to the police. In return they're not unfriendly back
. . . I can spot a numberplate quicker than you can blink an eye . ._ Ye5_
But I don't want that to go outside because its illegal".

I’

""" 77 I— 
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Dubious: A

4) Intelligence returned by League employees attending meetings incognito.

5) Intelligence returned by League officers like i Ned Walsh. paid to
infiltrate the trade union movement campaigns such as Anti-Apartheid and
CND.

6) Information returned from personnel and management at subscribing
companies. Including checks on credit worthiness.

7) Sympathetic contacts on the right of the Labour and Trade Union .r
Movement. Alan Harvey speaking on World in Action reiterated claims that
the League has been making privately and publ ical ly since its earliest
days: g

"We do know an awful lot about trade unions, erm, we do have sophisticated
methods of finding out. We buy all the subversive press, every subversive
newspaper , we do get internal documents that belong to the Communist
party, er Direct Action- that's Action Directe. and the IRA and all sorts
of things, and we build up a co-ortlinated register of what goes on. So we
know who is and who isn't. One of our biggest sources of tip offs. believe
it or not, are the trade unions . . . a lot of trade unions don't wan't
subversives in their ranks any more than we want them in ours. "

The accuracy of the League ’s information
lhe League has always boasted that its information was accurate. The initial
"World in Action" programme ("The Boys on the Blacklist") however uncovered
a number of cases in which the League had blacklisted individuals on the
basis of incorrect information:  

1) Former personnel officer Ken Mullier.

2) Concrete Ganger Dennis Huggins .

3) Moderate Labour MP Eric Moonman.

4) Distinguished vetinary surgeon Dame Olga Uvarov.

5) Welder Malvyn Barton.

6) Labourer Roy Turnbull.   
7) Scaffolder Ken Martin and up to four members of his family.

There was another interesting error in the first WIA programme, not picked
up by the TV team. This was Alan Harvey's confusion of the British
syndacalists Direct Action with the French urban guerillas Action Directe.

Subsequent World In Actions have revealed more mistakes by the League.

The League was only able to claim infallibilty for so long because either no
one was able to check up on them . And its customers were simply interested
in excluding possible trouble makers. World in Action was only able to
identify mistakes by infiltrating the system.  
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NED WALSH
The case of Ned Walsh was uncovered by, the "World in Action" team. The
result of their investigation was in 1988. the second of the
three programmes about the Economic League. B  

From internal League documents passed to the WIA team it became clear that
the -League was receiving inside information about groups like
Anti—Apartheid. WIA employed a handwriting expert. who pinpointed the
source of information. '

It was NED WALSH, a member of the white‘ collar Union'ASTMS. It transpired
that, though a member of that union for fifteen years. he had been working
as a researcher for the League for 27 years (Since 1961).

In order to penetrate the union Walsh had claimed to be an "up and over
door“ salesman. working for D.E.W.. Once established as a regular attender
at branch meetins he worked his way undramatically up the local branch
hierarchy. He attened the last eleven annual conferences and as minute
secretary for the branch and for the regional executive he was in the best
possible position to collect both names and information.
As an, apparently, active union member he used his position to gain access
to other organisations in which the League had an.interest. This included.
Anti-apartheid and TNIC (which monitors multi-—national companies).

Before he joined the Economic League he had been a prominent member of the
Association of Liberal Trade Unionists. eventually becoming its General
secretary. Throughout his period as a League mole he kept up his Liberal
connections. It is unlikely that this was out of conviction. During the
sixties and seventies the Liberals were as much a target for the far right
as the Labour Party -— with many Liberals playing a prominent role in
Anti-—Apartheid. -
TNIC, Anti-—-Apartheid and Liberals in his home town of Tadworth (in Surrey)
were under the impression he was a ful ltime ASTMS official.

ADDRESS: 2, Josephine Close, Lower Kineswood. Tadworth. Surrey K207 AA.

(He drives a red Citreon, registration A991 GPO)
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Why the League ’s data is inaccurate
* .

1) It uses unsound criteria. In its concern to exclude "trouble makers“ it
is not concerned that political views are wrongly attributed to individuals
on its files. Where there is any doubt. the League assumes that. from their
point of view, the worst is true.

2) Similarly if there is any doubt about the identity of an individual then
the League will discourage employment. Although WIA didn't pick it up. one
of the victims of the League's carelessness discussed in the first programme
simply shared the same surname and initial as a prominent Communist in the
Newcastle area.    

As one League official told.Glaxo personnel manager’ Richard. Stokes: "The
important thing really was to make sure that you. didn't omit any
subversive“. a  

3) The sources of the League's information are not reliable. Malicious
managers and personnel officers can simply insert individuals on the
League's files as a way of settling o1d.scores.

4) The case of Ken Mullier and Dennis Huggins illustrates the extent  to
which the League's officers are unconcerned. about inaccurate information.
Mullier's firm was using the League's services and he discovered. that. for
no reason, Huggins (an exaemployee with excellent references) was on it. To
get Huggins removed Mullier had to supply ten names to the League. The names
he supplied were of people who had.either retired.or left the industry.  

5) There is pressure on the League to vet negatively people upon whom they
have no information. The League must be seen by' its customers to be
providing a service. p    

There are of course no "guilty victims" of the League's labour) screening
service.The League has no authority to judge or punish people who are
merely exercising their legitimate political rights.

ORGANISATION    
The League has over the years divided the country into several geographical
units. " '  M
Criginally the country was divided into 10 regions.) These have now been
replaced.by six larger- regions. Each is served .by a regional office.
contro1led.by a regional council. In addition to these offices the League
has had other offices (such as at Aberdeen and Hull) which served. specific
inustries such as Oil Exploration. As far as we have been able to discover
there are no such offices at the moment. '  

The work of regions is financed.by the subscriptions of local companies, who
are regarded as “associate members". The associate members appoint regional
representatives to sit on the Leagues's Central Council. 

The Central Council is also regarded as the council governing a mythical
"Central Region" of the country. It is mythical in that the whole of  the
country is divided into other regions so that nothing remains that could. be
a real “central region“. The Central Region's constituents are full members
of the League and appoint their own representatives to the Central Council.
The Central Council also has the right to co—opt members on to it.
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In addition to regional offices there is also a, central research office
where the whole of the league ' s information is kept . .

At its largest the League employed nearly 200 people. This has fallen
recenrly to as few as 71. _
Most, possibly all.’ the leaflet dlstrzistors have gone and so have most of
the training officers. Officers now fulfill a variety of jobs. _
The construction industry continues to fund one full time worker operating
solely for them. -

The two most important organisational positions are those of Director
General (now Michael Noar) and Director of Information and Research (now
Th R b‘ on). _ _
Bog: afielgsased at the League's registerd office. 7 Wine Office Court, Just
off Fleet Street. .  

In addition there is a company Secretary/Director of Administration
(M.F.J.Barnes) and a Liason Director (J.O.Udal). II
The Central Cotmcil has a President, three Vice Presidents and a Chairman. -

Each of the regions has a Regional Director.a President and a chairman.
Except that is , for Western Region which has two chairmen -- one for South
Wales and one for Western England.

Most of the staff are fairly poorly' paid telephone receptionists and
secretaries.  

The Economic League's regional boundaries, addresses and phone numbers
S ‘I d SCOTTISH REGION

GS°°_ T“N D0“ M g 15 NORTH ctansuoww sweets. GLASGOW as ma
°° 3 5' T 1 041 332 9103

g]aN°“hg;arcm°m Sl’ Pztronz Slr Robert Maciean
55°“ President: Slr Maxwell Harper Gow

0‘""332 9'08 Chairman: G.A.l.ean
__ A Regional Director: T.N.Douglas

,_ North-Easlem NORTH EASTERN REGION
Sec: S..l. Bromlcy. PO BOX ll, SKIPTON. NORTH YORKSHIRE BD23 2HW

P.O. Box ll. Tel 0756 69813
Shipley President: P.G.Edwards
0756-69813 Chairman: B.J.Whltehouse

Regional Director: S.J.Bromley

N orlh-Western NORTH WESTERN
Sec: l(.G. Holdway, PO BOX 206, WARRINGTON. CHESHIRE WAI IHZ

I8 Museum St, Tel 0925 54391
Warringlon President: Slr William Mather -
092$-5439i Chairman: R. M. Wlllan

Regional Director: R.T.Brett
' \ Midland MIDLAND REGION

.- Sec: P.R. Sullivan Taylor, 1086 ALCESTER ROAD. MOSELEY. BIRMINGHAM B13 BEF
__ 108:: Alchcster Road, Tel 021"449 1594

Moseley, Birmingham President: D.E‘ahey
02l-449 I594 Chairman: W.P.Evans

 Regional Director: P.R.Sulllvan Tailyour VRD

London & South East ISc D E Lave SOUTH EASTERN
CI . . I’, .--* Raga‘: Him PO BOX 14. LEATHERHEAD SURREY I\'I‘22 8Jll

Tel 0372 378963
igrrggzl Chairman: R.R.Rowles

' Regional Director: A.L..P. Weeks

Q EASTERN REGION
.‘ g 7 WINE OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON EC4A SBY

Tel 01-353 7672
- President: Major General Thomas Brodie

-s hairman: Major W.J.BridgeWcslem WESTERN REGION C
sec: R1. Prior‘ Bakers Row. RBgl0I'lal Dlrectfiri E.P.Tl‘laCl(el'y

. Barkm ROW Tel 0222 aa242a A N
Cardiff Chairman (South Wales): E.Rea I012 The ‘typeset Names and addresses are taken from ‘labour
°m'22m Chairman (West °f E"g“*“““= "‘-Knight Research‘ dating from 199% The typewritten Names and address

Regional Director: E.Dover

1988. ' '

I‘

are the latest available ones (1986) published in ‘Black ling‘ in

-l --- - 1‘-' —_
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WHERE THE MONEY COMES FROM -  
I

The League's income is approximately £1 million pouns. roughly £10,000 Per
member of staff.  

This money is raised largely from subscriptions an. donations from _member
companies of which ther are at least 2.000. That is an average contribution
of £500.  

A cursory glance at the list of known supporters at the back_ of _this book
will reveal that the League's support is as strong in the financial sector
as it is in the manufacturing sector. All the major banks have contributed,
as have many insurance companies. And a significant number of Investment
Trusts make contributions.

A.recent development has been the involvement of professional recruitment
agencies such as Marlar International an. Management Search. Both. are
represented.on.the Central Council and both work for the public. as well as
the private, sector.

It will also be seen that private detective agencies and security companies
subscribe to the League. Interesting1y' when the insurance company Hogg
Robinson established. its S.A.S.4based. anti—terrorist/mercenary company
Control Risks, it too joined the Central Council.  

1.INKS WITH 0THER ORGANISA TIONS
The Economic League is an independent organisation in that it is answerable
only to its members.
Nevertheless it has close links with all the members of the Conservative.
"free enterprise" network; with the employers‘ organisations such as the
.Ehgineering Employers Federation, the Confederation of British Industry
(CBI) and the Institute of Directors; and with the Institute of Personnel

Management.  ‘ p

iBut with two groups Tin particular the ‘League has shared. a “special
relationship".  

1British United Industrialists (BUI) is a group of Conservative
industrialists who act as a fund raising body for the‘Tory party and the
free enterprise lobby. Until 1968 it functioned.as a limited. companyr but
_this was dissolved when the Companies Act was changed. forcinm compnies
“limited.by guarantee“ to disclose more information. The BUI's director
Colonel Juan Hobbs told.The Times (April 11. 1973) that this was:

"To stop snoopers finding out more about us than they need to.“

At the time the BUI was operating from a fifth floor office suite ‘at 107
Park Lane. But in 1984 it moved.into the offices of the Economic League in
Wine Office Court . ‘ c
As well as (presumably) contributing to the League's rent the BUI gave the
Economic League £18,000 in 1987.  _
More recently; perhaps embarrased. by the ‘Economic League's_ recent
publicity, the BUT has decided to move out. It has gone to live with Aims
of Industry.

. -
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The controverslfll ~CQmm1 - closely i“"°1ved' i behind a £1/4' ‘ ‘tn which the League 157 election. and was -Qrgan1S&t1Ofl W1_ f the 198
CFB was oat up Juit ggaihgt the Labouf PartY'O1ew explaining why thY “ere
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THE LEAGUE’S POLITICS ~a  
. ., I

1

.For seventy years the Economic League has remained remarkably faithful to
the aims, objectives, ideology and.day to day tactics of those who founded
it in 1919. .
It is a consistency made all the more remarkable by comparison, with the
political twists and turns of its sworn enemies (and contemporaries) the
Labour Party and the Communist Party of Great Britain.
Uncompromising in its advocacy of the values and economics of Victorian
capitalism, the League was resisted the growin tide of soial democracy
within the post-war Conservative Party. 1
Ironically it was only victory (defeat of Edward Heath an subsequent
election of Margaret Thatcher) which caused the League to change. _ 

A conservative manifesto
In 1951 the Economic League became a company “limited.by guarantee", that
is having the rights andobligations of a limited liability company but no
share capital or shareholders. Its structure and, constitution  were
transferred to the new company almost unltered.

The Memorandum of Association for the company opens with a statement tof
aims and objectives that was drafted when the League was established yin
1919.    

It is a conservative manifesto issued.by at "tendency", if not a "party
within a party“. Its allegiance to political principles extends beyond its
cloyalty"to the parliamentary Conservative Party, T

O .

The, scarcely unpolitical, aim of the League, according to this docment is:

"To promote and improve the knowledge and study of economics and of other
industrial and social subjects affecting the interests of the community
an of members thereof from the standpoint —*

i) That the preservation of personal freedom. and. free  enterprise is
essential to the national well being.

ii) While maintaining its complete inepenence of any political party
the League must actively oppose all subversive forces —~ whatever' their
origin and inspiration ~ that seek to undermine the security“ of Britain
in general and British industry in particular." L

This, qualified, reference to “indepenence"I is sometimes misleadingly
quoted.as evidence of the League's apolitical nature. It is nothin of the
sort. ' t

The talk of "free enterprise" may seem to have a contemporary‘ flavour' but
predates the League and the politics of Victorian -capital which inspired
it. d    d  
It is the buzz word.of the oddly named."new right" and shorthand for. a
rustic and brutal economic doctrine that it is difficult to make appear
sophisticated. _ I  t _. ..  i
At its most basic the argument put forward by the free enterprise lobby is
that an economy governed only by the self-interested motives of employers
is in everyone‘s interest.  - t t
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This self—interest need only be held i h k b ' -
individual customers and individual egpfiojgesywhgghcoggggigtrtggtlfins O5marke
forces". p
These market forces provide the only economic regulation that is neces sary.

There are subtler variations on the th but y
the Economic League's attention. ce¢11e%fi£ner (gggrggfiiithathtave attraC§ed
of essays — "The Case Fort Free Enterprise“ — to nghicgé tgglligglongue
contributed) puts it even more bluntly:

"Within these pages of this modest book ' - -
for a market economy, namely that Pr1vatZ0§n:;;;r§;:de;2§1Zgsfifitlal Case
and.the entrepreneur to be motivated by self—interest in su. T groducer
consumer with the goods he wants at the most competitive pricggxlngn the

It is a doctrine that has two types of opponent those th t 1d
capitalism and those that would have government regulate ait w9§a,, abE:g9n
and.Trotsky on the one han. Harold Macmillan, Ted Heath and David stag?
on the other.  

Finding the right words....
It is a. doctrine that has been presented. a  -
anarchism. This is a view that has been.encourag:dgySthgse0fadfi2:§teOnar¥
free enterprise who like to be known as the "libertarian right“ S O

The Conservative palace coup that replaced  Heath bye Thatcher re 1 ed
social democratic "consensus" conservatism byla revitalised version 0? athe
politics of the Economic League and its friends. Under Thatcher a new sort
of agressive conservatism emerged which takes a d,1' ht '
language and.mannerisms of the far left. e lgl In adopting the

Of course it was a radical change of political diregtjon and not
just presentation. But the way in which the language of politics has be
subverted.by conservatives does cause problems to anybody trying :2
describe the changes.  

If we talk of the "libertarian right“ we swallo th rh '
individual freedom while ignoring its commitment to Z state pozgstdl @2233;
to defend privelege and property; If we talk about the "new" right" we
ignore the fact that the political position we are describing 1s almost as
oLd.as capitalism.   

The expression "radical right" is hardly satisfactory" but at least it
captures some of the spirit of the changed Conservative Party.

1 Class War _ V
-The uncompromising and inflexible way in which the radical- right and its
predecessors have prosecuted the class war shouldnft be confused with
simple, bloody—minded union bashing. 1

The radical right, and the Economic League have a clear" approach to the
class war.
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It is,1they» argue, the invention of socialism; there is no conflict ‘of
interest between social'classes. A rich ruling class means a  rich worklyf-I9 g
class and so employees and employers must work together to ensure that  the
rich get richer. - p 9

It is important not to confuse this argument with the more egalitarillfl "0111?
nation" conservatism of the social democrats. Thejteague and 1135 friends 91"
to '_'marginalise" class conflict; not abolish class structure. V > "  

. In

It is also importantnot to be mislead by the arguments an‘-:1 discussion.
Denying the existence of a class war, in which theyare the winners. is a
sensible way of looking after their own interests.  

Beneath the Economic League's ocasional forrays into the PY‘°m°t1°" °f
"industrial particyipation“ there is a powerful undercurrent of bloody
minded, and extremly active, anti—- trade unionism. w w 9
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PRE*'HlSTORY: “HARD TIMES”
tn

4

flDickens' novel “Hard.Times", published in 1856, sets the scene very well.
The following short extract gives a good impression.of the liberal pressure
to curb the iexcesses of capitalism during Victoria's reign. It also
captures the anti¢interventionists' timeless response: '

r - -

"Surely there was never such a fragile china-ware as that of which the
millers of Coketown were made.Handle them never so lightly, and they
fell to pieces with such ease that you might suspect pthempf having
been flawed before. They were ruined, when they were required.to send
labouring childeren to school; they were ruined when inspectors “were
appointed to look into their works; they were ruined. when Vsuch
inspectors considered it doubtful whether they were quite justified.in

;,chopping up people with their machinery; they were utterly undone when
flit was hinted that perhaps they need.not always make quite so much

smoke....Whenever a Coketowner felt he was ill-used — that is to say
[whenever he was not left entirely alone and it was proposed to hold

" Phim accountable for the consequences of any of his act — he’ was sure
"to come out with the awful menace, that he would. "sooner pitch his
iproperty into the Atlantic". This had terrified. the Home Secretary
]within an inch of his life, on several occasions. However,the

ob, '- '

t @Coketowners were so patriotic after all. that they had _never pitched

- r

ftheir property into the Atlantic yet, but on the contrary had been
‘kind enough to take mighty good care of it."  

_'=- +*[_..,.._ -- _ ,
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Although it was not established until after the Great War the Economic
League was firmly rooted in the tradition represented by the Coketown
millers.

Its founers came from Inustry, the Conservative Party and 1British
Intelligence. They" were reacting to the growth of socialist and
revolutionary political groups, and to the increasing power of the ‘Trade
Unions.

In 1919 the events in "red Clydeside" had brought home the implications of
the Bolshevic revolution in Russia.

In the same year the Labour Party won impressive victories in municipal
elections and raised the serious threat offla socialist government. In 1924
the first Labour government came, and wenttThe Economic League can't be
held responsible for its departure. but not for want of trying.

If by the end of the General strike the threat of revolution had. receded,
even in the minds of the most paranoid of the» League's supporters, the
League itself was too well organised and too useful to be allowed to fade
away€For the next fifteen years it consolidated.its activities as a private
intelligence agency and propaganda machine. '

1

. n - "

By the mid.1930's it was starting to attract support fom the City CBarclays
an the Westminster Bank) as well as industry.
After the Second World.War the League, like the British Establishment as a
whole, was caught out by the election of a Labour government with a mandate
for a programme of nationalisation and the creation of the welfare state.

By the time the radical right had reorganised its forces Britain was
.booming; For the next twenty years the politics of -unfettered. free
enterprise was regarded as old fashioned and out of step. This was even
true of most Tories who were unable to forget the depression and  had. lost
faith in the economy's ability to regulate itself.

The League continued to serve inustry well and it retained.the loyalty of
companies (that made use of its "labour screenin“ blacklist) which might
not have wholeheartedly embraced its extremist politics. .

we now know that as the "boom" ground to a halt in the late nsixties,
influential forces within the establishment began to seriouslyr consider a
military coup of some sort.  
This was inspired.by dissatisfaction with the Conservative Party as much as
.by the policies of a Labour Party lead. by Harold. Wilson. Neither party
seemed.capable of "taking on“ the unions. Ewen though most union leaders
were willing to go along with the parliamentary "consensus", growing
numbers of "wildcat" strikes cast doubt on their ability to deliver;

It was only the extraordinary events within the‘Tory Party in 1974 and 1975
that difused.this right wing time bomb.

Between 1968 an 1975 the lack of a credible right wing parliamentary
alternative had.driven a small, bt significant. number of members of.hthe
industrial, military and financial establishment to contemplate revolution.

The Economic League emerged from the political wilderness as one of the
focal points of conservative revolutionary thought.  

THE LEAGUE & THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
p

r
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 1919
"There was a large strike on the clyde at the moment and many speakers
really beleived that it was the begining of a general strike which was

0
' 1-

to merge into revolution. At the moment we  were probably nearer  to
very serious disturbances than we have been at any time since the
Bristol Riots of 1831."

Basil Thompson writing about a "Hands Off Russia" meetingin 1919 when
he was head of Special Branch. ("Queer People",1922)

VI

In hindsight this seems exagerated, but Thompson certainly reflected the
beliefs of the establishment. the intelligence community and many in
parliament and government .

The revolution in Russia .
The "Labour Representation Committee" was formed in 1900. *

In the 1906 election 30 Labour MPs were elected. After the 1910 election
there were 42 Labour members of parliament. There were labour M.P. ‘s in the
War—time coalition and when 59 were returned in the 1918 general election
what had become the "Labour Party" became the Official Opposition for the
first time. 

In 1919 they gained sweeping victories in municipal elections. In 1924
Ramsay McDonald became the first Labour Prime Minister.

The Russian Revolution had a dramatic and lasting effect on British
domestic polititics.  _
At first even moderate Labour leaders had supported the revolution in
Russia. In Jtme 1917 the "United Socialist Council", formed by the
Independent Labour Party and the British Socialist Party cal led a
conference in Leeds to support the events in Russia . It was attended by
de legates from most trade tmions , trades counci ls and left—wing groups . Tom
Mann, Sylvia Pankhurst, Willie Gallagher and Ramsay MacDonald were all
there and supported the resolution to set up workers‘ and soldiers‘
councils on the Russian model. y

r
I-

After the Bolshevics se ized power in October of that year there was less
unanimity about Russia within the labour movement.  
It was the symptom of a deepening division within the movement; between
those who believed that socialist policies could be achieved through
Parliament and those who didn't. If the Labour Party saw themselves, and
were seen as British Menschevics (reforming their way to socialism) then
those groups which identified themselves with the Bolschevics went on to
found the Communist Party of Great Ecitain (CPGB) in 1920. Before they did
this they wrote to Lenin to ask his advice. Lenin was clearly at a loss
about the Labour Party and gave no clear recomendation about joining it or,
alternatively, founding a seperate Communist Party. I A

U’

l I
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1

"British Bolshevics“ or "British Menschevics". members of the Labour Party
or the CPGB they were all socialists . and therefore communists and
therefore Russian agents . as far as the right were concerned .

* - I11 .
.

The figures for union membership and working days lost through strikes give
some indication of the strength (and growth) of the labour movement which
was causing so much concern to people like Basil Thompson.  

WORKING DA Y5 "L057" ThF’0L/GH INDL/S‘TRIAL ACTION (NILLIO/VS)

‘I .
so A During the period 1910 — 1920

‘ M Trade Union membership rose
from 2.5 million to 4.1
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million in 1920.1'1 I - ‘. ' . ,' ".

I

As a comparison, after the
Second World War the number of
days "lost" through industrial

19 ._ ..  action didn't rise above ten
_~;.;;_1_;,.=;_ ..;_;;=.-%__;; _j_j;.=;'__f;.= __>=1j __:-:11-;;f__j;; million until 1 97 O

 0 ;'=-=II_II=f-IT ii;-_¢;I{1,II=-=II_TI>= J M M A  (1 0,980 .000). In 1 97 1 it was
Rm fq” "Q M15 ,-1“, 11;;-' 3“, mpg pip; H11 I123 and in

 A Z3,909,00U.

EARL Y DA YS  
The Economic League's account of its own history ("Fifty Years Fighting")
records the initial meeting from which emerged the infant League.  

According to this the meeting was called by Admiral Sir Reginald "Blinker"
Hall and took place in Dean's Yard, Westminster. I

Hall was the recently retired head of Naval Intelligence. He had been
without question the most powerful figure inside British Intelligence.
After he retired he began work for the Unionist (that is Conservative)
Party. In 1919 he became MP for West Derby in Liverpool and then from
1923-1929 he was MP for Eastbourne. A

Amongst those at this inaugural meeting were key industrialists:

1 Evan William, y Chairman of the Employers‘ Mining Association.

Cuthbert Laws, director of the Shipping Federation.

Alan Smith, from the Engineering Employers‘ Federation.
I

Arthur Balfour, later Lord Riverdale, a senior Sheffield industrialist but
not the former foreign secretary. During his lifetime he published two
books: "Hints to the Practical Users of Tool-Steel" and "Is a Freemason a
Churchman and a Conservative?".  

John Cretton M.P. , the chairman of Bass Breweries.
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The Economic League  .
& the Intelligence community - 1
Until the First World War the British Intelligence Services were
rudimentary and amateurish. This was true of its domestic operations as
much as it was true of operations abroad.

"Special Branch", the police force's intelligence department was formed in
1887. The "home affairs branch" of the Secret Service B.lI‘8d\.l was only
formed in 1910. In 1916 it was renamed MI5.   

By the end of the First World War many government ministries were operating
some sort of "labour unrest" intelligence service British Intelligence as a p
whole was more or less run by three figures; _

Admiral Reginald Hall. Director of Millitary Intelligence at the
Admiralty. A  

\

Vernon Kell, head of MI5.

Basil Thompson, head of Special Branch.  
i -i-'

...__

' '.'

5;.

The powerful triumvirate of mandarins that ran British Intelligence
I ' ' ' i ' theirat the end of the First World War look less than IIIIPPBSSIVG n

photographs, only Vernon Kell seems to conform to the image of a master
Admiral Reginald “Blinker” Hall (left) looks, as an Americanspy.

Ambassador once remarked, like Mr Punch and Basil Thompson (centre) - more
like a stereotypical Fleet Street reporter.  

="l "- '-

I

 Historian Christopher Andrew has traced the development of British
Intelligence in his authoritative book "Secret Service — the making of the
British Intelligence Community". _
bescribing attempts to reorganise intelligence at the end of the War Andrew
makes it plain that all three men believed that anti—subversion had to
remain a priority. He writes:

“During the final months of the war 'lhompson had been canvassing
support for a post—war intelligence organisation headed by himself to
monitor subversion . "

--.-
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This wasn't just empire building on Thompson's part. Both he and Hall
disliked Vernon Kell who was a shrinking violet in comparison with his
pushy counterparts.
Although there is nothing to suggest that Kell was any less concerned than
Hall by events in the C labour movement the admiral described him as
"short—sighted and timorous“ . Hall undoubtedly believed that
counter—subversion could not be trusted in Ke1l's, and therefore MI5's,
hands . B

But Thompson had an even more powerful al ly than Hall. Walter Long,
secretary of State for the Colonies had been canvassing support for "some
sort of Unrest Intelligence" since April 4th 1917 when he first raised the
subject with the Permanent Under Secretary at the Home Office .

By 1919 he was giving his cabinet colleagues the message: A

"I believe an efficient Secret Service is the only way in which tocope
with the Bolshevik, Syndicalist and German spy. I am certain that
these three are still pursuing their infernal practices."

Long was also bombarding the Prime Minister (Lloyd George) with calls
to establish the Home Intelligence service. On the 9th January 1919 he
forwarded an anonymous intel l igence report to 10 Downing street:

p "I now find myself convinced that in England Bolschevism must be faced
and grappled with, the efforts of the International Jews of Russia
combatted and their agents eliminated from the United Kingdom. Unless
some serious consideration is given to the matter I believe there will
be some sort of revolution in this country and that before 12 months
are past..."  -

(Quoted in Andrew's "Secret Service")

By February the cabinet had set up a "Secret Service Committee" chaired by
Lord Curzon and this accepted many of Thompson's proposals. On May Day 1919
Basil Thompson became chief of the "Directorate of Intelligence" under the
Home Office while retaining his control of Special Branch.

But Hall and Thompson had not really got what they wanted . The proposal for
a single head of all the secret services was rejected. A depleted MI5
continued to exist under Vernon Kel l.

More importantly Thompson. Hall and his assistant Claud Serocold had
devised. according to Christopher Andrew, a scheme to finance the ."Home
(labour unrest) Intelligence" by a "secret war loan investment of a million
pounds managed by trustees".

It was a roundabout scheme designed to protect cou.nter—subversion from
political interference by parliament. -  
As Thompson explained:

"It is very doubtful whether parliament will continue to vote adequate
sums after the war, more especially if a Labour government comes into
power." U C y
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Ingenious as it was the scheme was not impl imented by the government .
Hall's concern that this decision had left British Intelligence extremely
vulnerable must have prompted the meeting in Dean's Yard from which emerged
the Economic League . Certainly i f they had got their way with the
government there would have been litt le purpose to an Economic League . B

As if to prove their point. Lloyd George sacked Basil Thompson in 1921.
Admiral Reginald "Blinker" Hall MP was livid and accused the prime minister
| of givirg in to the Labour Party's_ demands to sack Thompson in return for

I 1|-

support for Lloyd George's Irish Policy.  

The first five years  
The league grew rapidly and by 1924. according to its own account. it had a
national network.

‘The country was divided into ten areas, each responsible for raising its
own finance from local industry and managed by regional councils.  

It had by this time established its full range of activities: propaganda,
blacklisting and education. In 1924 itheld 7,115 public meetings around
the colmtly . but concentrated on areas of heavy industry . _

There is very little clear information about this period of the League's
history. There is even disagreement about what it was cal led.

The League's fifth annual review (1925) states that it was originally
cal led "National Propaganda" and then later changed to "The Central Council
of the Economic League". At some stage it was also known as the "Economic
Study Clubs". _

‘ll .

In 1926 Labour Research published an article which traced the development
of the "Central Council of the Economic Leagues" (plural) from the
"National Propagana Committee".

More recently "Lobster" takes the line that the most accurate description
of the League's beginings is to be found in Barbara Lee Farr's unpublished
PhD thesis "The Development and Impact of Right-—wing Politics in England
1918-39" (University of Illinois).

According to Farr the Nat ional Propaganda Committee was set up by the
British Commonwealth Union. of which Patrick Hannon M.P. was the
parliamentary secretary. This in turn set up the Economic Study Club as ia
training centre for "anti-socialist speakers". Only after the General
Strike was the Economic Study Club reorganised as the Economic League .

.\-'l
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Farr doesn't contradict the League's own account of its origins. By
combining the two versions a clearer picture emerges.

* Admiral Hall and a Tory pressure group called. the British Commonwealth
Union (of which Hall might well have been a member) organised. a meeting
with a number of powerful industrialists. C

* From this meeting comes:

first the "National Propaganda Committee";

then the,  

"Economic Study Club“.

and then the,

"Economic League" which regards itself as having been founded. at the
original meeting. 9 9

“Practically invisible”  
Much of the detail available on the Ecitish Commonwealth Union. is to be
found in Farr“s thesis (quoted in "Lobster 12").

Bt as "Lobster" admits the BCU was "practically invisible in our: social
history". Apart from Farr's thesis and a few mentions in Who's Who perhaps
the most interesting references are from "The Times" of 1919 which
announced the appointment of a "Political officer" and assistant.

Farr describes the BCU in a way that is particularly* interesting in. the
light of the Economic League's connections with the Intelligence service.
It was, she says: 1

t

"...An.important, unique direction of right—wing activism. Money not moral
pronouncements was it means of persuasion...its methods reveal an
underground network of secret subsides to sympathetic politcians and labour
leaders, infiltration-of government departments and.industrial spying."'  

 Among those named by her as having been bought off by the BCU were
J .Havelock Ellis, Herbert J .Read, A.R.Jephcott, Marshall Pike, Frank
Shepherd, J.S.Seddon and Christabel Pankhurst.

The Economic League & the far right - 1
Neither the Economic League nor the British Commonwealth Union. were the
first or only right—wing organisations with anti—subversive or propagandist
objectives. P

By 1919 there was already an influential anti—socialist  political lobby
bringing together conservatives inside and outside Westminster. The
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Economic League immediately became a part of it and several y of its early
council members were senior figures in the other groups . P

The "Tariff Reform League" was the most powerful of the pro—ind.ustry,
free—enterprise groups . Founded around the turn of the century to campaign
for the imposition of import duties to protect British industry. At the
time this sort of protectionism wasn't seen as being in oonflict with the
doctrine of free enterprise. A ,

\-

Sir Harry &"ittain',Newspaperman and Unionist M.P. for Acton from 1919 was
one of the Tariff Reform League's founders. He was also  on the Economic
League's Central Council until the 1960's.
Patrick Hannon was vice president of the Tariff Reform League .

The "Anti-—Socialist Union" was formed in 1908 to organise resistance
against the growth of communism. In 1925 it became the Anti-Socialist and
Anti-communist Union.  s
It survived until 1949 when it p was‘ dissolved and all its assets were
transferred to the Economic League . y

Winston Churchill was guest speaker at its 25th AGM and a number of its key
figures were also senior members of the Economic League:

Harry Brittain was a founder and executive member.
Sir Edward, later Lord, Illiffe was on the executive of both organisatiots
as also was the Earl of Malmesbury.

Illiffe was a newspaper proprietor (Allied Newspapers, Daily Telegraph) and
Unionist M.P. for Tamworth (1923--29) . He was also treasurer of the &"itish
Elnpire Union. Formed in 1915 the BEU had an "industrial peace department"
to "campaign against the dangers of revolution and communism".
.u,1924/25   

n

In January 1924 the Liberals joined with the Labour Party in a vote of no
confidence in Bonar Law‘ s Conseuative Government . s
The King was forced to call upon Ramsay MacDonald to form the first labour
Government. I  2 4 ‘ '

- u

The Labour Party could remain in office only while it had the support of
the Liberals. They avoided socialist legislation which would have offended
the Liberals but nevertheless survived only until October . They were
defeated on the issue of a trade agreement with the Russian, Bolshevic,
government . W B

In the run up to the general election the Labour Party was subjected to a
viscious "dirty tricks" campaign. This culminated in the affair of the
"Zinoviev Letter". y

A letter containing instructions to British communists within the Labour
Party and armed services was leaked to the press shortly before pol ling
day. The authenticity of the letter is still disputed. But there. is no
dispute that MI5, Conservative Central Office and specifically Admiral Hall
were responsible. y   A

The ~Daily Mail headlines read "Moscow Orders to Our Reds - Great Plot
Disclosed". The red scare that fol lowed ensured that the Tories returned to

\|.- .
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office with 415 seats. t

.Despite this the Labour Party lost only forty" of its 191 seats and
increased its overall vote by 1,144,241. Admiral.Hall and his friens had
all but destroyed the Liberals. Out of 151 seats they retained only 39' and
most of the liberals who had defected to the tories never returned.

In 1925 the.Economic League became the ‘British representative at the
"International Ehtentef. A body set up to “counteract the sinister
influence of the 3rd (communist) international“. L

0-

Its annual report for this year draws attention to the efforts of Sir
Aukland. Geddes in. tightening up its organisation and intelligence
gathering.  

The Economic League and Fascism 1- 1
British fascism is usually associated with Oswald Mosely and the British
Union of Fascists (BUF).  at ‘ , ,
The BUF was however only founded in 1934 while British fascism had. been
around since the early twenties. During this time it was organised. from
within the Conservative and Unionist Parties.

Patrick Hannon, Unionist M.P. for Birmingham (Moseley), directort of the
Economic Study Club, I-LP. Sauce and Parliamentary secretary of the British
Commonwealth union was also President of the Birmingham Branch of the
.British Fascists for 1925/26.  

The fraternal links between the Economic League and the fascists would. be
strengthened during the general strike.

bunwd'b‘
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THE GENERAL STRIKE   
In 1926 the League adopted the slogan "Every Man A Capitalist!“ and joined.
the battle against the general strike.

There was no shortage of groups to organise the teams of strike breakers
and the League helped and supported them .  

Bit while the "Organisation for the Maintenance of Supplies", "The National
Citizens Union" (formerly the Middle Class Union which was an active strike
breaking force between 1919 and 1921).. the British Fascists and others were
running the strike breaking the Economic League concentrated its -own
efforts towards propaganda and intelligence .

The League's employees and volunteers toured the areas most affected by tie
strike distributing leaflets and trying to persuade the strikers back to
work .

According to their own autobiography ("Fifty years Fighting") the r e
to their message was such that they had to protect their vehicles with wire
netting .  

After a uncomfortable day's target practice the League's regional officers
compiled bulletins on the strike‘s progress which were dispatched to the
Prime Minister, Stanley Baldwin.

John Baker White  
(The Economic League and the Intelligence Community -- II)

When the General strike was over the League appointed John Baker White as
its first "Director". '  

Before and during the Strike White had been working for someone cal led Sir
George McGill. Little is known about McGill except that, according to
White's autobiography ("True Blue") he had founded the Organisation for the
Maintenance of Supplies; he was ex--MI5 and a friend of Vernon Kell; and he
ran a "private intelligence service". This service specialised, in
"subversion and the trade in women, children and drugs" . (See "Lobster
#12" .)    
White remained the League ‘s Director until 1945, when he became Tory MP for
Canterbury. During the Second World War he remained director while serving
(According to his "Who's Who" entry) as a "regimental soldier, one War
Office Staff and with the Political Intelligence Department of the Foreign
Ofice and Political Warfare Mission in the Middle East". He was made a
Lieutenant Colonel in 1941. . 5

Although he didn't join the Central Council his services were retained as
the League's "Publicity Advisor" until 1976. This might have been a paid
position which would have prevented him having a seat on the Central
Council. _ t

Q
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THE ECONOMIC LEAGUE GOES TO COURT
I!-

In 1937 there were two court cases which, for the first time, brought the
'League's clandestine activities to public attention.

Both.related to a series of letters between John Baker' White amd. Major
Robert Rawdon Hoare. These letters between senior ‘League officials fell
into the hands of the Communist Party and were published in the "Daily
Worker" on 8 May 1937.

At the time Hoae was running the EconomicLeague's Mnchester- office. He
wrote to tell White about his success in establishing  a workin
relationship with the Police: I

"I had. the Manchester Police in here yesterday and found them
extremely helpful and have now arranged. to work in the closest

 cooperation. Among other things they promised to give me as long as I
liked looking over their Communist Industrial File."

White, Hoare and the League's treasurer Clive Cookson obtained.a High Court
injunction on behalf of the Economic League. This prevented the "Daily
Worker“ from publishing extracts from the _corresponance and required
unsold copies to be handed over.

The basis of the case was that the letters were  genuine. The Economic
League therefore held the copyright which the CPGB had, theyt argued,
broken.

Stafford Cripps QC. later Labour Chancellor of the Exchequer, defended. the
"Daily Worker". He argued that the letters were not covered. by copyright
because they were related to illegal activities. Specifically, in the quote
above, a breach of the Official Secrets Act.

The Judge. Mr Justice Luxmoore, made it clear to Cripps that he would not
pass judgement on the allegations of law breaking and the League won their
C1356 .

But shortly afterwards the League disowned. a section. from. one of the
letters. This letter, from White to Hoare, described. reltions with. the
TUC's general secretary:  

"In most areas the League is openly and avowedly anti—communist...on
many occasions we have supported the Labour Party in its fight against
communism, and most particularly in the trade unions. It may interest
you to know that co~operation between Sir Walter Citrine and.myself on
this question is far closer than people imagine...through an
intermediary the League is giving active assistance to one very
important trade union in fighting the communists in its own ranks“.

Citrine, armed with the League's disclaimer, successfully" sued. the Daily
Worker; The League has over the subsequent years often made, more public,
 claims similar to those in the letter but they have never* repeated. the
mistake of naming individual trade unionists. 5
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TheEconomic League & fascism -2
The League has claimed a long anti--fascist pedigree. It is a claim that
does not bear scrutiny.

Its links with Moseley's BUF were not as clear ' cut as the links with
British Fascism in the twenties and the League's first loyalty was, without
question, to the Conservatives. This ambivalence to home grown fascism was
however matched by admirat ion and support. for continental fascism ,

Despite the imminent "anti-fascist" war British anti--fascists in the
thirties were, in general, opposed to re-armamentr Those H“iti§'1
politicians who looked enviously at the acheivments of Hitler, Mussolini
and Franco argued strongly for re-—armament, in imitation of their
continental idols . .

British fascism was tolerated by the government until it was felt (after
the "Battle of Cable Street" in 1936) that it was "stimulating" the
communist party. Only then was the first MI5 report on them ordered and
only then were moves made to curb their growth ..  

"There cannot be the sl ightest doubt that the fascist cmpaign is
st imulat ing the communist movement so that the danger of a serious

e clash is growing.“  

9» Home Secretary to Cabinet after "Cable Street".

At this time one of the most prominent, respectable, prot—Nazi organisations
in Britain was the "Anglo—German Fellowship". As war with Germany
approached, a few of the Fel lowship ' s members became disenchanted and one
of them (T.P . Cornwel l--Evans) used his German contacts to gather
intelligence for S.I.S (MI6) . i
A number of the most important figures in the Economic League were on A the
ruling council of the Anglo—German fellowship. These included:

Sir Harry Brittain g
Lord McGowan
W.R.Runciman P
Earl of Selbourne

Each of these was not only on the League's Central Council but was a
prominent Conservative politician and member of the Carlton Club.

In 1935 the League launched a public attack on the Communist Party. It
claimed that re-—armament was being held up by politically motivated
industrial action. This was almost certainly true but does nothing to
support the League's anti—f-ascist credentials. Their motives were
millitaristic; Had things turned out just a little differently those arms
might well have been deployed in an alliance with the Nazis against the
Soviet Union. This was a possibility almost certainly anticipated by
Hitler's sympathisers within the Economic League. '  
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THE ECONOMIC LEAGUE GOES. TO .WAR
During the Second World War the League's officers an. members put their
services at the disposal of the nations Officals like Hoare and White were
in the forces. Most did what they were best at and made themselves more
money.

The League's files were available to the government and intelligence
services. White continued to act as the League's director although for mudh
of the war- a Lieutenant Colonel with the Political Intelligence
departmentof the Foreign Office.

After the war Robert Rawdon Hoare took over as the League's director when
White entered parliament.

But despite White's good fortune the 1946 election was a disaster for the
tories.
It was even more disasterous for the exponents of unregulated. free
enterprise. The five years of Labour government were followed by "thirteen
years of tory misrule" during which time it became clearr that the
Conservative Party was not going to dismantle the Atlee government's
radical reforms. Nationalised.industry amd the welfare state were here to
stay; and certainly under Macmillan, the Tory right wing was kept in a
political wilderness. g

The Right regroups  
During the last years of the forties the far right of the tory party
reorganised itself.
Some groups disappeared. like the Anti~socialist and Anti~communist Union
which was swallowed up by the Economic League. But in. general it was a
period which saw the appearance of new groups. ‘ 1

Amongst these new groups the most important was "Aims of Industry". Anthony
 Sampson.described.it, in "Anatomy of Britain"(1961) as "an anti~socialist

A PR firm". It first came to public attention. with a very“ professional
campaign against nationalisation of the sugar industry spear' headed. by
their creation "Mr Cube". In 1953 they were employed by those lobbying for
comercial television and are more recently infamous for their "independant"
anti—Labour party campaigns at election times.  '

In 1951 the Ebonomic League became a limited Company and for the first time
it is possible to obtain detailed and irrefutable evidence of those who
were involved.

Cold War   
It was a time of mixed.fortunes for the Economic League. Their politics was
about to go out of parliamentary fashion for a quarter of a century; But
there were plenty of companies willing to fund a rearguard.action or to put
up with the unfashionable politics for the sake of the League's anti~labour
movement work. , 

-.11
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The Atlee government's radical social policy was not matched by a .radica1
foreign policy; Britain under Atlee became an nuclear power and a frontline
state in the Cold War. The radicalism that was a feature of policy at home
helped to disguise what was a deeply divided party. O

The right of the Labour party were as fervently anti—communist as ever and
quite prepared to throw in their lot with anyone who was willing to help
them. The left, on the other hand, were unwilling to endanger the reforms,
and effectively submitted.to the ‘Cold War" for the sake of thes welfare
state.  -

The Cold War was to dominate the attention of British, American and Russian
secret services until the late sixties and beyond.  - _

In the west it was a war fought primarily on the home front; the battle was
for control of public opinion. "Communists" or "communist sympathisers"
were the enemy's front line.   

0

CO VERT OPERA TIONS
Western secret services had.to extend their roles from being gatherers,
into being manipulators. of information. U

Bitish Intelligence already had experience of this and) one of their
outlets and inputs was the Economic League. Both British and American
Intelligence seemed.to take it as a model for their "covert operations".

Another group used by intelligence was the .British League for ~European
Freedom (BLEF) which was founded as early as 1944, to publicise and protest
about the Russian a1ly's expansion in Eastern Europe. .

In 1947 Christopher Mayhew. a Labour minister at the Home Office, realised
that Intelligence in the Cold War needed a direct, if disguised, line to
the press and thus the public.  
He established the government's Information Research Department (IRD) which
rapidly became just that. 1  

IRD was set up by Mayhew, Atlee and the cabinet without the knowledge of
parliament or the public and it was funded directly from the) "Secret
Service Vote". IRD's job was to fight the propaganda war~ against ‘Russia.
and by extension against communist sympathisers in the UK. I

At the same time the American CIA was begining its own offensive against
radical politics in Europe. From the begining it was a campaign that yused
and expanded.the repertoire of "covert" intelligence operations.

 The model for these operations had already' been established by' Admiral
Reginald Hall. Apparently "independent" groups were set (up to give the
intelligence services a sort of outside line to the press (and public. It
was a mechanism that not only extended their role from that of. information
gatherers to being manipulators but also isolated them from political rand.
legal controls.

At first the information that was put out by the CIA's "fronts" was more or
less accurate but it didn't take long for them to realise that they had
acquired a versatile method of spreading "misinformation". What worked. for

@-
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the truth a lso worked for lies . exaggeration and inuendo .  .
‘ I

It is hard to believe that Labour politicians didn'tw realise that the
intelligence services were being granted immunity from the normal
restrictions of democratic government . Short term political advantages must
have outweighed any scruples they might have had. B

By 1950 the CIA was funding covert operations through the Congress for
CultLu"al Freedom based in West Berlin. This money mostly went to bogus
press agencies distributing black propaganda. I   r  

In Britain these included the magazine "Encounter" (which then employed
Denis I-Iealy and Thatcherite guru Professor Maxi Beloff) and the press agency
Forum Information Services.  ,~

~

In the Fifties   
By the early fifties a clear pattern was begining to emerge. - I .

1-

The propaganda offensive against Soviet foreign pol icy was
spearheaded by a multitude of emigre groups . The complexity. confusion and
presence of some oddball outfits in the anti—soviet emigre network gave
itthe sort of credibility needed by covert operations.

In the vanguard of the battle at home was the Economic League. But though
influential figures in the Labour movement might be prepared to exchange
information with the League none could afford to be seen doing it.

An attempt was made to provide a possible joint "management/union"
anti—communist platform through a group cal led "Common Cause".  It quickly
became a shambles andisplit in two with accusations of right-wing bias and
the involvement of shady characters like Lady Jane .Birdwood . who would
reappear in the fascist movements of the sixties. I

A more successful attempt to bring unions and management together was
achieved with the creation of "Industrial Research and Information Services
Ltd. ". But IRIS has never ammounted to much more than a watered down
version of the Economic League. I  

By the time the Cold War had been christened. the Economic League had been
on the front line for B30 years. Its national network of officers.
supportive and subscribing companies and sympathetic contacts in the police
and trade unions had amassed a huge database of radical . and therefore
"subversive" individuals. -  I I r

The size of this database was quite possibly larger than the UK files held
by Special Branch or MI5 which didn't have. and couldn't realistically
develope, the day to day contact with employers and which certainly
couldn't sell sell their political vetting - servicesa openly.

, - |+
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CONSENSUS
p

1

During the fifties the Labour and Conservative Parties moved towards the
political centre. The.Labour Party relinquished its commitment to wholesale
"nationalisation". The conservatives accepted.the Welfare- State and some
degree of state ownership of key industries.

v .

What was created by this implosion of parliamentary politics is, now it is
over. called.the "consensus".   I

The agreement,which was the consensus, had a number of cornerstones:

* "Mixed Economy" — State Owned industries had a role in Britain's Ebonomy
but should. co—existy with private enterprise. The criteria for
nationalisation was that it was in the national interest that the inustry
.be protected.from.the prevailing "market forces". I

* Government interference in the economy. The economic theory which
underpinned the consensus was that of Meynard Keynes who had. argued. the
booms and slumps of capitalism should be ironed out by government rspending
during an economic depression. The money borrowed would be repaid during a
period of economic expansion.

* The Welfare State — imperfect as it was the popularity of the National
Health Service and National Insurance scheme was quickly established. The
Tory Leadership had lived through the depression of the l930‘s and welcomed
a mechanism that would remove the most gross social effects of economic
recession.

* Comittment to nuclear defence and the western alliance against Russia and
communism. R

|\_

This hard.core of "social democratic“ plicy promised a period of political
stability. And at a time of economic expansion it had electoral appeal for
_both major parties. - t

lThe two architects of consensus were Hugh Gaitskill. who became Labour
leader in 1955, and Harold Macmillan who became Tory leader* and Prime
Minister in 1956. T I

“It is very difficult for those whose memories do not go back. to the
twenties and thirties to have any conception of the virulence with

 which the role of the State in a modern economy was contested...Any
form.of State intervention was believed to be necessarily incompetent,
and the prelude to some form of dictatorship. Some of the most
intelligent and responsible leaders in many fields of national life
had supported.laissez~faire on these grounds....Nevertheless, much of
what I was advocating in those years has come about; a National
.Economic Development Council; a government which controls the Central
Bank, and assumes responsibility for the general level of economic
activity through the Bank rate and the Budget; extensions  of the
public utility principle in transport and. fuel; even some welfare

Q. .

\
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distribution of essential foods, such as the expanded. schoolp meals
service and the orange juice and codsliver oil and milk for 'mothers
an babies. The era of strict laissez—faire has passed. into history,
together~ with the derelict towns,the boardet-up shops. and. the
barefooted children and — above all - the long rows of men and women
outside the Labour Exchanges.“

1Erom "Winds of Change“
Macmillan's memoire, published in 1966.

Dissidents
on 1

Neither Labour nor Tories could claim to have carried all their supporters
with them. But both tried to keep their dissidents on a tight leash.

On the left, the effect of the Labour Party's commitment to consensus lead
to a phenomenal growth in the membership of the Trotskyist groups which
argued.that socialism could not be brought about by parliamentary politics.
It also helped. to establish a massive "unaligned? socialist movement
discontent lwith the Party's support fore Nuclear' Weapons, military"
expansion. and later its ambivalence to American involvement in Vietnam.

Tory dissidents were equally inclined to extra—parliamentary activity. They
however had a considerable amount of power* through their positions in
industry and the city. M

The Economic League was a mouthpiece and a weapon for rightwing
dissent. It was a focus for those lobbying against further expansion
of state intervention those intent on disrupting the the involvement
of the Trade Unions in goverment policy making. q

The League survived consensus comfortably. . ’

When it suited consensus governments the League could be dismissed as ‘the
last refuge of “Colonel Blimp".  
“But it had its uses — as a means of gathering intelligence and of isolating
industrial militants and those opposed.to the defence strategies of the
cold war. 9

‘This was especially true because the new approach had.not been accompanied.
by a noticable decline in industrial action.

In 1952 1,792,000 hours of production were lost through Industrial action.
This rose to 2,083,000 hours in 1956. and 3,024.000_in 1960. After a year
of Labour government the figure remained 2'g25rQQg_  



ITFE VERY BRITISH COUP
It is possible to underestimate the long term consequences of the
Conservative Party leadership's attitude to the right during this period of
social democratic ("consensus") government. On the one hand.the right were
tolerated but on the other they were isolatedl They could claim with some
justification that although a part of the ruling elite they ‘were less
influential than trade union leaders.

We now know that in theirr plitical isolation the, otherwise powerful,
right laid. plans .and set in motion a mechanism for seizing power
undemocratically.
That Britain never fell victim to a military coup can only be explained. by
the right‘s last minute success in regaining power by less spectacular
IIIGBIIS .

However between 1968 and 1975 the far right in industry, the military and
intelligence were involved in a series of political and extra—parliamentary
manoevers. These were all more or less secret and, as will be shown, by
their own definition of the word "subversive".

The immediate aim was to bring down the social democratic consensus.
Although it was the leftward shift in the Conservatives which was the
cause of all the problems it was the Labour Party which first attracted the
conspirator's attention.

Harold Wilson had.lead labour to victory in the 1964 election. Its majority
rose to 99 in another election two years later. It was clear by 1968 that
Wilson and his -administration were firmly in the mould. of consensus
politics established by Hugh Gaitskill. -

As a part of their attempts to "destabilise" the Wilson government the
right set about trying to portray it as ruled and controlled secretly by
the left in general, and Russia in particular. It was a eccentric ida~ and
one which would.have been hopelessly illconceived.had it not been for the
influential position of the conspirators. S
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Destabilising Wilson
Journalist Chapman Pincher was never far from the centre of the conspiracy
In his book “Their Trade is Treachery" which was only published in 1981 he
put the old case against Wilson bluntly:

"In Wilson's first six years in office, the Labour party slid
progressively to the left, with leaders oftrade unions known at least
to have been communists in the past, exerting influence on policy."

JI

Pincher himself admits in the postscript to the paperback of "Their Trade
is Treachery" that: A

"During my long journalistic career, I performed several important
services for MI5. . ..". .

His eccentric analysis of Wilson comes. undi luted, from British and
American intelligence. . -

Wilson had been viewed with suspicion since he first became leader of the
Labour Party. Hugh Gaitskell, his predecessor had been held in high regard
by his political opponents. For the establ ishment, he was as safe a leader
of the Labour Party as could be expected.

fliortly after a visit to Russia in 1963 Gaitskell died of Lupus. It was a
rare disease in temperate climates and this was enough to lead American
Intelligence to believe that Gaitskell had been assasinated. p

Suspicion would have fallen on whoever had succeeded,Gaitskel‘l,i Wilson  
however was regarded as being to Gaitskell ‘s left (almost entirely because
he had resigned from the 1951 Labour government over prescription charges)
and this attracted even more suspicion.

According to "Spycatcher" the CIA‘ s head of counter—intel l igence James
Angleton made the first moves after the 1964 election:

. "After Harold Wilson became prime minister in 1964, Angleton made a
special trip to see Furnival Jones who was then director of counter
espionage. Angleton came to offer us some very secret information from
a source he wouldn't name. This source alleged. . . . .that Wilson was a
Soviet agent." .

"Spycatcher" p364.

Angleton offered more information if MI5 would keep it away from the
politicians. The offer was. according to Wright, considered and rejected
but "Angleton' s approach was recorded in the files under the code name
"Oatsheaf " " .

Oatsheaf remained untouched until at least 1968. During those four years
the economy had not fared well. Nor had the Labour Government done much to
improve industrial relations .  
To make things worse, according to Wright, by 1968 more information about
"Soviet penetration" of the Labour Party was begining to come to British
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intelligence. But bearing in mind the Soviet‘s spectacular success in
"penetrating" the British establishment it would have been extremely odd if
this were not the case.

However within Intelligence there was a group of officers in touch with and
sympathetic to the conservative right wing. 'I‘hey were prepared to use these
allegations as an excuse to begin a series of subversive operations against
the government .

“A "pretty Iooney crew”  
Outside of parliament there was in fact a plot against Wilson. This was
confirmed by Sir Martin Furnival Jones (then head of MI5) who told the
Sunday Times in 1981 (29th March) that an:

". . .al leged plot to remove the Wilson overnment was the subject of a
secret service investigation".

Furnival Jones described the conspirators as "a pretty loony crew" but
admitted that it had involved a Major General and “civil servants and
millitary" .

Amazingly the plot was not reported to Wilson.
James..Cal laghan, then Home Secretary, was told but like MI5 witheld the
information from the prime minister. It seems no action was to be taken
against those implicated in the conspiracy and the Prime Minister and
Cabinet were to be kept in the dark. If the plot was to be as easily
dismissed as Furnival Jones had suggested then this was a strange decision.

Wilson was only told the complete story in 1975 and it had to come,
according to Marcia Williams, from a “former advisor to the cabinet".

The outline of this 1968 conspiracy has been public knowledge for some
time. It first came to light with the publication of an autobiography by
ex—"Daily Mirror" executive, Hugh Cudl ipp. .

Cudlipp describes being at a meeting at which Cecil King (the Mirror's  
proprietor) told Lord Louis Mountbatten that a group of influential people
weredevising a scheme for a military takeover. The ultimate objective of
this would be to install an unelected government of “national unity" lead
by Mountbatten. ,
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King himself confirmed that the meeting had taken place but emphasised that
he had told Lord Mountbatten to keep his hands clean until it was time for
him to play his part. As a keystone in the military hierarchy with proven
popular support and a close relative of the Queen Mountbatten was the ideal
figurehead to legitimise the proposed Junta.

The final clue about the doings of the "loony crew" is to be found in
"Spycatcher" .  

Wright describes Cecil King as a "long time" MI5 agent and goes on to
explain that as part of the preparations for the coup King had made it
known to his colleagues in the service that the Daily Mirror would publish
any scandal about the government that serving officers were ‘prepared to
leak to him . '

Peter Wright claims to have warned his boss, Furnival Jones, that this was
happening and that "feelings were running high". Wright was given an
equivocal message to take back to any officers tempted to take King up on
his offer: .

1 "You can tell anyone who has any ideas about leaking classified
material that there will be nothing I can do to save them! "

"Spycatcher" p369.

Even after twenty years. the publication of "Spycatcher" and the death of
some of those involved in this conspiracy the amount of information
available about this plot is limited.

What we do know raises more questions than it answers:

QWhy was Furnival Jones so ambivalent about the affair?

* He didn't tell the Prime Minister and persuaded Callaghan to keep the
information to himself.

* He didn't threaten officers willing to take part in the coup with any
action by the service.

* As far as can be ascertained no action was taken against the Major
General, military men or civil servants. a

QWhy did James Callaghan keep the affair from the prime minister?

*When the Sunday times questioned him about it in India in 1981 he replied:

"Oh that one -— I have nothing to say about it, either here or in London."

If this coup was so insignificant why have those prepared to admit that it
happened not been prepared to name those involved with Cecil King and Louis
Mountbatten’? ' r

Did Mountbatten denounce the conspirators and if not does this mean that he
was prepared to go along with the plot?
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THE ECONOMIC LEAGUE AND THE "68 COUP
In the absence of answers to these questions it is tempting to speculate
about who might have been involved. The Economic League, which since its
inception seems to have borne the seeds of just such a plot, must fall
under suspicion.

It is not however all conjecture. There is one further piece of evidence
which has so far been overlooked.

In 1968 The Times carried a short piece by a staff reporter in which the
Economic League claimed that a copy of their bulletin had been forged. This
forgery was suggesting that the Armed Forces should overthrow the
government .

It is not ‘clear to me from the article how many of the forgeries were
printed or whether they were distributed through the league ' s normal
channels.
It convincingly captures the League's style of writing and approach to
issues . And as they themselves admit "The forgers. . . .have gone to great
lengths to make the bulletin look convincing".

Of course it might be just a coincidence that this "very left-wing"
practical joke coincided with a real right—-wing plot to overthrow the
government . Those however wishing to speculate further will _be interested
to note the presence of Major General Thomas Brodie amongst the Mi 1 itary
men on the League's Central Council today.
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What happened to the "68 Coup  
1..

Serious or not, this coup came to nothing and because we still know so
little it isn't easy to find out why. ' r

Bit later in 1968 something happened which must have caused the
conspirators to postpone their coup. The government published its white
paper "In Place of Strife". Although it never became law and upset a
substantial section of the Labour Party's supporters it also rather
weakened the case for military action.

Soon afterwards the military themselves were given something to do when the
RUC & B Specials went on the rampage against civil rights campaigners and
catholic communities in Northern Ireland. By May 1969 the British army were
begining to replace the civillian authorites on the streets there.

THE ARMY v  
Support from within the army was crucial for the credibility of any plot to
overthrow the government . .

No one has ever seriously doubted that the mi l itary hierarchy has ever
been anything but profoundly conservative; with both a large and a small
"c". But those millitary men who lent their support to the '68 conspirators
were moving the armed forces into a more dangerous area than mere political
partisanship . _

Between 1945 and 1969 the British Army had been involved in no less than53
wars. Most of this active service involved policing the fragments of the
Empire while politicians negotiated independence. A

As theEmpire diminished so too did the excuse for a large standing army.
Because of this and the periferal role of infantry and "conventional" -
artillery in a nuclear—based defence, the Army was the most vulnerable to
defence cuts .

When economic recession deepened defence cuts became inevitable and the
British Army had to act quickly to redefine its role in an empireless
peacetime .  p

A moderately large and well equipped standing army needed an enemy. The
Airforce and Navy had the Russians but the army had to find one of their
own.

Civl unrest and insurrection were, by the late sixties, the Army's
speciality. Even before the Empire much of the resources of the British
Army had been deployed against the "enemy within". At some stages of the
Napoleonic Wars there were more troops stationed in the north of England to
discourage rebel lion than there were fighting the French .
In the absence of another suitable candidate, the "enemy within"
simultaneously became the Army‘ s prime target and its strongest weapon.

Although Callaghan and Wilson's decision to use troops in Ireland therefore
presented the Army with an ideal opportunity it was some time before it
became clear that the Army's role in Ireland would be different to the one
it had played in other colonial conflicts.
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The "political solutions" that had eventually lead to military withdrawal
from the outposts of empire never properly materialised in Ireland.

By the mid-1970's the Army itself was prepared to help strangle the
"Sunningdale" power—shar'ing agreement at birth.

At the same time as troops were being sent to Northern Ireland the Army was
begining a wide ranging process of self- education in political and social
theory.
If Governments were to be persuaded that an army was needed to keep the
revolutionary wolf from their door then the Army needed to do two things.
First it had to formulate the case that insurrection was a real danger.
Then it had to show that only the Army could devise the appropriate tactics
to deal with it. O . .

Frank Kitson

The Army’s revolutionary England
The Army set about trying to construct a "model" of a revolution in
England; the heart of the "union". N

Although it had first hand experience of colonial insurrection the Army
realised it lacked the political or sociological knowledge to do this

 properly .  

In 1969 the Army Land Operations Manual (ALOM) acquired a third volume on
how to deal with insurrection.
Aware of its limitations the army dispatched Major General Frank Kitson
(experienced in Kenya. Malaya and Cyprus) to Oxford University. His orders
were to research insurrection and subversion and produce a coherent ‘
counter-subversive theory.

While ADOM vol.III was classed as a "restricted" document some of Kitson's
research was published as "Low Intensity Operations" in 1971.

Its publication was a low intensity counter—subversive operation itself. A
very successful one. It made talk of "revolution" respectable no longer
the preserve of left or right—-wing eccentrics. It was also a stiff warning
of the degree of military reaction that revolutionary acts might expect to
meet .

Finally it spawned many offspring and played a vital role in creating a new
academic special ism: Counter—subversion.

The military establishment set about re—writing AIDM vol.III in the light
of Kitson's work and the Army's recent experiences in Ireland. Kitson
himself was given the chance to put theory into practice by taking command
of the 39th Infantry Brigade in Belfast.

\- 
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Outside help  
The CIA were as keen as the British Army to encourage academic counter-
subversion.

-r

While Kitson was still at Oxford the CIA. through its main British front —
Forum World Features (FWF) -— established the Institute for the Study of
Conflict (ISC) . ~

Brian Crozier, the British CIA agent» running FWF, enlisted the help of Sir
Peter Wilkinson. _ _
Wilkinson was at the time the administrative head of the Foreign Office and
a former chief of the Information Research Department. He would later -
become co—ordinator of intelligence and security in the cabinet office.

I-

Although Wilkinson did not join the board of the ISC he did provide Crozier
with the ISC's fundraiser the retired Major General. Fergus Ling.

The ISC didn't restrict itself merely to publishing pamphlets and its E
"Conflict Studies". Like the Economic League it was willing to run training
sessions and courses.

By the early 1970's the Army were bringing in outside experts in
"subversion" to extend their programme of political education.

In 1973 the Economic League was reporting to its members that:

". . .the greater demand for detailed knowledge about subversion
received by the League's director of information and research to speak
at formal and informal meetings and courses held at Ministry of
Defence establishments."

The following year it is known that the ISC ran sessions at the National
Defence College, the Royal Millitary College of Science. the the Army Staff
College and for the 23rd SAS battalion.

a

Revolutionary models
The models of an English revolution, as envisaged by the Army and its
friends on the right. had the Labour Party and the Trade Unions playing a
vital role.

Of course there were plenty on the left who also believed that the Labour
Party would be the midwife to a revolution. But it is more disturbing to
find it being made a cornerstone of the British Army's forward planning.  

It certainly ran the risk of undermining the loyalty that a constitutional
Labour government might expect from all ranks in the service.
To a considerable extent the risk became reality.

The Army emerged from their process of self education thoroughly
mistrustful of the Labour party. This is no surprise when the nature of its
teachers and teaching materials is considered - the Economic league. the
Institute for the Study of Conflict, Kitson. Crozier, Robert Moss. Major
Richard Clutterbuck . V

But it must be viewed as the most damaging, dangerous and massive
subversion of the British democratic process in this century.
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majority or the support of the Liberal Party.

The Army mutinies in Ireland
" .

Edward Heath had become prime minister in 1970 when the Corservatives
gained a 31 seat majority in Parliament. As we will see later it was a
stormy period and when he called an election to demonstrate public support
for his firm line against the Trade Unions he failed to get a working

Wilson returned to power at the head of a minority government in February
1974. After another election in October of the same year Wilson returned
again to Downing Street. This time with a majority of just 5.

Wilson inherited Heath's Northern Ireland policy; the so—cal led
"Sunningdale" power-sharing agreement. ' t I .

It was a complicated agreement concluded between the London and Dublin
governments at Sunningdale in England in December 1983.

Michael Farrell says of it;  -

"Sunningdale was the high point of British Strategy in Ireland. It was
 a masterpiece of balance and ambiguity."  

"Northern Ireland: The Orange State", Pluto Press 1980.

It was a compromise which the hard line unionists refused to accept. On
i4t.h May 1974 the Ulster Workers Council (UWC) cal led a general strike
against the agreement .
It was supported by the loyalist paramilitaries who made sure that it was
effective.

At the hight of the strike the UWC were intending to pull out the almost
exclusively protestant power workers. This would bring the province to a
halt.  9 .

Merlyn Rees . Northern Ire land Secretary , announced that the government
would take a hard line.
Troops would be sent in to keep the power supplies going. On May 24th Rees
irstructed the army to go in. It refused. -

Later that summer a British Officer writing in the Monday Club's magazine
(“Monday World") explained what had happened: u

"For the first time, the Army decided that it was right and that it
knew best and the politicians had better toe the line."  N

By 1974 the troops‘ role in Ireland was well defined. It was marked by
partisan support for the Loyalists and contempt for "political solutions".
The Army had no reason to welcome any resolution of problems in Ireland."

The final mutiny was the culmination of the Army's attempts to frustrate
government pol icy towards the strike. Troops had not been moved from
Catholic communities to stop the loyalist paramilitaries from intimidating
workers wanting to break the strike .
The Army and RUC did nothing to break down the UDA road blocks on which
the strikes success relied.  
When Armed men arrived at Mackie's in West Belfast and forced the workers
out the Army stood by. passing the time of day with the UDA men on the
barricades.
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By 1971 the Royal United Services Institute was organising joint seminars
attracting participants from each of these areas. Also invited to the
meetings were representatives of groups like the ISC and Economic League.

Amongst the fruits of this collaboration was a series of joint police/army
exercises at Heathrow Airport in 1974. The first of these was held in
January, while Heath was in power. The remaining three were held in June,
July and September. G

The initiative for these Lmprecedented exercises did not come from the
government. The responsibility for sanctioning lay with the metropolitan
Commisioner of Police, then Sir Robert Mark.

For the first two exercises spurious "anti—terrorist" excuses were given.
For the last two no excuses were offered .

Unwilling, or unable,to stop the exercises Wilson was nevertheless troubled
by the police/millitary collaboration. Still smarting from the mutiny in
Ireland Wilson had just found out about the 1968 coup plot as one of the
exercises began. His personal assistant, Marcia Williams, told the Sunday
Times in March 1981:

". . . . .Harold was worried about the business when troops did an
ant i-terrorist exercise at London Airport. He said to me: "Have you ever
thought that they could be used in a different way? They could turn that
lot against the government totally.""

Wilson's paranoia was well fotmded. In 1974 There were widely circulated _ 1
rumours that Army Officers were (again) discussing the possibility of a
mi l itary coup . The rumours were deniable and there were few people prepared
to take on the consequences of treating them seriously. Perhaps the only
tangible evidence was the creation of a handful of "private armies" by
military men such as Major General Walker or David Stirling and figures 1
from the far right such as the MacWhirters and Michael Ivens .  

The first admission that the rumours were true only came from Field
Marshall Lord Carver six years later during a Cambridge Union debate on
pacifism. when questioned he denied that either he or "senior" officers
were involved:

". .It was exactly the opposite in that a certain interview took place by a
young journalist at the Army HQ near Sailsbury, Wiltshire, in which not
very senior, but fairly senior, officers were ill advised enough to make
suggestions that perhaps if things got terribly bad, the Army would have to
do something about it."

Lord Carver, reported in the Guardian, 5/3/80

Socialist revolution by the back door
The Army was primarily concerned with civil disturbance. What was important
to them was the extent to which their models of revolution made the Army
an indispensible counter revolutionary force. _

K

There was another line of approach represented at its simplest by Chapman
Pincher‘s allegations of the leftward sliding Wilson Government.  
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According to one version of this line the Labour leadership was being
manipulated into soviet style communism. According to others it was
embracing it willingly. Common to both versions was the Economic League's
notion that Labour governments were dragging Britain almost unwittingly
into a Stalinist nightmare. -

One of the most significant, frank and detailled accounts of this is to be
found in Robert Moss‘ book "The Collapse of Democracy".

Moss was editor of "Foreign Report" the "confidential" weekly published by
the "Economist". J
He was a member of . and advisor to. many of the organisations on the far
right; including the National Association for Freedom and ISC. When
Thatcher became the Tory leader Moss was one of her main speech writers .

A particularly revealling chapter of “The Collapse of Democracy" is
entitled "Letter from London 1985".
It is an imaginary document which explans how the extreme left seize power
from a Labour Government in "Operation Brutus". The fol lowing three
extracts written from the point of the ultra-left winger speak volumes
about the way in which the radical right viewed politics in the seventies:

"My real fear, two years ago, was that the conservatives would find
the nerve —- and public backing —- to persue their two point programme.
As you will recall, this involved i) the promise to restore the
sovereignty of market forces so that if, for example, it as found
necessary to give in to a large wage demand, it would immediately be
translated into higher prices and unemployment; and ii) the pledge to
bring the trade unions back within the law through a new Industrial
Relations Act."

"In the end, the Conservatives (caught up in a pathetic family feud)
and the electorate shied away from confrontation with us on the ground
where they could win. We were left to face a confrontation on ground

A where, as it turned out, it was easier for us to win -- the struggle
against new wage controls." '

"The mid-—1970's of course saw the rise in a number of Poujadist
movements among ratepayers . farmers , the se l f-employed, and a number
of conspiracies involving retired officers, businessmen and
right-wingers, some of them half—baked, others quite serious for us"

"The Collapse of Democracy" was published in 1975. The last extract isn't
speculative but is written from inside information.
It raises many of the questions that are raised by Furnival Jones‘
revelations about the 1968 conspiracy. More importantly it suggests that
the conspiracies of 1974--5 were known to a considerable number of people.
And those in the know must include not only the Economic League but also
most of the present cabinet.

Whether or not they took part in any conspirac ies they have continued to
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shield the conspirators. By their own.definition of the term they are
guilty of "subversion". 1

-.4- .

ubversive activities are those
which threaten the safety er well-  

 being of the State and which are  
intended to undermine or overthrow  

 mrliamentary democracy by
industrial, political or violent

 means.‘ ~ t
Home Ofibeguidlinee en the legitimate targets 0
umeillanceby the secret service.  

OATSHEA F RE VISI TED
"The Irish situation was only part of a decisive shift inside MI5
towards domestic concerns. the growth of student millitancy in the
sixties gave way to industrial millitancy in the early 1970's. The
miners‘ strike of 1972, and a succession of stoppages in the motor
industry had a profound effect on the thinkin of the Heath

*government.Intelligence on domestic subversion became the overriding
priority.“ _
Peter Wright, "Spycatcher" p359.

The British Army's chaning role was reflected within British Intelligence.
One of the immediate effects was to concentrate MI5's attentions on some of
the fringe groups such as the Workers Revolutionary Party (WRP)and
International Socialists (IS later the SWP). It was a move resisted by the
old.guard.in the service, such as Wright himself.

They felt that groups like IS or the WRP weren't as great a threat to
"national security" as some figures in the labour Party or'Trade Unions.
They were clearly concerned that the Trotskyists' contempt for Stalin and
Stalinism excluded their groups from any direct contact with the Russians.
While MI5's "F Branch" (Domestic surveillance) was largely concerned with
the Communist Party it had remained subordinate to the cold warriors of "D
Branch" (countere-espionage) which until the seventies had been MI5's
elite.
"E Branch" (the colonial branch of the service), which had masterminded
counter—insurgency in Malaya and Kenya also began to eclipse counter-
espionage.
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Edward Heath , who became leader of the Conservatives in 1965 and prime
minister in 1970 had appointed an intelligence mandarin - Lord Victor
Rothschi ld -- as head of his "think tank" in 1971.

o

I

Rothschild wasted little time in using his intelligence contacts. In 1972
he approached Wright , who was an old friend, and asked for some "no punches
pulled" intelligence on the Trade Unions and Labour Party. Wright cleared
the request with his boss Furnival Jones and delivered the goods.

I

r

Wright is coy about what information was passed on to Heath, via
Rothschild. But it created a storm among those Whitehall chiefs who found
out about it and so we may assume that it included some of the dubious
American material contained in the "Oatsheaf" file.

"The whole of Whitehall came thundering down on my head. I was
summoned by John Hunt, the cabinet secretary, who asked what on earth
I was doing passing material about an opposition party into govrnment
party hands at such a delicate time."

"Spycatcher" , p364

f .

Bit Wright, with Jones‘ and Rothschi ld's help weathered the storm. At its
height there was an axtraordinary and reveal l ing exchange between Wright
and Heath .  

Wright had not previously met Heath and wasvisiting Rothschild in his
office when the prime minister looked in. Wright was introduced to Heath as
the author of the controversial, secret , report . Heath had not yet read the
report " but had been briefed on its contents:

""You should not be indulging in politics" he glowered "there are
mechanisms forthis sort of material."
He turned on his heel and stalked out.
"Christ Victor," I said.
"Don't worry Ted's always like that. I'll talk to him later."
The fol lowing day victor rang me up. He told me Heath had devoured the
briefing that night. v
"Is it true. Victor?" he asked in amazement, and when told it was
redoubled his crusade toremain in power."
"Spycathch_er" , p367 . _ _ _ y_ .

Heath clearly isn't telling Wright to leave politics to the politicians.
But quite what the"mechanisms for this sort of thing" might be is a matter
for speculation. .

An informed guess would point to the intelligence community's propaganda
machine the Information Research Department (then still in existence). But
groups like the Economic League , used by intelligence to gather and y  
disseminate information, would be likely candidates for parts of the
mechanism .

Rothschild, in addition to his government job, ran the familly firm of
N.M.Rothschild in the city. But he was also on the boards of other
companies including Shell (whose chairman Sir David Barran was president of
the Economic League) and Slater Walker (ashady property speculation company
run by financial wizard Jim Slater). Slater Walker went bust in 1975
causing Heath to coin the phrase "the unacceptable face of capitalism".
In 1975 Slater Walker was the fourth largest , known, donor to the Economic
League. Only Natwest,Rank Hovis McDougall and Shell gave more . Barclays
gave the same —- £5,400.

‘i’ 4-
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WRIGHT’S PENSION
In 1972 Wright discovered that he would.not be recieving a full pension
from MI5. He therefore considered settin up some "security" work to
supplement his £2,000 p.a. pension. With this in mind he approached
Rothschild to see if he could help.

Rothschild was certainly willing to help and offered Wright a security job
with N.M;Rothschild. Sir Michael Hanley, who had taken over from Furnival
Jones in MI5, for some reason vetoed this. Rothschild then put Wright in
contact with an unenamed businessman lookin for someone to do security '
work.

Wright claims to have taken an instant dislike to this man but still agreed.
to meet his colleagues:

"His colleagues were a ramshackle bnch. They were retired people from
various branches of intelligence and security organisations whose best
years were behind them. There were others too, mainly businessmen...."

- . _
. | - - '

Rothschild's contact came straight to the point:

""We represent a group of people who are worried about the future of
the country," he intoned. t
He had something of the look of Angleton on a bad.night about him. he
said they were interested in working to preventhte return of a Labour
government to power.“
"Spycatcher",p367.

It was made clear to Wright that what was wanted.was any information that
could be used against the Labour Party, and its leaders in particular.

Unimpressed.by the set up Wright reported.the meeting to Hanley and
offered to continue monitoring it for MI5. Hanley's response to the offer“
was a strange one, coming from the head of an.organisation that was putting
considerable effort into monitoring, bugging, tapping an infiltrating even
the most obscure left—wing one horse shows:

"Hnley thought discretion was the better policy.
"Leave it alone Peter" he said."it's a dirty game and youlre well out of
it‘ llll

Wright's account of the meeting with the conspirators is brief and
uniformative. As with so many of the inside accounts of the 68-75 plots it
leaves so much unanswered; who was the James Angleton lookalike? (James
Goldsmith has been suggested and fits the description); how deeply involved
were the private armies and their leaders like SAS founder David.Stirling
an.General Walter Walker; and how deeply involved were other sections of
the right—wing network.

There is no question that the Economic League, Aims of Industry and ISC
were represented.there but the only evidence is Rothschildfs involvement
as a "fixer" an the League's history. The same is true of the tories'
radical right.

The most mysterious question is of course why Wright tells us so little an
names no names. Was he only afraid of court action?

l

P
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“A BL OOD Y MENA CE”
»

Peter Wright's assesment of this conspiracy must have been fairly accurate
since by February of the fol lowing year (1974) Wilson was back in Downing
Street .

James Angleton. at the CIA, successfully put pressure on Hanley to reopen
the "Oatsheaf" file on Wilson.

Sir Michael Hanley put Wright in charge of it and soon afterwards he was
approached by five coleagues who had been told that the file had been _
reopened. They wanted to use it as the basis for an anti-Wilson campaign:

""Wi1son"s a bloody menance," said one of the younger officers, "and
it's about time the public knew the truth"."

Wright admits being tempted by their proposal and claims to have only been
persuaded out of it by Victor Rothschild. Rothschild‘ s concern however was
not that it was dangerously unconstitutional , but that it would endanger
Wright's pension. "

This time Wright held his counsel and did not alert Hanley to what was 5
going on.

With, or without, Wright's help some of this plot seems to have been
8l'l<‘:1Ct6d.:

O Confidential files were leaked to sympathetic journalists, including
Chapman Pincher

I A smear campaign, including a forged Swiss Bank account, was launched
against Ted Short , the Labour Party‘ s deputy leader . Short was one of the
politician's deeply implicated in the Poulson/T.Dan Smith Scandal.

In a "K.D.I.S." special in 1987 we suggested that there was a conspiracy
against the architect which could not be put down to investigative
journalism nailing municipal corruption. Although we considered a few
motives for this conspiracy we ommitted what, in retrospect, seems as
plausible pa reason as any: That it was a concerted attempt" to discredit the
social democrats who had held power at a local and national level since the
1950's.

T.Dan Smith has always maintained that MI5 were covertly involved in
engineering the scandal.

I

CL O CK WORK ORANGE
Apart from wright there is another first hand account of MI5 ' s covert
activities during 1973-4.

J

I

Colin Wallace, an Army Information officer in Northern Ireland, then
working for the psychological operations unit "Information Policy" has
revealed details of an ant i—government operation codenamed "Clockwork
Orange 2".
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Shorly after the first election of 1974 Wallace was asked to produce a
faked Republican document implicating a number of named Labour M.P.s. He
was given access to MI5's files on the M.P.s and a thorough briefing on
the reasons for and objectives of the inquiry.

"Lobster 13" carries a detailled analysis of the notes which Wallace made 7
at the time. These included a list of M.P.s to be "targetted":

A)As "secret communist party members"-

Harold Wilson, Anthony Benn, Ian Mikado, David Owen, Eric Heffer, Judith
hart, Tom Driberg, Barbara Castle, Michael Foot. John Stonehouse.
The only one for whom the claim has been shown to hold water is Tom
Driberg. Driberg was acting as a double agent for MI5.

Q
I

B)As New Left in Northern Ireland"-
Brian Walden, Reg Prentice, Bob -Mellish, John Cunningham, Frank Allaun,
Stan Orme and Fenner Brockway. .

The evidence given to Wallace about Wilson is unmistakably taken from
"Oatsheaf " . t

Wallace's notes also show that Edward Heath was to be the target of
Intelligence's operations.

Heath, claimed MI5, "can be shown to be under Soviet control through Lord
Rothschi ld" . A

F
1

The key words here are "can be shown". In this kind of psychological
operation truth takes a back seat and so does loyalty. The only evidence
against Rothschild was his friendship with Birgess, Maclean and Blunt. He
had been convincingly cleared of any suspicion.

Bit there was enough circumstantial evidence to use the connection against
Heath if necessary. Heath was certainly discussed as Wallace's notes show:

"The key issue is , therefore whether there should be cosmetic surgery
to help elect a weak government under Heath, or Major Surgery to bring
about a change of leaderhip before the next election". '  
Colin Wallace's notes for "Clockwork Orange 2", lobster #13

r

In the end Wilson cal led a second election barely six months after the
first. It hardly left MI5 any time for any kind of "surgery".

Bit the specific object of Wallace's contribution to MI5's psychological
operations was to undermine the Ulster Worker‘ s Strike . Soon after he began
work on "Clockwork Orange 2" the operation was closed down. He was told
that "London had had a change of mind and now wanted the strike to
succeed" . t

7"‘ I41
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-A BLOODLESS coup”
"Thatcher became leader of the Conservative Party through a succession
of accidents. . .Her success in the election against Edward Heath was a
suprise to her supporters . even to herself. Many of those that voted
for her did not want her to become leader and discovered that their t
tactical votes, designed mereley to dislodge an isolated and
electoral ly unattractive leader were part of an elaborate scheme to do
something more. The rightwards shift which her election as leader
announced was supported by neither the large majority of Conservative
MPs , the Conservative Party nor the Conservat ive Party Workers . "

"Thatcher" by Nicholas Whapshot and George Brock , Macdonald & co ,
1983 .

"It was a coup d'etat,a bloodless coup."

John Nott, former Thatcher minister, on BBC TV's "Panorama",
‘celebrating Thatcher as the longest reign premier of the 20th century.

The radical right won control of the Conservative party on Tuesday,
February 11th 1975 . Margaret Thatcher had romped home in the second ballot
for the leadership with 146 votes. Willie Whitelaw had managed to get just
79 votes . Geoffrey Howe and James Prior obtained 19 votes each and someone
called John Petryl had got eleven.  

It was a stunning victory for the whole of the right, which had been
carefully isolated by the tory leadership since Macmillan's day. But though
a suprise it was no accident. The social democrats had been brilliantly

out—manoevered.

The first stage in the "elaborate scheme" was to force Heath out. As we
have seen this was being discussed in British Intelligence in early 1974.

The right, inside and outside parliament, had been dismayed by Heath's
handling of the industrial disputes in the winter of 1973/4 which had seen
the "Three day week" and a miners , power and water workers strike that had
brought the country to within days of a complete shutdown .

Heath's policy of mediation with, and "appeasement" of the unions, in the
spirit of social democracy, had all but broken down before these disputes.
The strikes were a part of the showdown that the industrial free enterprise
lobby had finally goaded the prime minister into.

The Economic League was one of the most organised sections of opposition to
Heath within Tory ranks. They argued that the government had to stand firm
and to mobilise the state and volunteers to undermine the strikers in a
replay of 1926.

Heath's lack of resolution and weakness were the final straw; his decision
to seek a mandate from the electorate before seeing the job out was
regarded as a disaster.  
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Even before the October election of 1974 Keith Joeseph, a senior shadow
cabinet minister, had broken ranks and started to openly criticise the
social democratic convention within the party. Over the fol lowing year
Joeseph and Margaret Thatcher became increasingly vocal supporters of the
Economic League's old fashioned, and by then radical , brand of unrepentent
laissez-faire capital ism .

For Joseph it was a political gamble of enormous proportions; in the
leadership race he had broken early and was setting a hell for leather
pace . For Thatcher, a junior spokeperson with no prospect of the party
leadership, there was little to lose. t
For the far right it was instant rehabilitation. Their supposedly obsolete
economic theories were once again at the top of the political agenda.

It would be unfair to Joseph to suggest that he was driven only by personal
ambition. Like Wedgewood Benn he was a senior figure in his party who felt
that social democracy was too mediocre a policy to cope with the economic
and social crisis and that a radical return to first principles was called
for . -The di fference between the two men was that Joseph eventually won his
point within the conservatives and country whereas the Labour party has
never moved away from social democracy .

When Heath failed to get a mandate in 1973 and then failed to get back into
Downing Street again in October his removal became a priority. But it was
no easy task . Heath didn't want to go and the Tory Party had no
constitutional means to force him out, or make him stand" for re-election.

it

MILK STREET MAFIA  
The "1922 Committee" of conservative backbench MPs was crucial to any plan
to depose Heath. Its chairperson was Edward duCann, an old enemy of
Heath's. p

Under duCann the 1922 committee began to exert increasing pressure on Heath
to stand for re-election. It became clear, even to his supporters, that
Heath needed a vote of confidence to establish control of the mutinous
party. I  

The press knew of the pressure under which the Tory leader was being put
but could find no one prepared to talk about it openly.

The 1922 Committeehad taken to meeting in secret to discuss the
leadership. Its meeting place -- duCann‘ s merchant bank, Keyser U1 lman in
Milk Street -- was eventually leaked. The press turned up in force to greet
what was dubbed the "Milk Street Mafia"as they left a meeting. With
everything out in the open Heth felt himself more or less forced to stand
for election.

The rules for the contest were laid down by former leader Alec Douglas
Home:

*There would be two ballots

*A 15% majority on the first ballot would ensure victory '

*New Candidates would be able to stand in the second ballot
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The point of this rigmarole was to allow Heath to stand.down if he didn't
win the first ballot while allowing a moderate candidate to replace him in
the second ballot.

The right had two serious candidates lined up for the contest. Joseph was,
obviously, one. The other was duCann himself. They were also aware that
both men had made enemies in the house and that a “stalking horse" was
needed. That is a candidate who would attract the anti—Heath vote without
being in danger of winning the ballot. Thatcher was to be the stalking
lxwse.

But before the candidates were declared Joseph and.duCann had backed.out.

Joseph had marital problems and had made an extremely intemperate "keynote
speech" advocating a birth control programme for social classes C and D.
After this even his friends realised that Joseph would be an electoral
liability. A

duCann was under pressure from his family to not stand and was aware that
the financial affairs of Keyser Ullman might not bare close scrutiny.
Only the stalking horse remained.as the right's front runner; '

EVEN HA NILSHA CRIED
Airey Neave, the MP closest to British Intelligence, masterminded
Thatcher's campaign.

In the first ballot Thatcher p
beat Heath by 130 votes to
119. Hugh Fraser, the only _
other candidate, was moved to
tears by the fact that he had
helped to depose Heath. Even
Lord Hailsham cried.
In the second ballot the
jovial, patrician bufoon
Willie Whitelaw carried the
colours of the Tory social
democrats.

They were taken to the
cleaners.

.4
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OONSOLIDA TING THE  
CONSER VA TI VE REVOLUTION
With Thatcher installed at the head of the Conservative Party the political
extremists in the establishment had little need for a millitary coup.

However the leadership vote had been about specifically about Heath's
political leadership and personality, not about policies. If the right's
candidate had been Joseph, whose committment to unregulated free enterprise
was not in doubt this would not have been so.
Thatcher and her'allies still had to mmhall supmrt in the party ranks
and gain the party's approval for her radical policies before the threat of
military and extra-parl iamentary action would recede.

In the October 1974 election the Labour party had obtained a working
majority of five votes. It was hardly enough for a government to expect to
run a full term but gave Thatcher time to rally support and it gave the
radical right time to translate their ideology into practical policy.

In the end they got longer than they might have expected . Wi lson resigned
as prime minister in 1976 and was succeeded by MI5,s old friend James
Callaghan. It was unheard of for a prime minister, who wasn't ill, to
resign while in office. It was unheard of for a prime minister to be chosen
by the parliamentary elite of a single party.
Wilson has never really explained his resignation satisfactorily. At around
the time he made some statements to two free—lance journal ists (Barry
Penrose and Roger Courtier) about South Africa's interfeerence  in Eitish
politics and expressing concern about MI5's activities in relation to the
Labour government.
Penrose and Courtier followed up the South African connection and ended up
in the scazflal which saw Jeremy Thorpe deposed as liberal leader.
The MI5 connection was only once seriously fol lowed up (see "Lobster =tl=11) ,
and that was years after the event . In the meantime Wi lson has not repeated
the indiscretion and his resignation remains mysterious.

Bit if Wilson‘ s resignation is shrouded in mystery then so too is the
appointment of his successor. Callaghan became The Prime Minsiter Who
Never Won an Election. If Wilson was unseated by MI5 with the intention of
destabilising the Labour government then it seems to have been a failure.
Callaghan was the labour minister most accepted by (and into) the
financial, industrial and intelligence establ ishement. It was almost
inevitable that he could pull together the the coalitions -- first with the
Liberals and then with theUlster Unionsts - that would enable the Labour
government to outlive its majority in the commons.

Bit he was also bland, uninspiring and grey and it was equally inevitable
that he could not win an election for the labour Party. Thatcher had two
full years more to prepare for power and the guarentee of a soft,
practically flaccid. opponent.

Gainirg control of the Conservative Party , however , was far more
complicated than winning a general election. Rather than trying to win over
the social democrats, whose loyalty would have been in doubt , the radical
right choose to encourage a new , younger , more aggress ive , and more
"common" lower middle class breed of tory activist. The social democrats
who had been out manoevered gradually found themselves outnumbered within
the party hierarchy and the party beaurocracy.

At the same time, and as part of the process of attracting this new "macho"
tory, the free enterprise lobby was encouraged to produce the books that

I
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would serve as the textboks for the conservative revolution .

Right wing theorists like Robert Moss and Brian Crozier produced their own
contributions but two of the most influential in the run up to the election
were "The Case For Free Enterprise" (1979) and "In Defence of
Freedom"(1978). Each was a collection of essays by individuals representing
between them all the groups in what was by then an extensive and powerful
radical right network . ' P

r

This network _grew rapidly during the period 1974/9. Not only did. the
groups, now within a spit and a throw of government. grow themselves but
newt groups appeared. Although the responsibilities of some groups
overlapped, each had its own specialism and the whole network was free of
the sectarianism which has dogged.the radical left. It was an object lesson
in the development of a radical politic of opposition, which the radical
left has not and perhaps cannot take to heart. A

There is another book to be written that would trace the way in which this
network was constructed. What fol lows is the beginings of a synopsis of
such a book. Shorn of much historical detail and analysis it remains a
disconcerting indictment of the radical right and the hopeless inadequacy
of the British democratic system. It is, I believe, a vindication of
conspiracy theory and those that argue the cause of political change cannot
be found by taking political events at face value.

INTRODUCING THE NETWORK
The Economic League is the oldest and most well established member of the
right-wing network. Like the League the network has both overt and covert
features:

* It issues propaganda and gathers information

* It lobbies for political change  

* It is more than willing to achieve its objectives by extra-parliamentary

Yet it isn't really possible to talk of any groups as being central to the
network. None is indispensible, although all are valuable, to the radical
right. The only organisation in any way at the centre of the network is the
Conservative Party. t

It is not possible to talk about the right "penetrating" the Tories in the
way that people talk about the left "penetrating" the labour Movement. The
Conservatives have always been open about their ability to accomodate the
most extreme right wing views and this has never been questioned. The
presence of Stephen Hase ler at the heart of the network does however raise
questions of right-wing penetration of the labour movement. Before he
defected to the SDP Haseler did much to build up the right in the trade
union movements from which has emerged leaders like Bill Jordan and Eric
Hammond and the so—called "Mainstream group".

Propaganda , lobbying and information gathering are common to all the
network's members , even those tht claim to be purely academic . Common
interest groups l ike the CBI and Engineering Employers Federation, both
longstanding supporters of the Economic League , give their assistance to

' I‘
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the network in all these fields of activity. A A

The political vetting services of the Economic  League, t Common Cause and
IRIS are just one form of highly effective direct action. However other
sectiors of the network are more overt about direct action. The involvement
of PACE (Parental Choice in Education) in Dewsbury (1987). of NAFF in
countless strike breking operations since Grunwicks (1978) and the
financial support given to Roy Link and the UDM are some of the most
obvious examples . I T t

Since Thatcher seized the tory leadership in 1974_there has been ta massive
expansion in the number of groups within the network. Most of these
newcommers aim to propose and formulate changes in social and economic
policy. The radivcal right realised that after twenty years of consensus
the civil service's in—built conservatism would work against them. Groups
like the Adam Smith Institute and Centre for Policy Studies, as well as
more specialised groups like PACE and PULSE were set up or encouraged as t a
way of getting round this.  ~  A _.

1 - '
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Contributors to "In Defence of Freedom":_  
(Published by the National Associationfor Freedom. 19'/e.)
Lord De L‘ Isle " I
Former Tory M.P. and.Secretary of State for Air (1951-55) and then managing
director of Schweppes and Govenor General of Australia (1961—5). Chairman
of the Economic League stalwart Phoenix Assurance Company from 1966 until
1978, founder and Chairman of the National Association For Freedom (NAFF).

Winston Churchill M.P.  
Son of Randolph Churchill and nephew of The Winston Churchill. Member of
Council of NAFF.

Anthony Flew
Professorof Philosophy at Reading University. A founder member of NAFF and
closely associated with the Centre for Policy Studies and the Adam Smith
Institute

John Gouriet A
Soldier turned banker. Campaign Director of NAFF.

Dr Stephen Haseler I
Lecturer in politics at City of lonon Poly. Labour member of the GLC
1973-77. A signatory of the Limehouse Declclaration he joined the policy
comittee of the SDP. But his connections with the American far right and
American Intelligence, especially the Heritage Foundation. put him further
to the right than most tory MPs.

Russell Lewis y
Journalist and author. director of the Conservative Political centre
1967-75. and author of the Istitute for the study" of Conflicts "The
Survival of Capitalism". Member of the council of NAFF.

Norris Mcwhirter V  7
Founder and deputy chair of NAFF. a key figure in the network. according to
defectors-from South African Intelligence (BOSS) a CIA/MI5 agent.

Lady Morrison. '  
Second wife and widow of former right wing anti—Attlee Labour minister
Herbert Morrison. Council of NAFF.

Robert Moss ' '
Thatcher speech writer and one of the top people in the radical rightwing
network and an important link between all its member groups. Former editor
of "The Ulster Debate" and "The Free Nation".

Narindar Saroop
Chairman of the Anglo—Asian Conservative Society. Not considered. important
enugh to be given a seat on the NAFF council.

Dr Ken Watkins
Ebonomist at Sheffield University; editor of CIA backed “Journal of
Political and Social Affairs". A member of Aims of Industry and with
ISC/CIA organiser Bian Crozier a director of Sherwood Press. Crozier and
gait;-llzins co—wrote "The Police the People" for Common Cause in 1982.
a ins sits on the NAFF council and on its management committee.

Contributers to "The Case for Free Enterprise":
(Published by Bachman and Turner, 1979.
Foreword by Keith Joseph. edited by Cecil Turner)

Chris R Tame - .
Head of research at the NAFF until 1977, at the same time on the staff of
the Institute of Economic Affairs. By 1979 he was running the Alternative
Bookshop in Covent Garden. On the executive of the Libertarian Alliance and
contributer to "The Guerilla Capitalist“. I '

Henry S. Ferns
Professor of politics at Birmingham University.

J.A.Kornberg
Graduate of Bradford.Tech and the L.S.E. (1957). In 1979 became joint
mnaging Director of Lister & Co Ltd. Bradford.

Lord De L'isle.
Again.

Michael Ivens
Central figure in the Network . director of Aims of Industry and NAFF.
Director of the Foundation For Business Responsibilities (formerly
Industrial Educational and Research Foundation. A key adviser, along with
McWhirter to the private armies of 1974/5

Harry Welton
Former Director of Information and reserch for the Economic League retained
by them in a "consultative capacity". _

"His other: activitiesincluded the briefing of inustrialists. trade
unionists, MPs and the Press on the aims and methods of subversive groups
operating in industry." pr x _' L

The author of three books: -.
"The Third World.war (trade and industry - the new battle ground)". "The
Trade Unions the Employers and the State"and "The Unnecessary Conflict" and
the booklet "The Agitators".

Sir Frank Taylor  -
Of Taylor Woodrow construction. fervent and generous supporter of the
radical right. A

Teresa Gorman 1
At the time billed as a small business person, since regarded by Billericay
Tories as a suitable replacement for Harvey Proctor.

Ralph Harris _
Now Lord Harris a prolific author for the radical right connected. or
published with most of the groups.
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A CONCISE
ENCYCLOPAEDIA

of the  
5

saiaieaaiimammmmmemfll
Founded in 1942 to campaign against wartime restrictions
on capital. Horked closely with the Economic League in
the campaign. against the Atlee government’s
nationalisation programme. Hith its invention of ‘Hr
Cube‘ to fight nationalisation of Sugar it estblished a
reputation as a laissez—faire PR company. '
In the early fifties it was employed by those lobbying
for an independent television channel.

It is still very active and a bastion of the radical
right, As propogandists Aims knocks spots of groups like
the Economic League. They are well known for running
anti-Labour Party campaigns during elections although in
1987 this function was taken over by the Campaign for a
Free Britain working from their office with staff loaned
by the Economic League.

Run By a Central Council whose present members include:

Michael lvens - director
Sir Nigel Hobbs - Slough Estates
Sir Bordon Booth - Hanson Trust
Sir Charles Fletcher-Cooke - ex-HEP
Kenneth Hachlpine - Hacfllpines
Lord Renwick
Lord Taylor of Hadfield

"Aims" has a Scottish council which includes:
Peter Clarke
Adam K Bergius

In 1985 three companies are known to have declared
donations in their annual reports:
Slough Estates — £10,000
B.H.T. Industries - £2,500
BICC - £2000

\
I

Its annual income is in the order of £lm but Ivens
discourages companies from making declarations.
In Hay l9B7 Aims published the
ubiquitous Lord Ralph Harris’ ‘The Hyths of
Unemployment‘. R 600 Group (£50)

I

"HDHH BHITH INSTITUTE‘
I IHNHIHIH ,.",,,,.

Like the ‘Centre for Policy Studies‘ a sort of think tank
cum pressure group organising support for privatisation
and other radical right objectives.
Trutees and founders: Hadsen Pirie, Stuart Butler and his
brother Eammon.

Directors of ‘RSI Reserch Ltd‘ also include:
Anthony Fisher  
gigaaaqgllfgztzggln _)"'l:d1r1l.><Srr|:'t£.>U:|flit:ld:>

(CB1 vice-president)
Lord Bellwin
(See entry for 'PULSE'l

CC
‘CDHHDN CAUSE‘
‘CDHHDN CHUSE LTD‘H I I _.., ml, mm
Formed in I950 it was an attempt to bring together
anti-communist trades unionists and industrialists. I

Dn its first advisory board were:
I The Duchess of Atholl
(A member of the Pearson Family, publishers of the
Financial Times. A prominent member of the British League
for European Freedom)
I Br C.H.Smith
(Ex-chair of the Independent Labour Partyl
I John Brown
(Ex-general secretary of the steel workers union, ISTC
X Ton 0’Brien and Dame Flora Handcock
lEx—presidents ofthe TUCT
t The Lords Hmmon and Douglas-Hamilton.

By 1956 it had split with C.0.Smith arguing that it had
become ‘reactionary’. Tnis reactionary element became
Common Cause Ltd which by 1059 included on its board
Hajor Richard Hilton, founder of he National Front.
Smith's supposedly non-reactionary Common Cause faded out
of existence in 1959, but not before it too had elected a
fascist -Lady Jane Birdwood— to its advisory committee.
During its early years it issued a quarterly bulletin and
channelled funds towards its sister organisation IRIS.

It now has two subsidiary companies:
I ‘Common Cause College‘, a registered charity.
t ‘Common Cause Publications‘, issuing the monthly
"Common Cause Report‘, and booklets like the I905 ‘Far
Left Guide‘.

In 1995 the companies made a ‘loss’ of £2,535 on sales of
£31,000. Three companies declared donations in their
annual reports:
BKN l£5,000l
Hawker Siddeleyl£500l

‘L
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‘NATIDNAL ASSDCIATIDN FDR FREEDDM‘ (NAFFl ‘RUSS MCMHIRTER FDUNDATIDN‘
‘FREEDDM ASSDCIATIDN'. I a E§%§Eg » .-~'""""""""““""*'**flWMee

The Fl'6Bd0ITl A5$°°i3fi°"l Set up by Norris after his twin brother's assination in
Founded July 1975. -
According to Michael Ivens in a letter to the ‘New
Statesman‘ (27/7/77) in August I975 Chapman Pincher
addressed '30 Senior industrialists and businessmen on
the grave dangers facing Britain‘.
The meeting was held under th auspices of the newly
formed NAFF. NAFF seems to have grown out of Civil
Assistance although without Nalker at its‘ head it was
less millitary and recalled the ‘Drganisation for the
Maintenance of Supplies‘ during the General strike.
Its main objectives were to channel money and
professional organisation and help into the trades
unions’ right wing. More than strike breakers, they also
made closed shop agreements a target.
Its founders included:
I George Kennedy Young
8 Ross Mckhirter
I Norris Mcflhirter
8 John Gouriet
I Robert Moss "

Together with Michael Ivens these six shaped NAFFs policy
and tactics.
Also included on the council and an indication of its
power and its importance to the network were:
I Stephen Hastings MP, ex—Ml5
I Sir Gerald Templer and Sir Robert Thompson, top
millitary men and experts in counter-insurrgency
I Joseph Josten, Director of the Free Czech Intelligence
news agency.
I H.E.Luke and Hugh Astor, both ex-MI5
t MPs Jill Knight, Hinston Churchill, David Mitchell,
Rhodes Boyson and Nicholas Ridley have all served on the
council. So too have representatives of:
1 Aims of Industry
T The Economic League
I Phoenix Assurance
I The National Association of Building 1 Employers (one
time employers of Norman Tebbitl.

In January I977 Margaret Thatcher was its guest of honour
at its inaugural Subscription dinner.
In February 1979 it became the ‘Freedom Association" and
Derek Jackson, fresh from S years in millitary
intelligence, became its ‘Campaign director‘.
More recently its directors have included Viscount De
L'Isle, Vice Admiral Sir John Roxburgh and Dr Ken
Hatkins. y
It also has a seven strong Management committee which
includes:
I Broness Cox, from CPS
I Lord Taylor of Hadfield
1 Thom Robinson, Research director of the Campaign

1975. It makes annual awards to to organisations such as
Keston college and the Airey Neave Trust and to
individuals like George Hard, ownerof Grunwlcks and
Irene McGibbon of the Norking Miners Campaign.

‘RESEARCH FDUNDATIDN FDR THE STUDY DF TERRORISM‘

At the end of I986 this was set up by a consortium of
radical right—wingers including Norris Mcflhirter, Michael
Ivens, John Diggs Davison MP and Brian Crozier’s former
aide Ian Greig and Professor Paul Hilkinson.

Policy Research‘ Associates r

Prominnt Freedom Association member Dr Julian Lewis which  
monitors ‘communist and soviet type propaganda‘. A number
of satellite organisations are linked via Lewis to PRA
including: I

I ‘PDLICY RESEARCH PUDLICATIDNS‘
(‘Policy of the Dead - the whole truth behind nuclear
disarmers‘l
I ‘MEDIA MDNITDRING UNIT‘
(Hhich compiled the report for Tebbit’s attack on the
BBC. Partly funded by Sir Peter Tennantl.
I ‘CAMPAIGN AGAINST CDUNCIL CDRRUPTIDN‘ "
(Parliamentary advisor is Edward Leigh MP and former
director Tony Kerpel was advisor to Kenneth Baker)
8 ‘CDALITIDN FDR PEACE THRDUGH SECURITY‘
(American funded coalition of the Federation of
Conservative Students and Norris McHhirter.l

‘SDCIETY FDR INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM‘
(‘SIF‘l I

Founded (P44 with similar objectives to ‘AIMS’. By the
late sixties it was, acording to BDSS defector Gordon
Winter, a straightforward intelligence front.
In 1970 it employed both G.K.Young and Ross Mcflhirter and
initiated the prosecution of Peter Hain (then a Young
Liberal) over the anti-apartheit ‘Stop the Seventy Tour‘.
Money for the prosecution was raised by a SIF speaking
tour of South Africa.

‘INTERCITY RESEARCH‘
 . W

Funded by INTERDDC (q.vl this was an
‘anti-communist‘research and pulishing venture run by

Against Council Corrupion and now Research and .Lady Jane Birdwood. Hho later founded her own group
Information Director of the Economic League. ‘SELFHELP‘ on the rightmost fringes of the network.

_j
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‘CONGRESS FOR CULTURAL FREEDOM‘
(CCF)
‘FDRUM INFORMATION SERVICES‘

‘CENTRE FOR POLICY STUDIES‘ ‘FORUM NORLD FEATURES‘_ _ ,_ ~_ ~.'.
___ . I Lt." .
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Set up as a limited company in 1974 by three subscribers:
I Sir Keith Joseph MP, 23 Mulbrry Nalk London SH3 SDI
I Margaret Hilda Thatcher MP, then at I9 Flood St, London
SN3
I Nigel Vinson, company director, The Dld Vicarage, Upton
Grey, Basingstoke. (Dn the boards of the british airports
Authority, The Sugar Board, Technology Investment Trust,
david Neiper and Co.Anthony Hieler I Co.r Electra
Investment trust.) President of the Industrial
Participation Society and a member of the CBI grand
council.

Directors of the centre have included:
I Martin George Hassell
I Gerald Philip Anthony Frost
I Hugh (later Lord) Thomas (Author of the ‘Spanish Civil
Nar‘and a left wing defector to the radical right.)
I Sir Frank Taylor (Taylor Noodrow, Babcock & Hilcox,
English Electric.)
I Alfred Sherman (Journalist, speech writer for Joseph
and Thatcher, Ex-communist, tried to organise Le Penn's
visit to the IVS? Tory Conference.)
I Lord Cayzer(British and Commonwealth, Economic League
and British Intelligence.)
I David Ivor (now Lord) Young
I Nathalie Brooke
I Simon Hebley
I Hector Laing (Laing construction)
I Kenneth Robert Minogue
I Derek James Palmar (Grindlays Dank and Yorkshire TV)
I Lord Vaizey r  
I James Gestetner
I Shirley Letwln ~
I Peter Dowring (Bowring Construction)
I Lord Max Beloff (Also of ISC)
I Baroness Cox
I Arthur Alan Dashwood
I Professor Reginald Victor Jones
(Former MIG scientific officer, see ‘Spycatcher".)
I Sir Ronald Halstead
(British Steel)
I Hilliam R. Ferdinand Mount (Journalist)
I Richard Hass (International lawyer)
I Julius Gould
I Dr George Urban

P

(FNF)
‘ENCOUNTER’ -
‘KERN HOUSE ENTERPRISES‘
‘CURRENT AFFAIRS RESEARCH CENTRE‘
‘ROSSITER PUBLICATIONS‘

 $

.

Founded in I950 in west berlin the CCF marked the
beginings of the CIA's covert political offensive in the
cold war. its first move was to set up a number of phoney
news agencies: I
I Preuves lnformations (Paris)
I El Mundo en Espanol
I Forum Information services (London)
In London it also set up the magazine ‘Encounter’ which
employed Denis Healy. I

The functions of most of these organistions then passed
to Forum Horld Features. FNF was a London based, but
American registered company. In I966 the President of
this company was Brian Crozier. Its managing editor was
Iain Hamilton, journalist and formerly editor of the
"Spectator". In I967/B its secretary was John Tusa, now
with the BBC.
In I969 FHF set up another, British based company, to
front its operations. this was Kern House Enterprises and
would serve as the as the base for other orgnisations.
As FHF's cover was blown some of its publishing
activities were transferred to Crozier’s own Company
Rossiter Publications.
At the same time FNF’s library and information service
was expanded and renamed the Current Affairs Research
centre. The following year it became the ‘Institute for
the Study of Conflict‘. I

‘INSTITUTE FOR THE.STUDY OF CONFLICT‘
(ISC) ‘lflflfliunflgqpnlflmfllfifilfiflPHI” I

More than just another CIA front, the ISC brought
together counter~ insurgency theorists and the radical
right. It treated ‘conflict‘ in its broadest sense; from
shop floor, through revolution, to battlefield. The iron
fist in the iron glove was its answer to all conflict.
Established as a limited company in I970 its initial
subscribers were:
I Brian Crozier
I N.F.K.Thompson
I Professor Max Beloff (University College, Buckingham,
St Anthony’s, Oxford) *
I Professor Leonard Shapiro (L.S.E.)
I Professor Bruce Miller-(Australian National University)
I Major General Fergus A.H. Ling.

Its central Council has included:
I John Hugh Adam-Natson
I Sir Edward Peck _ 
I Major Richard Clutterbuck



‘INTERDDC'
,"';guflmfiwflfle  
According to Hilliam Stevenson's ‘lntrepid's Last Case‘,
Interdoc ‘fought KGB disinformation with fact‘.
Disgraced intelligence officer and counter— insurrgency
specialist, Dick Ellis was taken on by INTERDOC on the
recomendation of Stewart Menzies ex—head of MIG. The
grateful Ellis wrote to tell Menzies of his success in
the new job: r

"I am kept nat. with this INTERDOC organisation. and
togethe with other chaps, I have formed a working
committee which is organising an international
conference at Oxford in September. Ne have raised
money from -, -, —, and some professional groups,
much to the astonishment of the Foreign Office who
said it couldn’t be done. They are now wondering if
it was a good thing to kick me out of ...(reference
to a branch of secret intelligence) as several of us
are now doing privately ‘what they have never
succeeded in doing — getting an ‘action group‘
going. Ne are keeping it private and confidential as
publicity could kill it.‘
(Ieter dating from 1958/9?) B

1

‘BRITISH ANTI-COMMUNIST COUNCIL‘
‘NORLD ANTI-COMMUNIST LEAGUE‘
‘BRITISH LEAGUE FOR EUROPEAN FREEDOM‘
‘SCOTTISH LEAGUE FOR EUROPEAN FREEDOM‘
"‘"""°L‘"E‘",,,‘,,,,,P,
Founded as early as IP44 the BLEF was the first of
numerous groups that sprang up to draw attention to
Soviet actions in Eastern Europe. Many would crystalise
around emigre groups. Others, like the BLEF, were a
platform for cold warriors.
The BLEF and SLEF played a key role in helping British
and American Intelligence to rehabillitate Nazis and
collaborators. The SLEF conference for Eastern European
exiles in I950 was quite a Nazi and Ouisling reunion.
Leading figures in the development of the BLEF and SLEF
were Victor Raikes, Tory backbencher and later Monday
Club president. The Duchess of Atholl and Economic League
‘council member the Earl of Mansfield.
It wasn’t however just Tories who were drawn towards this
type of group. Labour MP George Dallas, working with the
‘Anti—Bolshevic Bloc of Nations" was the British
representative at the meeting which established the Norld
anti—Communist League. The first group to represent
Britain on the HACL was the BLEF. In I979 the HACL tried
to clear out some of its more blatant fascist elements
and the BLEF (by then dominated by the fascist Lady Jane
Birdwood and anti—semite Donald Martin) were expelled.
The british representative became the only slightly more
respectable ‘British Anti—Communist Council‘.
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Launched in February (BB6 the initials stand for Public
and Local Service Efficiency. PULSE is a powerful
pro-privatisation Lobby.
Its campaign directors are Peter Clarke from AIMS, and
David Saunders.
In additiion to an advisory committee of Tory MPs
(Michael Brown, Teresa Gorman, Neil Hamilton, Gerald
Howarth, Robert Jones, Edward Leigh, Philip Dppenheim,
Anthony Steen, Teddy Taylor) its members include: 1
I Baroness Cox:
I Lord Bellwin, the former Leeds Alderman and key figure
in the administration that dcimated that city, crucial
masonic figure in the ‘Shire Oak Affair‘.(See ‘Doing
Business‘)
I Norris Mchhirter
I Anthony Flew
I Gerald Frost

y ‘INSTITUTE OF ECONOMIC AFFAIRS‘
(IEA) IF-ElE
‘SOCIAL AFFAIRS UNIT‘
(SAU) .
‘CENTRE FOR RESEARCH INTO COMMUNIST ECONOMIES‘

=-@_
IEA was founded in I957 by Lord Harris of High Cross who
was its General Director for 30 years. He was last year
replaced by Graham Mather, former policy officer with the
Institute of Directors and legal advisor to NAFF.
Trustees include:
I Nigel (now Lord) Vinson, (CPS and AIMS)

~I Sir Ronald Halstead (CPS)  
Annual donations ammount o half a million pounds.
It has two subsidiaries: y

I ‘The Social Affairs Unit", run by ‘Times’ columnist
Digby Anderson with as trustees Baroness Cox and Arthur‘
Seldon (PULSE,CPS,NAFFl.
I ‘The Centre for Research into Communist Economies.‘

, ‘INSTITUTE FDR EUROPEAN DEFENCE AND STRATEGIC STUDIES‘

"E0381 I

r Funded by the American ‘Heritage Foundation‘ and in
~ existence since I979 its general director is Gerald Frost

and its advisory committe includes Baroness Cox, Reg
Prentice, and Frank Shakespeare (CIA man and former chair
of Radio Free Europe).  

\
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‘CIVIL ASSISTANCE‘
Ia.k.a. ‘UNISON COMMITTEE FOR ACTION‘, ‘UNISON‘)

Perhaps the most developed of the private armies of
1973/4.
It was the brainchild of General Sir Halter Nalker, Ross
McHhirter and George Kennedy Young (Monday Club
neo—fascist, ex~Ml6).
Acording to Colin Hallace it received ‘covert assistance‘
from British Intelligence, of which Young was an former
member. *
in I973 "Unison" became ‘Civil Assistance‘ and, organised
by Nalker and ‘Colonel Robert Butler‘. it was not ‘stood
down‘ until I976.

It was undoubtedly part of the '74 coup Halker was
prepared to tell ‘Lobster' where some of its support came
from:
I from Mountbatten, Field Marshall Auchinleck, the late
Duke of Nestminster, Varyl Deggs and Lord Boyd he
recieved ‘verbal support and encouragement‘.
I from Air Marshall John Slessor‘ he got "practical
assistance‘.
I From Alexander Abel-Smith ‘contacts‘ and from Ross
Mcflhirter ‘joint planning‘.
I From The Economic League's Lord Cayzer he got money.
I Cayzer, also on the board of CPS , gave Halker £10,000
for each of the first two years and a further £5,000
after that.

Prior to its being stood down Halker tried unsuccesfully
to negotiate some sort of merger with the National
Association of Ratepayers.
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David Stirling, founder of the SAS, established his own
private army, ‘GB75", in I973. I
Just how far it got off the ground has been questioned.
Lobster suggests it night have been a psychological
operation to put the wind up the government as with a
press report which suggsted that there were at least 40
other private armies being raised.

I
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After GB75 was stood down, if it ever stood up, Stirling
set up ‘Truemid‘. Partly a militaristic insurance
company along the lines of ‘KMS‘ or ‘Control Risks‘ (a
Hogg Robinson subsidiary). Truemid was was more
concerned in helping the right within the Trade Unions
to seize power in the name of "moderation".

sharing premises with HUI.
Idem Smith Institute: 50 Yestnioster Mansions
LIES: 40 Doughty Street, London RC1
Centre For Policy Studies: 8 Hiltred St Westminster SW1
Coalition for Peace Through Security: Fourth floor. Arrow House, 2T-31 Yhitehall. London SS1
Common Cause: 329 Fleet Road, Fleet, Hampshire
Freedom association: Avon House, 360-366 Oxford St, London H1.

I

‘l.R.I.S‘
(INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH AND INORMATION SERVICES LTD.)

Sister organisation to Common Cause. Like the Economic
League it specialises in political vetting and
blacklisting. However it doesn't compete with the League
and shares information. IRIS almost certainly acts as a
discrete access to League files for right wing trade
unionists.
Former directors include the AUEH's John Boyd and the
ISTC's Bill Sire.

‘NATIONAL STRATEGY INFORMATION CENTRE‘

A crucial part of the CIA/Pentagon strategy of
interference in Nest European domestic politics. It
funded the ISC and together with FARI co-sponsored the
‘Freedom Blue Cross‘ conference.

‘FOREIGN AFFAIRS RESEACH INSTITUTE‘ (FARI)
_gHiiwunflifififlfiififlfihflifiifiififie

Geoffrey Stuart-Smith (Tory MP for Beiper, 1970-4) was
the prime mover in a series of organisations which
eventually spawned ‘FARI’.
In I962 he was running the Foreign Affairs Circle which
published ‘East-Host Digest‘. Eventually the publishing
and distribution was taken over by ‘Foreign Affairs‘
which Smith organised withthe help of Tory MP John Diggs
Davidson. In the early 70's Foreign Affairs was also
distributing material for AIMS, Common Cause, IRIS and
the Economic League. I
In I976 Smith set up FARI with South African money. A
sort of quasi-academic group its object was to do for
foreign policy what CPS was to do for domestic policy.
That it was crucial not only in the network but as a part
of American lnterventioniem is underlined by its council
which included the ClA’s man in Europe Brian Crozier and
Robert Moss also involved were Sir Fredrick Bonnet and.
Air Marshall Stuart Menual.

‘COMMITTEE FOR A FREE BRITAIN‘ (CFB)

During the I987 election the CFO ran an anti- Labour
Party campaign using the services of Russell Halters who
was seconded to the committtee from the Economi;
League.The CFB was based in the offices of AIMS.
The Committe members were drawn from the leading Ii htg
of the radical right network: Lord Harris, Baroness Uox
David Hart, and Christopher Monckton. I
Property speculator, and boss of Mountleigh Tony Cln
was one of its main sources of funds. I gg

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII  6    -
Address Book: These addresses were given in "LR" February 1984. kins at least is where it was,

Social Ittairs Unit I Institute of Economic Affairs: 2 Lord North St, Westminster, London SR1
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S TAND! G UP TO
THE LEA GUE

This is not intended as anything but an introduction to the discussion of what can
be done about the Economic League's activities. These activities raise serious
moral and political problems which require a principled and a practical response.

The PROBLEM
Morah
 &

A) The Economic League's political vetting service compiles information on the
legitimate political activities of individuals. This information is then made
available, for money, to organisations and companies. The only purpose for the
compilation, sale and purchase of this information is to enable employers to
discriminate against people because of their politics.

B) One of the League's objectives is to deprive people E
of their livelihood. Insufficient care is taken to ensure that only accurate  
information is stored on the League's database. Individuals are then discriminated
against on the basis of false allegations of, albeit legitimate, political activity.

C) The League encourges, and assists, its employees to obtain information by
dishonest, fraudulent or illegal means. As in the case of Ned Walsh or when
ex—policemen access confidential police files.

D) The League has bent over backwards to maintain the secrecy that surrounds its
"blacklist". For example it claims not to have made the obvious move to computerise
it, because of the requirements of the Data Protection Act.
Individuals on the League's database have no access to the allegations about them,
no method of correcting them and in fact no means of discovering whether, or not,
they are on the Economic League's list.

s--- _

E) There is no independent, just or fair means by which the League's information or
criteria can be checked. T

F) Not only is there is no means by "which individuals may know what the League's
verdict upon them is, or whether the league has passed a verdict upon them; but also
the individual has no means to appeal against that verdict. The league is a i
"kangeroo court" that offends against the principles of natural justice.4

I

P01i‘t.iCfl1:
The League is representative of the "fundamentalist" conservative viewpoint. It is a
position which does not allow for any compromise between opposing views and excuses
its anti-democratic excesses. _

Those of us who have similarly "fundamentalist" socialist beliefs can hardly
criticise it on this count. However social democrats in all the major parties must
take into account the subversive activities of the radical right when proposing even
moderate social reforms.
Unlike the socialist fundamentalists the right have considerable ‘power. The lesson
to be learned from the coup, and the activities of the Economic League and its
allies, is that the "practical" objectives of the social democrats, "moderates" and
even the "new realists" are as difficult to achieve as those of the "idealistic"
left. y
Those who argue that lasting and significant reform can be gained through the
British democratic system have to propose a means by which the anti—democratic
forces -within the establishment can be contained as effectively as the state's
mechanisms (the police, Intelligence, and the army) contain the spread of socialism.

i
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The Scale of the Problem
It is not impossible to quantify the problem:

'* There are at least 250,000 people on League files.

* There are about 2,000 subscribing companies.Most employ more than 1000 people,
some (like ICI, the Hanson Trust or Consolidated Goldfields) employ many, many
more. A reasonable estimate would be that the companies subscribing to the Economic
league employ between 2 million and 5 million people. It could be more, it is
unlikely to be less.

* Until 1980 the League was screening more than 400,000 applicants for jobs. By
1983, with more unemployment but fewer vacancies or employee movement, this had
fallen to 144,000. In the last twenty years  between 4 and 5 million people have
A beenscreened by the League. If the league rejected only 1 out of every 100
names submitted then more than 40,000 job applicants have been discriminated
against solely on the basis of information supplied by the Economic League.

ACTION  
That the scale of the Legue's operations is so surprising is due in part to the fact
that they are relatively unsuccessful. The League can make a victim's (and their E
family's) life miserable but not keep them out of work for ever.
It can frustrate Trade Union activities but not irradicate industrial disputes which
are — -T as Dickens suggested - the inspiration for, not the work of, "mischeevous
strangersfi
Before considering the sorts of action which might be taken against the League a few
points should be made:

1) It is important not to underestimate the threat posed by the Economic League. It
cannot be dismised as an insignificant bunch of Colonel Blimps.

2) It is equally important not to be paranoid about or intimidated by the League.

3) Action against the League can take many, equally effective, forms. Inside the
Labour Movement this might involve tabling questions and legislation in parliament,
national and local trade union negotiations, stricter requirements in contracts
negotiated by local government, demonstrations or pickets outside the offices of
subcribing companies or League offices. Some will choose to voice their opposition
more dramatically. Others — social democrats in the tory and liberal parties -+ may
prefer a more decorous form of opposition.

EXISTING LEGISLATIQN
'-‘E’-»1.‘=5'-"“

Laws exist which might usefully be invoked against the Economic League:

* Civil Action in the form of claims for damages might be sought from the League by
those "screened out" of work on this basis of inaccurate information. Such actions
would, of course, have to be financed by well healed organisations.

* The Companies Act requires the declaration of political donations. But Companies
are encouraged by the League and Aims to either treat their subsciptions only as
payment for services or as non--political in the meaning of the Act. This has been
insufficiently challenged in court.  

* The Data Protection Act requires those who store data on computer to register as
"data users" and to disclose to "data subjects" the information kept about them. The
League claims not keep its blacklist on computer but both it and its pension fund
are registered Data Users and must comply with requests for information. Processing

I’
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a large number of requests would be time consuming and costly.

FORMULATING NEW LEGISLATION
. - .. "'1 - \* '.'-I’-41" ."4 . ' - ,-_.-'37" -"1" *"¢ -A". '-. H13‘
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Any potential legislation must be carefully thought out.
A BILL or RIGHTS  
I have heard it suggested that some sort of "bill of rights" might clarify the
individual's constitutional protection from the League and its friends
While this may be true it should be noted that the National Association for Freedo
also advocates a Bill of Rights. Such a bill of "rights" suggested by NAfF (see m
Viscount De L‘Isle's carefully argued piece in "In Defence of Freedom") would
severely restrict individual political freedom. Once the principle of a Bill of
Rights was established it could be amended by an authoritarian government. The
present constitutional haziness could be clarified so as to remove the few elements
of tolerance and liberalism from the constitution.
TIGHTENING UP DATA PROTECTION
Another suggestion that is sometimes made is that the Data Protection Act could be“
tightened up and made to include "manual" as well as "computer" databases and  
perhaps to restrict the uses to which they may be put. p
This seems a reasonable suggestion but in practice it would be difficult to frame
legislation which didn't cause unacceptable problems for investigative journalists
and unauthorized biographers.  

ITIGI-ITENING UP THE COMPANIES ACT.
The most obvious and easiest legislation would involve ammendments to the Companies
Act.  
While such ammendments might not halt the Leagues activities it would lift some of
the secrecy surrounding them.   
Not only could companies be required to declare all political donations but also
payments for political services. The Registrar of Companies could be required to
publish a list of companies making political contributions. 1
It might be possible to restrict the way in which such contributions could be made.

ANTI—DISCRIMINATION LAW I
It is important that any proposed legislation avoids being "draconian". That is
identifies the League by name or by implication.
It must also be remembered that the Economic League has merely formalised the sort
of political discrimination practiced by almost all employers. To target the League
while allowing, say, sections of the Health Service to perpetuate blacklists would
be dangerously unjust.
There now exists in British law the models for anti—-discrimintion legislation. There
no reason why discrimination on the basis of political views or trade union
activities should not be dealt with in the similar ways as sexual or racial
discrimination. Such legislation would, where necessary, permit exemptions and also
create a commission with responsibilty forinvestigating complaints .

LOCAL GOVERNMENT "
Local councils are important clients of major companies. In many cases companies win
multi-million pound contracts from Labour councils most of whose menbers would be
prevented from working for them. Although "Contract Compliance" is a legal minefield
it would seem only reasonable for councils to try to ensure that ratepayers‘ money
was not being indirectly diverted to rightwing extremists.C

TRADE UNION NEGOTIATION
Unions have a responsibility to their members to protect them from the effects of
blacklisting and to notify them of their employers use of groups like the Economic
League. Companies are clearly embarrassed when their invovement with the League is
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disclosed; IBM, Bradford and Distirct Newspapers and even the League's own bank The
Royal Bank of Scotland have claimed to have withdrawn or suspended subscriptions to
the League following disclosure.

THE DISRUPTIVE EFFECT OF PUBLICITY
Publicity is a powerful weapon against the clandestine activities of the Economic
League. Although the present Director General, Michael Noar, is trying to force the
League to be more up-~front about its activities he is meeting great resistance from
member companies. According to "Labour Research" (April 1988) the construction
company Costain's_ made it clear to him that he was not to reveal their involvement
without the companies permission and threatened to drop the League if Noar repeated
any more .interviews with the "Morning Star".
This is the obvious achilles heel to which those of us outside parliament, local  
govrnment or the union hierarchy might usefully direct our attention.
Publicity need not be confined to the streets outside such companies. A voting share
would bring admission to a shareholders meeting at which directors could be called
upon to defend their subscription to the League's services. Atia time when major i
companies spend large sums on "coporate image"such a strategy might be particularly
effective.

‘K .

INTELLIGENCE
One thing that has become clear to me is that the radical right has a phenomenally
well organised and supported Intelligence machine. Socialists and social democrats
do not.
This is not to criticise the excellent work of the Labour Research Department simply
to point out the need for extending its resources. The Trade Union and Labour
Movement must however also realise that an efficient intelligence network must be
allowed the independence to investigate the political corruption within its own  
ranks. There is no question that the parliamentary socialist party has been
infiltrated by individuals who have no regard for socialist principles and are
supported and pushed forwards by the extreme right of the Tory party.  
If there is a debilitating sickness in the Labour Movement it is the distrust of
groups which can't be controlled; the reluctance of organisations to support groups
who don't share the same priorities. The sad fact is that for all the Labour  
Movement's rhetoric about "solidarity", "unity" and "organisation" they have much to
learn from the radical right.

I hope this rather negative footnote will encourage some sections of the Labour
Movement to reassess their attitudes to the independent and libertarian '
organisations of the left who with few resources and much commitment try to plug
some Of:;§;;§5__‘lL_lf_.l_§_ gaps in our intelligence network.
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 The Paiiiimi iUnemployment
For most people effect of unemployment can he worse than punishment
imposw by a court of law. The Economic League operates a kangaroo court

'~~ which has passed unsound iudgements on a quarter of a million people. The
in-dgenient made, the punishment is aeioeaaiicaily a life sentence and each
of the eiciires oi the Ecenoeic ifieeee fie’ ee Ieiiiheiion becomes a
pofiliml prisoner.
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i‘ f th E mic Lea ue is its 'governing body. The League
Egg (lf:strgc1>u§gil:cille(cted lay (1013: local "gssociate members" and these govern its

figional osi%;g%1sac§fiorthese regional councils is not given in the company records.
Ho:ef':?pi number of the Central Council members are elected by the regional
councils. The majority are elected by the League's full members. whoever they
might be.

According to the company records there are have been some 38 members of the
Central Council since 1986. i

Of these 10 have been -members since at least 1977:

Sir Gerald Thorley, John Stanley Dettmer. Jimson Parsons. Lord Cayzer. A
Chamberlain (died 1986).P.G.Edwards. Lindsay Clive Hunting. William George
Ibberson L.W.Orchard. Sir Anthony Touche. Lord Grimthorpe. Anthony Barmore
I-lamiliton

Of the remainder 6 have been members of the Central Council for more than 5
YGQFS:

Maurice Haddon-Grant (Who died in January 1987) joined in 1979 and five others
joined in 1982: D.P. Marshall Andrew, T.G.P.Rogers. R.M. Willan, G.A.Lean. P.E.
Ashworth.

s

Of the rest 7 joined in 1983:
* P.D.C.Greenway and Sir Michael Nall were elected by full members.
* D.Fahey. R.R.Rowles. and R. Fre(e?)mantle were elected area representatives.
* J.L.Mills and Dr A.Robertson were Co—opted onto the Central Council.

In 1984 Major General Thomas Brodie and D.Andrews-Jones joined the Council.

Those who have joined more recently are:

Lord Dowding, Major W.J.Bridge _
Sir Maxwell Harper Gow, P.L.l-l.Pearson, E.Rea, B.J.Whitehouse, Peter Savlll
(former Director General). J Harding C.D.Runge

In 1987 these were joined by:

James Coull, H.F.Jakeman. Graham Hale, Thom Robinson

Between them these men are directors of hundreds of companies. These companies
have a direct, and two-—way contact with the Economic League.
Two banks. The Royal Bank of Scotland and the National Westminster earlier this ‘Allied L)/ODS 5e¢9nd
year told the shadow chancellor that they would be stopping donations to the
Economic League. However Anthony Touche and Maxwell Harper Gow will continue tc ROWBHEI M1118 A850Ci<'=1ti0fi
sit on the boards of the banks and several of
their subsidiaries. In the following profile of the Central Council members‘
other directorshipsit should be noted that the companies listed are those
declared in the Economic League Co. company records or (occasionally) the
Directory of Directors. In some cases the Central Council member has recently
retired from a directorship but is required (understandably) to declare it.
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Amongst those who have. over the last ten years left the Central Council are: N

Sir David Barran (Shell). Lord Brookes (GKN. Engineering Employers Federation.
UK South Africa Trade Association). Thomas Carlisle (Babcock 8. Wilcox). E.P.
Chappell (Morgan Grenfell). Charles A.W.Dawes(Shepherd Neame). Robert Jack I
Dunlop (Wm Teacher). Lord Errol of Hale
(Bowater. Consolidated goldfields). Christopher Firth (APCM). John. Patrick Glyn
(Alexanders Discount). Thomas Robert Grieve (Hogg Robinson). -
C.A.C.i-Iamilton (Ocean Transport & Trading), Lord Hewlett (Anchor Chemical Co).

A Derrick I-lo1den—Brown (Allied Lyons). H.D.S.I-iardie (Turner/Newall). _Hay Ingram
Matthey (Johnson Matthey). Sir Robert A. Maclean (Stoddard Holdings). Duncan J
Macleod (Whinney Murray & Co). Robert Peter McMurtie (Consumer Video Holdings).
Sir Leonard Neal (MAT Transport
Group). N .G.Price (J-. Bibby & Sons). Sir I-lalford Reddish (Rugby Portland
Cement). Richard B Raworth (Courage). Morton Ross (Crawford Grav.). Henry Saxon
Tate (Tate & Lyle). Eric Turner (Iron Trades Insurance). S.J.West (Engineering
Employers Federation), F.F.Wolff (Rudolph Wolff & Co), B.J.Whitehouse (James
Neil Holdings)

TI-(OM ROBINSON
13 Shenstone. Culmington
Road. London.
Secretary and director
of Information and
Research for the
Economic League.

‘ osoeor: ALISTAIR LEAN
Birkhill, Muckhart. By ‘
Dollar. Fl-(14 7JW 1

-'Pauline Hyde & E
Associates ;

JOHN LAWRENCE MILLS
Peart Hall, Spaxton. y
Bridgewater,
Sommerste.TA5 1DA H

Business in the
Community
North London Development
Agency

Pension Trust Ltd

Dr ALAN ROBERTSON A
Woodlands. Tennysons ,
Lane. Haslemere. Surrey. -- -- - i t ~ - a .
GU27 381’ m mam Pm

 m'80] (3)14-atthewrs ['80] Mllieinstock [801 (5)¢==\Y=e1' ['33]
(7)'l‘ay1or [82] (8) Hanson [83] (9)KinIJ [33] _ .
Allofwbcmheadocmpanies that11seand$\IPP9ftth°5°°m"1¢1‘ea9“e' Cayzer“
aCentra1Councilmmber. Hatthewsbasbeexiinthevflfih
‘mere is no evidmoe that (2)1-larcm Sieff or (6)Cbar1es Forte have any
connections with the I-B-‘=l0l-B altbfl-Uh 5155i’-ail‘ 14<=§1P1l1e['3‘§] and m-til
Vinson['85] met certainly do. All qme =_-manual mil“ to
Ocnservativerartydurinq theyear 1I1"h19htbeY"'e1'°°-"°b1°d-

Agricultural Genetics
Company
-British Waterways
-Canal Side Marinas Ltd



LORD (WILLIAM NICHOLA5)
F‘CAYZ..R

The Grove. Walsham Le
Willows. Suffolk.

0 Air Holdings
Air UK
Airwork
Battle Farm Lands
Bricomin Investments
Bricomin farmsI

0 British Air Transport
(Holdings)

0 British And South
American Steam
Navigation

0 British Commonwealth
Investment Co

1 British 8. Commonwealth
(Group Management)

0 Britisb & Commonwealth
Shipping Co PLC -

0 British E. Commonwealth
Shipping Co (Aviation)

oBritish E. Commonwealth
Shipping Co (Hotel '6.
Travel Enterprise)

oCaledonia Investments
aCayzer Ltd
oCayzer Gartmore
a Investments
oCayzer Irvine G. Co
¢Cayzer Irvine (Group

Finance) _
nCayzer Irvine (Insurance

Management)
aCayzer Irvine

(Investments)
nCayzer Irvine (Property

Management)
cCayzer Irvine Shipping
‘The Cayzer Trust
oThe Centre for Policy

studies
0Clanair
aClan Line Investments
oThe Clan Line Steamers
cCrewl-zerne Investments
oDock & Airport services
oGartmore Investment

Management
oGartmore Securities -
0 Hector Whaling
oHuntley Cook S. Co
cHuntley 8. Sparks (Lands)
0 International Shipping

Information Services
0 King Line

uThe Manor House Hotel
(Castle Combe)

IMeldrum Investment Trust
PLC

0 Mount Nelson Hotel
‘North british Hire

Purchase
0 Redhill Aerodrome
0 Redhill Flying Club
0 Scottan Investments
oThe Scottish Lion

Insurance Co
0Scottish lion Holdings
oScottish Lion

Investments
oThe Scottish Shire Line
¢The Scottish Tanker Co.
oSea Lion Investments
oS8dp0Ol
ISterling Industries
‘St Mary Axe Holdings
cTravel Savings
¢Travel Savings (I)
cTravel Savings (XII)
0UfliOI't castle Line
oThe Union Castle Mail

Steamship Co
1 Urquhart Engineering
0William H Herbert

T. G. P. ROGERS
St Edwards Chantry
Shaftesbury
Dorset
SP7 8BA
PLESSEY Company PLC and
"associated companies"
Before that with Proctor
and Gamble, Mars. Hardy
spicer and then IBM UK.
Since 1968 on the CBI's
Management Education
Panel. 1975-'7 President
of the Institute of
Personnel Management.
In 1972 he joined the
Oxford University
Appointments Committee.

Major General THOMAS
BRODIE
Formerly at: Chapmore
End House. Chapmore End.
Ware. Herts.
Latest Address:
Greenball. Crawley
Ridge. Camberley.
Distinguished Soldier
including service in
"Wingate Expedition".
Colonel of the Cheshire
Regiment 1955-61.

D. P. MARSHALL--ANDREW
"30 New Bond Street.
London"
Occupation: "Surveyor"

I Project Direction Ltd
1» Fraser House Commercial

Development PLC

BRIAN JOSEPH WHITEHOUS
-17. Newman Court.
Rotherham. South Yorks.
"Head of Personnel"

PETER EDWARD ASI-(WORTH
Church Farm, Church
Lane. Backford. Nr
Chester. CH2 4BE

¢Greenal1s
‘Cambrian Soft Drinks
-ISymmonds English Wine
‘Co.
.|l—Iereford English Wine

DENNIS FAHEY
8 Mountford Place.
Newcastle Staffs.
Dean Craft Fahey Ltd
Rexshire Ltd.
William Boulton 8.
subsidiaries
Hanley Economic Building
Society.

ROBIN FREMANTLE
_ Roding Head House .

Cottage, Mauchline.
Ayrshire.
Latest Address: The
Whitehouse. Run Common,

0London-American Maritim Shamley Green. Surrey.
Trading

lLondon & Southhampton Management Search
stevedoring Co. International Ltd

SIR ANTHONY TOUCHE ' LINDSAY CLIVE HUNTING
14 Conduit Mews. London

3rd Baronet. educated at wg 3R3
Eton.
Director of investment ; Avenfieid (Pty) Limited
trust companies since -South Africa
1951- 3*’-'¢¢m¢‘ 999'-II-Y I Baxter Bros (1920)
Chair of Natwest bank in 0 Britannia Finance Trust
1977- ' :0 Donkin & Co
¢1ub= Bath - Field Aviation Co Ltd -—
Address: Staine House. Canada
0<=1<1@r. D<=>rkinq- Surrey - Field Industries Africa
RH5 STC

I AEGT Pension trust

Ltd — South Africa
0 Field Industries Ltd —

Zimbabwe
' Beagle Nominees 0 Field Tanksteamship Co
aCity National Investment Gibson crude Qi1

Trust
I Continental Union
-Agricultural Holdings
afifontinental Union

Finance Co
IDuritas Trustees
4-Edifice Trustees
|Equity Capital Trustees
oFriends Provident Life
Office

oGoldsmiths Research
Foundation

4 Institutional Fund
Managers

I International
westminster bank

aLaw Debenture
Corporation PLC

a Law Debenture Trust
Corporation PLC

I Law Debenture

IPurchas1ng Co Ltd
Canada

1-Halmatic
0 Huntaven Properties Ltd
I Huntfield Trust Ltd
¢ Hunting 8. Son
¢Hunting Associated
Industries

.-Hunting Associated
Survey Holdings

lliunting Associates
Limited - Canada

:1-lunting Aviation
Management

0 Hunting Composites
oliunting (Eden) Tankers
I Hunting Engineering

Management
-Hunting Firecracker
nl-lunting Gibson
‘Hunting Group

Intermediary Corporation ‘Hunting 1-101.,-iings
¢Law Debenture Overseas oHunting International
0 L.D.C. Trust Management (Holdings)
oNational Westminster

Bank
0 Portland Group Factors

IHunting Investments
aHunting Oil 5. Gas
¢Hunting Painting

0Second Industrial Trust Contractors
¢Tragen Finance
ITouche, Remnant 8. Co

I Hunting Petroleum
(America)

SIR MAXWELL HARPER GOW
13 Great Stuart St
Edinburgh.

a Chritian Salvessen PLC
0 The Royal Bank of

Scotland
0 The Royal bank of

Scotland Group
0 DFM Holdings

Radio Forth
4 The Scottish Council for

Development and Industry

Nominee Companies:
-Clyde Nominees
I Gordon Street Nominees
IHead Office Nominees
0 Lombard Street Nominees
0 Nicholas Lane Nominees
4» Scotcom Nominees
0 Securites Limited
1» Royal bank of'_scotland 8.

Prosper Nominees
4 Alldee Nominees
a Secdee Nominees
- Commercial Street

Nominees
‘Edinburgh West End

Nominees
0Kingsway Nominees
0 Picadilly Nominees
0 Regent Street Nominees
¢St Vincent street

Nominees
IUnion Street Nominees
vwest George Street

Nominees
¢Dundee Office Royal Bank

Of Scotland Nominees
oDrummonds Branch

Nominees
;The Royal Bank of

Scotland (Aberdeen)
Nominees

oThe Royal Bank of
‘Touche, Remnant Holdings ¢Hunting Steamship Co Scotland (Centralbranch Glasgow)
¢TR Holdings (l9'?4) oHunting Surveys and Nomineés
QTR Australia Investment C0flSL11’Conts .is.|TR Industrial as. General Photographic Scotland Nofninees
Trust PLC 0Northern Petroleum and

-TR North American I Bulk Freight -
Investment Trust PLC I Parkfield Jersey

-TR Technology Investment ‘5€abr'idge Shipping
trust PLC ' 5*‘-99 Line

ITR Trustees Corporation lTh& Society of British
¢Unite<':l Kingdom

Tem rance and General
Aerospace Companies
SBAC (Farnborou h)P9 g

Provident Institution awilliam Latimer 5. C0
I wegtmentg Q wOOCll'lL1I'lt PYOPBTLY
0Westminster bank
0Yorkshire Bank PLC
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R M WILLAN
2. Brooklands Rd. Sale.

I Federated Employers
press

. Greater Manchester
Economic Development
Corporation '

IGreater manchester
Residuary Body

II-lanchester Chamber of
Commerce

I Ashton Court (Sale) »
I Brooklands House
IBrocklehurst Mews

Maintenance
ICarlton Mansions
I Chapel Court (Ashton)
1-Frobisher gardens

Maintenance
I Missouri maintenance
I Norwood Estates

(Stretford)
I Spath HOlme
-Tytherington Court
s Wardle Court
I Whalley House
I R R 8. J Willan
awillans of Macclesfield
¢R W Willan (Estates)
0 Willan Bros (Sale)
Iwillan Properties
s Woolsey house
IA Longworth & Sons
sClos—o-mat (Great

Britain)
IBuilding Joinery

Components
I Mineral drilling

znwnsn REA g&£@ 
8 Y Parc Groestaen. H°\"¢}"iD9h9m Han-
Ponty chin. NOtt1I'lghGm 7JR
g1amm¢rg,m_ CF? 31.1? Lieutenant Commander in

' the Navy (1939--61).
.. Ondawel (GB) Ltd Hereditary Baronet and
I Intercosmetics Farmer. He is the
I South Wales Electricity Sheflff Of N°'(-I-1Tl9h9m

Board‘ and former Bank Manager.
I Acrian (UK) _
I Rockwell (UK) THORLEY

Church Hopouse. Bale
pE'[‘E‘R L_ H. PEARSQN Near Fakenham, Norfolk.
'“_'—pOrt1and*H'o'u""5"'e President of the
Aldermaston Berks. B¢°n°mi¢ League-
"Personnel E:-cecutive'“for

fn 1 C‘ 1 G IFitch Lovell
t e B ue Ire roup 1 Drayton Japan Trust PLC

I  Rockware Group
LAWRENCE WILLIAM oncmmp * Allied Lyons
Tlhe Maltings. High st. ‘MFR
Cookham. Maidenhead " 7 A P
Berks. ste 951. ams Catesby Farm House.

I Ever Ready Holdings I-'9P“°1’th» we-YiCk$hi1'e'Formerly GKN Personnel
  Director and on the

RONALD ROBERT ROWLES bfierd and Merle?
"Sylvan", Beacon Hill. A Internai-10ml
Penn. Bucks. 'H¢u_ _ _

I Smiths Warehousing Group Eflg1neer1ng(Holdings)
s Chevron Foods PL?
I Marlar International '5P11'°x"S°r¢°
a A ' ‘I’,Roland Long ssom es DAVID ANDREWS JONES

i 51. Kewferry Road.
LORD GRIMTI-lORPE(retired Nerfihwwd» M1<1<‘1>< *“'i - _

1986)
International 87 Dorset House V BRIDGE

IWillan Home Improvements Gloucester Place NW1
. Harrytown Hall

Maintenance

PETER DEREK CHARLES
GREENAWAY
Reynolds Cottage.
Standard Lane. Hadley. Quoefl l964"59-
Nr Bordon. Hants. GU35
SR1-i i

"Group Personnel
Director" ~

ANTHONY BARMORE HAMPT
"Tideway" 20 Wittering
Road. l-Iayling Island.
Hants PO11 95P

I Engineering Employers
Federation

I Hamptons Wholefoods

Westow Hall Whitwell on Broomhalh Bradfie1d' 5t
H111 YO,.k_ I George. Bury St Edmunds,
Born Christopher John 5uff°n“-
Beckett. Colonel of the
9th and 12th Lancers
from 1973. Personal
Aide de Campe to the

W PHILIP EVANS
 Rose Cottage, Eapworth

Nr Solihull.

RICHARD HUGH HUNTING
"40 Smith St London"

JOSEPH CHARLES HARDING
c/o 234 Bath Road.
Slough.

4 Standard Broadcasting
Corp. of Canada

oTl')iI‘S1( Racecourse Ltd
s Yorkshire Post

Newspapers
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THE. NEH ‘WHO RUN THE EUJNOHIC LEAGUE
Pnuidmr: Viscount Ilochdnk, Conservative pocr, chliflnfll of

Kclull and Kflllp. dirocior of Williams Deacons Bs.nh._
Vic:-Prcsidcnu: Earl of Sclh-ornc. 82 years old, Conservative

pact and former Conscrvsllvc HP. Hcmbcr of the Right-
""fll Monday Ooh. Former sponsor of MsrlcH's smi-
trsds union Freedom Group. Former director of Nations)
Provincial Bank.
$35?! Clllbfll-, 90 yous old, former chairman of Consort
tron.
Viscount Rlnchsnl of Doxiord, ‘National Liberal‘ pccr.
shsposvncr. chairman of Walter Runcirnsn & Co. and its
shippmg suhsidiuics, deputy chairman of Lloyds Bank.

Chdn-nan: Mr. Eric Turner, chairman of Birmingham Small
Arms, director of Alfred Hubert and 19 other companies.

Council: Sir I-h.n'y Brittain, 96 ycars old, forrncr Tory MP:
Hr. Raymond P. lrookcs, chairman ol Gucsl, Keen and
Nculcfold; Sir Nichols: Csyur. chairman of British dz.
Commonwealth Shipping Co. and director of 59 other corn-
ps_._nl:|; Licut.-Geo. Sir John Evens, former chairman of
Rotol; Mr. lunar -D. Fraser, dir|:c1ol' of A. R. Stcnhousc
and Psrtncrs, part of the big Scottish insurance group.
Stanhouso Holdings, which in 1968 gsvc £26.!!!) to the
Torin; Mr. Daniel Gardner. retired; Sir Kcrmclh Hague.
former chairman o! Bsbcock and Wilcox sad on six other
companion: Mr. Robert Henderson-Talc, "industfialisl";
Col. Robert Rawdon I-loan; Col John P. Hunt, on the
fhlidlmd Bank, Philblsck, N:-wtors Gumbcn and four
other companion W. George Ibbc:-sou, “industrialist”;

p Mr. Michscl C. Lloyd, mmsging director of F. H. Lloyd
d on scvcr: sulrsrdisnu, Mr. Alssuur P. Low, on Lcsd

Industries and thrcc subsidiaries: Sir Michael Malcolm,
former coslomicr; Mr. Hay l. hhtthcy, managing director
oi Morgsn Crucible and on Johnson Hsuhcy; Mr.
Anthony E. Minus, former rhlpowncr, now rcrirod; Mr.
Anthony M. Mould, director of Liverpool Lcttcrprcss and
two others; Sir R. Alistair Murray, chsirmsn of London
8: Menu-use lnvrsuncnt Trust snd on I2 others; Mr.
Manon D. Ollphmt, director of Tsta and Lyle, Clmrnc-ll
Laird, Muiins Bank, Brown Brothers, ctc.; Hr. John I.
Psrlscs, chairman of Alvis and on four others; Mr.
Charles U. Pal, former Tory MP. now chairman of
Cleveland Trust and on North Eutcrn Improycd Dwellings
Co.: Licut.-Col. H. H. Polls, chsirmm of Washington
Engineering and on three others; Mr. I. Murray Prsln, on
six companies including Royal Bank of Scotland, Al-liuscc
Trust, ctc.; Mr. Cyril G. F. Prllchcfl, director of Chloride
Electrics! Stongc Co. snd four others: Sir Hsliord
Reddish, President of Rugby Conscrvstivc Association,
chairman of Rugby Portland Ccmcnt, and on ll other
companies including Hawker Siddclcy, Alfred Hcrbcn.
Grmsds Group: Mr. Isrncs F. Simpson, on Scholficlds
Holdings sad three others; Sir Eusticc Smith, chsirmm
of Smith‘: Dock snd on ninc olhcrs including Swan
Hunter, Shipping Industrial Holdings, clc.: Mr. I. Alan
Thompson, director of Woolcombcrs (Holdings) and on I3
others: Hr. Philip I. D. To-on-y, on Csmrncll Ltlrd.
Msnins Bank, Ocean Slcsm Ship Co. and five others; Mr.
Murray Vines, director of Evcrshcd and Vignolcs: Mr.
Raymond H. Wilkins, chsirmsn of Francis B. Wilmott
and on three oihcrs.

v

Chairmml South Waits‘ Arch: Si I.of r M ynsrd J1.-ooor, chairman
of Abcnhsw and Bristol Cihumcl Portland" Ccmcnt and on
s-cycn othcn. - _ _

Prcsidcnr of Wu! Yorkshire Arcu: Lnrd Crlmthorpc, C.onscrys-
live pa-cl’. . _

New director of she Economic Ltuguc in I969: Hr. David H.
I I.|.rru|., chairman of Shcfl Transport and Trading.

. _ _ _m_-.._._ .
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~ Arrcuonx ll
FIRMS WHICH GAVE MONEY TO THE _

E.@NOMlC LEAGUE. 196819
Bmb, Discount Houses, Invcsrmcnl Trusts: Barclays Bank
(£4,750), Klcinwort Benson and Lonsd-ale (£500). Hunbrm
Bank (£250), Guinness Mshon (£150), Arhulhnol Lsthnm.
Gcrnrd and Reid. Alc.undcr's Discount Co... Lszzrd Bros-.‘ '
Union Commercial vcstrncnl . Industrial dc. Gcocril Tm!!-In Co
and United Dominion: Trust gsve £167 hcrquun thorn. ‘

Brrwcrs: Allied Breweries (£850), cog;-‘gs Bud“ 5 gnu“,
(5:33). Greene King 8: Son (£50), Guinness (£200). Hudfs
Kimberley Brcsvcry (£60). John Joule (£105), sagggigli Nlrlvqgflg
(fill). Tcrmmt Bros. (Hill). Tollcrnschc dz Cobhold (£10),
Wstncy Hum (Hm). Whilhrcad (£1,712). -

Textiles and Carpets: Vr'il1is.rn Baird (£120), cfligg P;-{um-3
w (fi°(:)- C°"';I';L1Ic(r£9$?L Kdnli a Kemp moo).we £500). o c Cu-pa :2 3mm, Rcsdicut lnlcrnstionslo(,£l{5'). ( I I Bomb‘,

1-

Fwd._ Tobacco, Catering: Associated Biscuits (nos). .....£...
A-mmcfll T951999 (£799). B0715! (Um). Brooke Bonds Licbig
(£500), Gllllhtf (£018), Tohsooo (£1,259). 1. Lyons
(Q5), Rlllh Hovis HCDOIJIIII (£3,500), Til: & LY): (£I,$7$),
Trust Houses (£100).

Clarhiag and Foonvmr: N. Corsh (£150), Np;-vi; (£105), jg)“
While Footwear (£52). ' - ‘

Building. Civil Enginccring, Building Materials and Compon-
rnls: Cosuin (£400), Concrete (£210), Holst (£157),
lmcrrrshonsl Compressed Air (£255). Lad Industrial (£3-M),
Norm (£100). A. Honk dc Co. (D5), Norwast
Construction (£75). Pcglcrs (I-folding!) (£250), Randy Mixed
Concrete (£150), Taylor Woodrow (H.000), Thoma Tllling
(£805), Tumor and News)! (£l.(I)0).

Chemicals: Albright & Wilson (£50), Boots Pure Drug (£I.0(Il),
Imperial Chemical Industries (£1,503). .

Paper and Print: Dc Ls Rue (£400), Peter Dixon (£80), Luru-on
Industries (£5(Il), Wiggins Tcspc (£750).

lnsurmcc Compmlcsr C. T. Bowling (£100), Commercial Union
(£1,000). Eng): Stu (£500). General Accident Fir: (£500).
Gusrdisn Royal Exchange (£65-6), Legs) 8: General (£1,000),
l'\'orwich Union (£190), Phoenix Assunnoc (£200), Royal
Insurance (£700), Sun Allimoc dc London (£1,218).
Prop-crry:. Capital dz Counties Property Co. (£525), Slough
Eststcs (£250). _ .
Sldpcwnm: British dz Cornmoowcslzh Shipping (£750),
C-“woods Holdings (£280), Gout Lines (£160), Currie Linc
(£16), Dene Shipping Co. (£100), Furncss Wilhy (£510), Lylc
Shipping (£10), P A: -0_(£340), Slipping lndusu-is] Holdings
(£150), Wiflisml Hudson (£500). .

Shipbulidcrs: John Brown 4!. Co. (£60). Csmrncll Laird (£250),
Doxford A. S-ursdcrland Shipbuilding (£100), Swan Hunter
(LBW), Vickcrs (£1,000). .

Vehicfu, Aircraft and Corlipoficflllt Automotive Products
(£5-00), Arnbrosc Shsrdlow (£150), British Lcylsnd (£2,050).
Clayton. Dcvnndrc (L300). Downy Group (£500), Du;-lo Motor
Bodies (£120), Westlmd Ainraft (£400), ‘Wilmot Broodon
(£109)-
Hcavy Engineering: Edglr Allen (£50), Bah-cock & Wilcox
(ISCIJ), Brightridc Engineering (£100). Clarke Chsprnm (£300),
Davy-Ashmorc (£20). Gu-cal. Kocn A Nculcfold (£3,780), ldcsl
Shndsrd (£150), Nocpocnd Steel k Tool (£200). Tube Invest-
mc_nts (£830), Weir Group (£103). -

Orhrr Engineering: Anderson Msvor (£75), Bskcr Perkins
(£220), BHD Engineers (£300), Birmid Qsalnst (£450). British
Insulated Cal-codes": Cables (£392), British Ropes (£500), British
Unilod Shoo Machinery (£2.00). I. Brockhousc (£150), Georg:
Cohen 6-00 Group (£420). Edhro (£100), Fcrnnti (£300).
Fluycnt Electric (£30), Fnnoo Sign-1 (£105). Gsskcll dc Chum-_
hon (£103), C. Jr I. Hampton (£10), Holman Bros. (£100).
International I-Isrvcslcr Co. (£1(IJ), Kcsmcy J: Tockcr CVA
(£130), Mcliochnic Bros. (£150). hl.lIE. Electric Holdings (£99).
Newman Header (£30), Newton.--_G1smbcrs (£115), _ P:gl_cr-
-'l'l'sttcrsl|:y (£215), Powell Dufiryn (£303). F. Prsu Englooeruig
(£15), Rcyrollc Parsons (£321), Thomas Robinson (£68). Sander-
son Ksysc: (£75). Saunders Vslvc (£100), Shcficld Twist Drill
I. Slocl (QM). Stone-Plstt lndil-\.trid (£715), ‘Wsdkin (£199).
Wslrnslcy (Bury) (£125), W; Wil._lisrns'(_£68),.Ionu-‘Woodhnd
(£1091 -
Miscellaneous: Associated British Picture Corp. (£2$0)._ A.l_n_ll-
gunned Anthracite (£107). British Hatch Corp. (£105), Br-lushVitl. Co. (rum. Linc: Bros. (£100). London Tin Com (£52)-
Mspk (£52), Rockwsn Group (£200). Sc-mos Eoonomlscn
(£151). Transport Dc-vcloprncnt Group (£205).

1"‘, _ '1 .-- .



World in Action list of companies subscribing to the Economic League
AMEC Construction Services
(AMEC)

Associated Engineering (Turner
and Newall)

Ardon Contractors
Addie Shaw 8: Sons 8:. Latham
Allmay 8: Layfield
Alcan Enfield Alloys Ltd
(British Alcan Aluminium,
Delta Group)

A Anderson & Sons Electrical
Engineers (Staveley industries)

A E Symes
Alpine Double Glazing (Henlys
Group)

Acme Signs and Displays (Sign
8: Metal industries)

Amey Roadstone (Consolidated
Goldfields)

Augustus Bamett (Bass pic)
Alder & Macltay
W 8: T Avery (GEC)
Associated Fisheries

Balfour Beatty Construction
(BICC)

BEC
Bovis Construction (Peninsular
8: Oriental)

Biggs Wall Ltd (Charter
Consolidated)

Beecharn Products (Beecham
Group)

Brooke Bond (Unilever)
British lnvestment 'l“rust (Black
Diamond Pensions)

Bullock Comtruction
(Whittaker Ellis Bullock)

Bryant Construction
Babcock Power Engineering
(PK! Babcock)

Barfab Reinforcement
British Aluminium
Baas Charrington
Bryrnbo Steel
Bramrner
Baxter Fell International
BICC
Bomag (GB)
Benson Tumer Ltd
British Ropes (Bridon)
British Manufacture 8r Research
Company

Bradford and District
Newspapers (Pearson)

British Engines Ltd
Barclays Bank
Bridon

Ciba Geigy plc
Richard Costain Ltd
Chanton Engineering Ltd
Corals Racing (Bum)
Compaq Computer Corporation
Chloride industrial Batteries
Clothing & Allied Products
Industrial Training Board

Cape industrial Products
(Charter Consolidated)

Cape Boards Ltd (Charter
Co lidatedmm )

Cementrnakers Federation
Compair Brootnwade (Siebe)
Crabtree Viclters (Viclters)
Coalite Group
Coldflow (IMI)
Charlton Leslie Construction
UH?)

Commercial Union
Coutts 8: Co. (National
Westminster Bank)

Consolidated Goldfields

R M Douglas Construction
Delta Enfield Cables
Distillers Co. (Guineas)
Dickinson Robinson Group
Dowty Cornmunications
Division

Derek Crouch (Ryan
international)

Dowsett Engineering
Construction Ltd (Trafalgar
House)

Duniop (BTR)
Dupont Plastic Gas Pipes
Davidsons Ltd
Doncasters Sheffield (Inco
Europe)

Dalepak Foods

Evans Medical (Glaxo Holdings)
English Electric (GEC)
English China Clays
International Ltd

Edmund Nuttall
Eastman Kitchens (Magnet 8:
Southerns)

Fry Construction
Fairclough Building (AMEC)
Furness Withy
Fasco
Fluor
I-‘airport Engineering
Fitch Lovell
Faber Prest Holdingfl
Formica
Fairey Group

Glaxo
M J Gleeson
Galliford Sears
GES
J R Govett
GKN
GEC
James Gait & Company
Grand Metropolitan Contract
Services

Geoffrey Osborne Ltd
General Combustion Plc
Gillingham Woodcraft (Magnet
& Southerns)

Group 4 Total Security (Group
4 Securitas)

Glass Bulbs Ltd (Thorn EMI,
GEC)

Guardian Royal Exchange
Geest Holdings

H J Heinz Ltd 0 .
Hunters Foods
Hartwells of Oxford
P C Harrington Contracts
Hanson Engineering
Hanson Trust
Hotpoint (GEC)
Helix
I-lyphen Fitted Furniture
(Magnet & Southerm)

Hawker Siddeley
Herbert Ferryman Ltd (AAH
Holdings)

Huwood Ltd (FKI Babcoclt)
Hewden Stuart Crane
Hepworth Ceramic Holdings I
H Barratt 'enry .
P Hasml (Raine Industries) _
Hows-on Alp-aphy (Vicirers)
Hmmudthnsomunuonm
(John Howard Group)

Hazleton UK --
i-larlands of l-lull
Hambros

inner Guard Ltd
llford (Ciba Geigy pic)
Insulated Buildings Ltd
interiors

Samuel Jones
John Jones Excavation
(Norwest Holst)

Jones Lang W0-otton

Kings investigation Bureau
Komatsu UK
Keeton Sons 8: Co (Rostend))

John Laing Construction
Walter Lawrence . ,
Wal Ll elter ew yn
Lister Petter (Hawker Siddeley)
Y J Lovell Construction
Lindsay Oil Refinery (Total Oil,
Petrofina UK)

Lincoln Woodworking (Magnet
8| Southems)

Laycock Engineering (GKN)
Lloyds Bank
Legal & General
London Brick (Hanson)

Marples International
John Mowlem
Matthew Hall Enflneering
Sir Alfred McAlpine
Sir Robert McAlpine 8: Sons
McLaughlin & Harvey -
Metal Box _
McCarthy & Stone '
A Monk & Co "
Miller Buckley
Maxwell UK '
Main Gas Appliances (Myson)
Markham Systems
Mono Pumps Ltd (Gallaher) 2
Massey Ferguson
Marley Group "
Magnet Joinery (Magnet 8: '
Southerns) ' _

Magnet Metals (Magnet &
Southerns)

MJN Newcastle
Moran Grenfell '-
M 8: G _

ll:-4'

Nico Construction
Harry Neal p
North British Distillery
Newman Tonlts Building Products
Norwest Holst
T 8: E Neville
North Sea Ferries l-lull '

- (Peninsular S Oriental) - ‘

T S Overy

Powers SamarF“. M H
Plessey Group
Powell-Piggott (Newman Tonlts) ‘
Phoenix Steel Tube (Senior

Power Steels '5
Penrith Door Company (Magnet
it Southerns)

Press Offshore (AMEC)
Precision Cast Parts Corporation -
Phoenix insurance 0
Ptarmigan (on programme as "
Nove Leather) _

Rush 8: Tomldns Group =
Reliance Security Services
Ruberoid
Ransome Sims & Jefferie-s
Racal Guardall (Scotland)

R & M Fabrications
R00 Contract Services
Rosser 8: Russell Building
Services (Grand Metropolitan)

Redland Engineering
Ross Foods (Dalgety)
Royal Bank of Scotland
Royal insurance
Reckitt 8: Colman

Bernard Sunley 8: Sons
Sulzer (UK)
E C Stenson
Slrefco (SKF UK)
Stockholders Investment Trust
Storeys of Lancaster '
Shepherd Hill 8:. Co. .
Standard Continuous
Charles Stevens Funeral Directors
W I-I Smith Electrical lhigineers
Group (Staveley industries)

Symbol Biscuits (Allied Lyons)
Streed Ltd
Scandura Ltd (BBA Group)
Schrieber Furniture (GEC)
Slough Newspaper Printers
(Pearson)

Syntax Pharmaceuticals
Samuel Webster 8: Wilsons
(Grand Metropolitan)

Spear 8: Jackson (James Neill
Holding)

Stocltsbridge Engineering Steels
Sinclair & Collis (Hanson)
Smiths industries
Sun Alliance
Shell

Daniel Thwaites
Trafalgar House
Taylor Woodrow
Tarmac Construction
Trico Folberth
Transmanche Link
Tilbury Contracting
C Percy Trentham
Tate 8: Lyle Sugars
Turriff Corporation
Tysons (Contractors)
T I Domestic Appliances
Total Oil Marine
Thomas Grice 8: Co.
Tallent Engineering (Charles
Colston Group)

T C Harrison
Taskman Security Senrices
Tabuchi Electric UK
Tube investments
Turnerd. Newall _ _' 7- '

,a .

United Molases (Tate G. Lyle)
Uniroyal Englebert Tyres

Valor Heating
Victor international Plastics 1(Cope Allman international) I
Viclters instrument Company
-Venesta lntemational _ _
Components

Varian TEM
Vaux Breweries

John E Wiltshire Group
George Wimpey
Wendel 8: Halterrnann 8: Co
Walsail Conduits (GEC)
K Wool Products
Westminster Contractors -
‘Whitbread
Wherecompanylspartofafi

Companies Declaring Donations to The Economic League
‘ In Annual Reports (£s) I

(Published in "Labour Research" or "State Research")
N

|-'- to -1 to 09Oi5 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1
5 to - an- m1t-ers - - - _itO O

In-I QOlrbuthnot & Savor Hills - — - - - — - -
R0 al Bank or Scotland - - - j;_ __; _ _;___ ;_ _- . 3000 - 3500 -
Barcla s Bank 5400 5400 5400 6480 6480 8280 8280
srcc - - 2 - - — - -
British & Commonwealth - 2000 2000 - - - - -
British Le land 3000 - - - - - - -
Bridon - 2000 2000 - — — - —
Brooke Bond Leibi- - - 2000 - - - 3300 -
Chartered Trust A-enc — - - - — - — -

9274
2881

1

1

4637
476

- 6900
2500 2 'l-I to -4 '~"  

3000 300' H
1

j

Commercial Union 2700 2700 3240 - - —- — -
Consolidated Goldfields 2356 - - - - - -i

i — j‘ _ ___ _ .Zi__ __ __ &~— i | i |

- - _Cookson Grou- : - - - -
Coutts & Co — — ~ - - - - —
Distillers - - - - - - 3000 -
Ea-le Star 2000 2000 2500 - " r - - -
English & Hey Xqgk Trust - _-___- U 5 _ -g A_-___ -”_”j¢

750 —

- - - mm
mo

c.x.u. 2313 225q_;i§ggJ;ggg_;lgL_- 3150 -
.___7

5600
" - 550 550

3465 3675
Glasq0w__St0¢kh01ders rs __-___-_ - -_ _-_ -__Ul_- -- - 300 300
Guardian Ro al Exchan-e — — 2000 — f_f__:L!_¢“ Q 3800 3300 330'
H 5 J Q0103 “yo _' __j_ __i I‘ _ - pg -W " - -‘ 350 350
Bambros__W”_r_fi ~ - - - - - - 7*?-
Hawker Siddeley pg 3000 3QOQ_4000_§0Q0,4000_5000 5000 -

1082

In-erial Grou- 5000 5000 7000 1000 7000 -'7"-i"“71
Johnsou_hatthey__ 2000 2000 2000 - — - - -

__ 73L I i

Kleinuort Charter IT — 4 — - — - - -
Q_si_s_!9_r¢_ 0*-'._..~==r=sss_rI_'1i._...00 - -- - - - -- - -

5880 6300 630'

 

- 800
- 600

_  

hsralc§.Qssetal1lr_._1.._0 -III1_T--2160 ::fi;T;:: - - -Lloyds Bank H 43zq_4;20p4;z0_ga20 4320 5000 5000 -
hiifinmn _ H _ :_H:l ;; : r;_,: l~ -

3220
5600

. |IIq-{IQ _| 7_4 _|_

Hidland 5150 5150 5225 5540 6080 7361 7563 -
Lgggan Crucible __m Tflpgv - 1395 - - -_ e 1

ifib
5600

6719

3220 322'
* 560'

0 ' 434 457

 :.e,..:......._ '?_.1,: . "_ 259.
ational & Commercial 2000 2000 2000 - - -

Iational Westminster gg6Q1§A6075 §0j5 6075 6075 8205
Phoenix Assurance - - 1250 - K:“L Ki I ¢ __-
iank Hovrs Hcggugall 5500 5500 7500 7500 7500 7500 7500 -

0 al Insurance - - 1500 - - - - -

2250
e200) - T 32ig_9235g3250 395'

ii

-

2933
I sh E Tomktns - - - - - - - -
ml-n'-

I

ottish United Investors - - - - - - - -
Shell _ ____wg_ 5800 6944 7639 7639 7639 7639 10695 -

- - 500 — - - -
Sin er 8 Frtedlander — — - - - - -

3000

 

- 625

1000 100'

I’0 ta onorUlO

~ ou h Estates
~ avele Industries - - — - - - - - - -

u Alliance 2000 2000 2000 - — — - - - 4115
ate & L le 5000 5000 7400 - - - - —

1 e Investments 2500 2500 3250 - — — - -
al ar Bou 2500 2500 - - - - — -

ans Oceanic Trus — - - - — - - -
oer 8 News — - 1250 - — — - -
one - - - - - - - -

|="'l'1i'-'2Horb‘

H-

i-Itn 9-'tb-
ru-

».‘HF’

cHI“

U‘

U QIon Discount of Lo 500
rckers 2250 2500 3000 - C - — - -
illiam Jackson

- 2500 3500 - 4783 - - -~1t read _
§,'Z“,i’,,,";‘,‘}'5.‘§,‘I‘;'f$,.'I;“.,$ ’ illiams &G1n»s - - 1000 - - - - -
hasbeenaddedinbrucketa.

2250

1750

1100 110'
2000 2 '
5550 5 '

306 -

2000 220'
800 -
3465 367 390d

"Q
Lfl



"ms szoruuc co. Ltd. .
- * " l'frmedthef'rstboa.rdof directors ofthe

1Q“@pmyf°11:“=§':£1i;?.l‘fi:a1§s1? They were a1so the last central council of the
un-incorporated League:

Sir Halter Benyon Jones Bart-

Chair + managing dir. United Steel Comp-M195 and Apnlebv-Frodir-she“
St lCo. I .
Digctor of Hestmirster Bark. Stanton Iron works. -and liming
Association of Great Eitain.

The Rt Hon Lord Iliffe
(Edward Hauger Iliffe until 1933)

Deputy Chair. Allied Newspapers. Part proprietor of the Daily
Telegraph. _
Member of Lloyds and dir. of London Assurance.
Unionist H.P.for Tamworth 1923-29.
Member of the Carlton Club.

The Hon Argus Inclley Campbell

President of Manchester chamber of Commerce. Dir. of Haring and
Gillows and Manchester S-lip Canal,

Sir John Richard I-lobhous

Partner in Alfred Holt 8. Co. Shipowners. Director of Royal Insurance
Co.

- r

!-lalford Falter Iupton Reddish

Chair and chief executive of The Rugby Portland Cement Co Ltd ma
mbeidiariesfrom 1933 to 1976. Later a director of the Granada
A member of! the Carlton Club.

The Rt Hon Lord Rochdale
(George ltemp until 19131

Chair of Kelsall and Kemp. Liberal Unionist HP for Heywood Lanes.
The Rt I'bl"l Lfifd HCGOUQH _ 18%___19o6

Chairman of ICI, dir. Midland Bank and General Motors.
Member of the Carlton Club

The Rt Hon Lord Riverdale _
(Arthur Balfour until 19291

Sieffielcl Industrialist in Steel Industry. Prominent South Yorks Tory
and l=reemason.0ne of the League's founders.

Sir Clive Cookson

League Treasurer during the 1937 court cases.
Chairman of the Consett Iron Company. Vice President of the Federation
of &"itish Industry (FBI} which in 1965 became the CBI.

William Alexander Lee C.B.E.

Barrister and Director of the I-(inning Association of Great Britain.
A member of the Carlton Club.

Sir Harry Brittain

Barrister. newspaperman and politician. Founded the tariff Reform
League and later the Economic league. During 1917-1919 he was
Director of Intelligence at the National Service Department.
Unionist M.P. for Acton 1918-1929.
A member of the Carlton Club. I

Edward Reed _

Managing Director of The Newcastle Breweries Ltd.. Director of the
Northern 8. London Investment trust.

Colonel James R H Hutchison

The Rt Hon The Viscount Runciman
(Halter Runciman until 19371

Shipowner and Liberal peer; at times HP for Oldham. Dewsbury, Swansea
We-st ans, St Ives.
Also Director of Westmirster Bank.

Sir ‘ial-d!1on Snithers

\

Member of the London Stock Exchange and the Carlton Club

Colonel l-Lgh Baird Sperrs

Solicitor (Haclay. Murray 15. Sp-ens. Glasgow]. Director of Union gm-,|< of
Scotland and Scottish Amicable Life Assurance.

Joeseph Lincoln S. Steel

Director of I.C.I. 1945-1960. then at Triplex Holdings Ltd and
Charterhouse Investment Tmst. Chairman of the Overseas Committee of
the FBI from 1950-1965 when it became the CBI and he joined the CBI
Council.
A member of the Carlton Club.

Those on the Central Council of whom little has been discovered from 'n'ho's
Who include

Harry Douglas Leather: "retired". Ilkley wiuiu Jgggeph C1.”-Re

Ernest Edward R. Kilner
Company Chairman

Listed as a mamfacturer from Hirfield. H. Yorks. M10191-1 vines
Nothing discovered

Alderman Edmund. G Underwood H Russell Allday

R '5 APPENDIX T0"'THE . . IGreene KingWORLD IN ACTION LIST Green? Economiser

(When "Labour Research"
published the List of

Homfray & Co
John I Jacobs

companies broadcast by Kleimwrt Benson
"World in Action" it Lonsdale

Lake View ITadded a short list -of " .
companies that "World in #23332“ paggingaéogr
Action" missed:

Alexanders Discount
Neepsend
NEI -
Pentland ITBankers Investment Trust ReadiCut- Internati0M1

Berkley Hambro Property
Border & Southern
Stockholders IT
Braithewaite Engineering
Cawoocls Holdings
Cedar IT
Coates Bros.
De La Rue
Dominion General Trust
Dow Scandia
Electra IT T
Everards Breweries
Flemming Far Bast Trust
Flemming Technology IT
Foreign And Colonial IT
Frederick Robinson

Arm-aouv Grass HoLoI~cs (£250 -
ASSOCIATED E~cIMEERINc(£1030 -
P-ssocmriou FISHERIES (£250 —
AUT(J“DTIVE PRODUCTS (£1.1(Il -
BAT Imusmits (£1750 -
Bunmu-1 OIL (£1110 -
BAKER PERKINS H:1.oIN(;s (£850 —
BQITISH VITA Co (£600 -
Bmnow 1~£PeuR:l Gnow (£11175 -
B.A.C. (£350 -
Booo1~cTo~s (£250 -

'B?INTONS (£250 -
BIRMID 0uALcAsT (£1.% -

COURTHAULDS (£1,505 -
C T Bommc (£928 -
Cl-RYSLER U( (£5110 -
CAPITAL Am
COUNTRIES Pnoeenrv (£500 -
Cones E-hos 3- Co (£575 -
CARPETS INTERNATIONAL (£518 -
CLAYTON Dewmoet (£500 -
CRANE FRUEHAUF TRAILEns(£3C0 -
CONCRETE (£210 —
DRAKE 81 SKULL 1-’oLor~cs(£1,267-

Unionist M.P. for Glasgow Central 1945-50 then Gordorstoun. Glasgow
1950-1959.
Direc. Ailsa Shiphiildirg Co and others.
Member of the Carlton Club

Geoffrey A N Hirst '
" I

Director of brewers Samuel liebsterand of J Hey & Co.
A member of the FBI Grand Council from 1932 to 1965 and of the central
council of the Economic League from 1934 to 1967

Switzerland. ' ' O

Nothing discovered. "retired". Nottingham address N01-_hjng Dismvered

Colonel Maurice B Blchanan Be;-tr-an Jams 1:-“kins
N°U'*i"ET Di5<=°"@1‘°‘1 Nothing discovered. "Retired Co.

Lt Colonel T Harry G Stevens cap; wiuim Applet”
Cwmnv Qmrmm? Nothirg discovered.
Alderman Charles Terry

Alfred J Stanyard- "1-um: ' Redd‘ Address.Conservative H P for Siipley from 1950 to 19'/0 he retired c ’ “twat with Q mm 60' secretary °f Y°”°"& C°" 61°59“
’ Sir Harold Host

Member Of the Cd.l"11LOI‘l Club. 3-ieffield Ha_mJfact'_n.er._

John Horsley Groawun
Co. Director from Timperley.

director

Eosno (I-oLo1~os1
Eocan ALLEN Bmsoue
EAST LAMIASHIRE PAPER
GRou=
FA mew Co

(£150 -
(HCU -

(£1UU -

(£250 -Ftnuess win-w 8- Co (£1EIIO -
GALLAGHER
GUARDIAN IT
GEEST HOLDINGS
GERRARD & NATIONAL
DISCOUNT

HIRAM WALKER
8- SONS (SCTLJ
|"Wi‘DYS 8| HANSON
H0u1_0En BROS

J H FENNER 3. Co
Jmzs UALKER
Jonas kbcowsao & Sous

(£5110 -
UZZCD -
(£275 -

(£fiG]--

(£1CU -
(£2(I1 -
(-ESED -

(£50) -
(£27'5 -

(£1 35-

19761
19771
19761
1977)

197111
1973)
19771
1977]
19751
1976)
1977)
19761
197!-(1

19731
19771
19751

19761
19761
19771
1976)
1975)
1977)
19701

1976!
1977)

' 19751

1 9751
1 9761

1975)
19751
I976}

1977!

1976)
19771
1975)

1977)
1977)
19771

Sanderson Kayser
Scottish National trust
Senior Engineering
Tanks Consolidated IT
Thermal Syndicate
TR City of London trust
TR Natural resources
TR Pacific basin IT
Wagon Industrial
holdings
Warclley group
Weir group
Wests Group
International
Wilkinson Match
Wilmot Breeden

Lmson lmusmxes (£503
Lem Irousmies Gnoue (£1030
Lrmusmies (£10113
Lemon BRICK C0 (£250
Lou 5 Bows (£150
LYON 8' Lvcu (£150

PIZKENHIE Bees (£602
(‘mom GRENFELL & Co (£250
NESTLE & C0 (£500
NORTHERN ENGINEERING
ESTATES (£1-(C0
Noswasr HoLs1' (£258
NCRHICH UNION I~suRA~cE(£86-(1

PEGLER-+1ATl'ERSLEY (£520
Pumous (ScAReoeo1 (£575
POCHINS (250 - 19761
Po-£LL 0u1=|=nvu (£150
PROVINCIAL Iusunmce (£5110

RECKITT 8, COLP-(Au (£500
RUCKHARE GROUP (£."5l'IIJ

'5AN3ERSON HALKER
8- Sous (5cTL) (£150
Scorrrsw Am
NEHIA-STLE wswanies (£320
SKF (LK) (£703
STOCKI-IOLDERS IT (£216
STONE PLATT lNousTnIE (£1150
Swm HUNTER GROUP’ (£2013

Tmcmxml CONCESSIONS (£2111)
T1-cms BCRTI-MICK 8- Sous(£a86
TRANSPCRT
DEveL0PnE~T Gnoue (£611
Tutu. (£250

HAO:-zm (£150
H31 (£150
HILLI-AM Buns a Co (£311)
UCHTHINGTON SIPPSON (£350
6(IJ(3?0(P (£250

I

Z

i

1

1976)
19771
1977)
1977)
19761
19771

197771
1926'»

197a1
19771
197511
19771

197711
1977)

l976)
19761

19771
1977)

19761»

19771
197511
19761
1977:
1977»
19761
19771
1977}
1977)

1977)
1977}
19771
1975)

1 976)

39Vcl

\l
0?
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PAGE 77

‘IRE VALUE OF IRE ERRRRRIR LEAGUE RAs RRRERLIRER BY EVENTS RRRIRR I985. ARR RERELRPRERIR IR EARLI I986.
‘IRE RIRERs' RIRIRE RRIRR ERRER IR HARCH RAs A RRAPRIR REAIRRER IRAI IRE LEARuE's cRRsIsIERI RARRIRRs ARRRI PRLIIIRALLI

  s RERA ARR IRRRRIARI. RRRIRR IRE SIRIRE IRE LEAGUE PROVIDED RERRLAR EVIDENCE OF ERIRERIRIHOTIVATED DISPUTE IN RELEVANT
INVOLVEHENT.'

1'

'YARIOUS 'SUPPORT GROUPS‘ HERE SET UP. OSTENSIRLY TO HELP THE STRIKING HINERS; THEIR REAL PURPOSE TO PROVIDE A BASE FOR
EURTHERING REVOLUTIONARY AHBITIONS.....THE PRINT DISPUTE DISPUTE THIS YEAR CONFIRMED THIS.' .

‘EVENTS OVER THE LAST YEAR RAVE BROUGHT HANAGEHEHT AND UNIONS CLOSER TOGETHER. IN THE REALISATION THAT THEY FACE A
COHHON THREAT '

'AucR IS REIRR RRRE IR IRRREAsE REALIRR IR URIIISH INDUSTRY. HORE ARR RRRE RRRPARIER ARE INVOLVING IREIR ERPLRIEER RRRE
cLRsELI IR IRE RusIREss, RRIR RI sRRE RIRR RE RRREII-RRARIRR scRERE ARR PARTICIPATION IR IRE DECISION HAKING PRRcEss.
IRARE UNIONS ARE RLRRLI, DUI RRRELI RRRIRR IR IERRs RIIR IRE REALIIIES OF LAIE—20IR CENTURY IRRRsIRI'

{QR
'DURING I984 ARR ALso RELL IRIR IRIs IEAR IRE LEARRE PERERREE GAVE RRRR AIIERIIRR IR IRE COAL DISPUTE. BRI IIs RERRLAR
sERvIcE IR REARER cRRPARIEs RERI RR As usuAL. IRE IEARuE‘s REsRRRcEs RERE RIREIRRER IR IRE LIRII IR sAIsEI RRIR IRE
REER IR CONTRIBUTE IR RERERAL KNORLEDGE ARRRI IRE IRE IssREs RERIRR IRE AIRERR STRIKE ARR REsPRRsIRILIIIEs IR RERRER
RRRPARIER, RARI OF RRIRR HAVE REER suRsIARIIALLI AFFECTED HY IRE RIRERs‘ RIRIAE.‘  

‘As IRE ONLY INDEPENDENT RRRI IRAI RRRIIRRR SUBVERSION DAILY IRE LEARRE RusI RE ARLE IR RELY RR IRE SUPPORT NECESSARY IR
PROTECT cRAPARIEs ERRR REsIARILIsAIIRR.' 1  

‘IRE ERRRRRIR LEARuE's AEssARE REFLECTS IREsE IRERRR. IRE ERRRRRARIRR OF ERPLRIEE PARIIRIPAIIRR RAs A IRERE OF IRE
LEARRE's REssARE IR I985 As RAs IRE REER IR IRcREAsE ERRRRRIR UNDERSTANDING ARR REALIsR ARRRRRI ERPLRIEER. LEARRE STAFF
ALL RvER IRE COUNTRY ALsR RRRIRIRRIER IR RARE SURE IRAI RRRPARIER RERE ARARE OF PRLIIIRALLI-RRIIRAIER IRREAIs IR IREIR
RELL REIRR ‘

‘THE TASK DE THE LEAGUE IS TO DO ALL IT CAN TD HASTEN THE DEHISE OF THE CLASS HAR IN INDUSTRY AND NUTURE THE GRONTH OF
CO*OPERATION FOR THE COHHON GOOD.'

*lR$RR~m
‘As FIRMS cLRsE RR CONTRACT RRRE PEOPLE RAI CALL IRIR RREsIIRR IRE RRRLE RAsIs OF cAPIIALIsR'
‘IRE RIRIRIRRIIRR OF LEAFLEIS AI IRE FACTORY RAIE ARR RR RRusIRs EsIAIEs IS A VITAL FARI OF IRE LEARuE's PRRRRARRE RE
ERRRAIIRR ARR COUNTER-SUBVERSIUN. RRARIRR RR RRAI ALL IEsIs OF PRRLIR OPINION sRRR IR RE IRE vIERs RE IRE HAJORIIY RR RR
INDUSTRIAL ARR ERRRRRIR AEEAIRs IREsE LEAFLEIS RRRIIRR RRRERAIE OPINION ARR PROVIDE A RRIIREss ARAIRsI IRE SPREAD OF
UNREPRESENIAIIVE EAIRERIsI IREAs.'
‘IR IRE IIELR RE RRRRIER-RRRRERRIRR IRE LEAGUE Is RELL REsPEcIER. II RAs RvER IRE YEARS DEVELOPED A REPRIAIIRR FOR
ACCURATE IRERRRAIIRR RAsER RR PROVABLE FACT.‘ .

‘IR RI RPEERR LAsI YEAR I RRRRIER IRE RER REAIsR OF HORKERS RRRRR BY IREIR RRRERAIE RARE RERARRs ARR RELRRIARRE IR IARE
ARIIRR RAs ARIIRIRR RRRE IRAR EEAR OF UNEHPLOYHENT. IRE SHADOH OF CLOSURE ARR RERuRRARcIEs sIILL HANGS I00 cLRsE IR IRR
RARI RRRPAR Es IR PROVIDE RE IUENCE IR CHANGE RI VIER.'

A - —

I HITH EV

'THE INTERESTS OE EHPLOYEES. SHAREHOLDERS AND CUSTOHERS ARE INDIVISIBLE BUT NHEN PURSUED IN ISOLATION AND HITHOUT REGARD
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FOR EACH OTHER. INCOMPATIBLE. HAGES THAT ARE UNECONOMICALLY HIGH CONFLICT DIRECTLY HITH COMPETIVE PRICES AND A GOOD
RETURN ON INVESTMENT.' [L7]1' O

‘IRE MISCHIEVOUS 'sIRER VOICES' ERRIRR NORKERS RR IR UNREALISTIC RERARRR RRRE EEAR RE RRERPLRIRERI RAs RECEOED RE IRE
EIIRERIsIs RRR CHOSE IRRRRIRI As IREIR POLITICAL RAIILERRRRRR.‘

‘ON COUNTERING BOTH IGNORANCE AND PDLITICALLY MOTIVATED AGITATION THE ECONOMIC LEAGUE STANDS UNIOUE. ITS SPREAD OF
PERSONNEL AND CONTACTS THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY AND ITS EXPERIENCE IN MONITORING. REPORTING ON. ANALYSING AND FORECASTING
THE ACTIVITIES OF SUBVERSIVES IN INDUSTRY ARE UNRIVALLED.' A

-------- /RRMI   
'IHE ECONOMIC LEAGUE CELEBRATES ITS SIXTIETH BIRTHDAY THIS YEAR. SIXTY YEARS IS A LONG TIHE FOR AN ASSOCIATION OF PEOPLE
TO HOLD TOGETHER AND GRDN STRONGER; AND IT IS A TRIBUTE TO OUR FOUNOERS THAT THEY SPOTTED IN L919 A CAUSE TO BE FOUGHT
FOR THAT HAS. UNHAPPILY HAD SUCH AN ENDURING APPEAL " THE FIGHT AGAINST SUBVERSION.' I

'BETTER INFORMED ABOUT THE SUBVERSIVE FORCES IN THIS COUNTRY THAN ANY OTHER BODY THE LEAGUE HILLINGLY MAKES AVAILABLE TO
PEOPLE OF GOODHILL SUCH INFORMATION AS IS NECESSARY TO CLEAR THE BLURRED VISION OF THOSE MISLED BY THE PROPAGANDA OF THE
AGITATORS.'

'IT CANNOT RE DENIED THAT A CHANGE FOR THE BETTER IS COMING OVER THE COUNTRY HITH PEOPLE IN EVER-INCREASING NUMBERSA
REALISING RRERE IRE ERsI-RAR RRIEI ARR IR IRE LAsI EER IEARs. IRE RusR IO RRREARRRAIIR sRRIALIsR Is LARRIRR us.
REALIRI DISCONIENT Is RPREARIRR EAsI RRIRR I OEVOUILY RRPE RILL RE REFLECIEO DURING I979 IR A RRARRE RE RRIERRRERI ARR A

VHIIEVERY POSITIVE SHIFT ANAY FROM HALL DOMINATION OF OUR LIVES. SHOULD NE BE BLESSED BY SUCH A CHANGE AND SHOULD ITS
SUCC ECOME SO DBVIOUS, AS I HOPE IT HILL, THAT NE FINALLY THROH OFF THE SHACNLES OF SOCIALISM THE NECESSITY FOR THEESS B
LEAGUE'S CONTINUED EXISTENCE HILL ABATE NOT ONE JOT; FOR THE PRICE OF FREEDOM IS ETERNAL VIGILANCE AND THE LEAGUE HILL
NEED TO BE EVER HATCHFUL THAT THE SOIL IS NEVER AGAIN MADE FERTILE FOR THE CORRUPTIHG CREED OF §OCIALISM.'

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII["""""'1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII|

IHE ECONOMIC LEAOUE‘S IARGEIS= ' *
‘CRREARIER URRER AIIARR' I986. E

R“ ' '
THIS BOOKLET IS AN INDISPENSIBLE GUIDE TD THE LEAGUE'S THINKING. IT IDENTIFIES AS TARGETS NOT ONLY GROUPS ON THE I
REVOLUTIONARY LEFT BUT ALSO ANIMAL RIGHTS CAMPAIGNERS LHHICH IT LINKS HITH THE SYNOICALIST AND, IN MY LIHITEO
EXPERIENCE. CARNIVEROUS DIRECT ACTION HOVEMENTL. PEACE CAMPAIGNERS [INCLUDING THE CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE ARMS TRADE] AND

ANTI HOVEMENT IN FACT RP GIRE AEARIREIR . IRIR Is RRI su RIsIR SINCE
‘FOOD RARREA ‘RS ARR REIAILLERS ILIIE FINOUS ARR ASOA ARR RRRIRERR IRRRRI ARE RRRRIER ABOUT ALI ARR RILLIRR IR PAYRIRRE
ERR IRE LEARRE‘s SERVICES
*CRREARIEs REAIILI INVOLVED IR SRRIR AERIRA ARE LRRR RIARRIRR suEERRIERs RE IRE LEARRE ARR LRRR CAIIER RAR A LEARIRR
'SARRIIRRs-RusIER‘
*5RRsRRIEIIRR IO IRE LEAGUE sEERs IO RE A ERERERRIRIIE RE A AOR RRRIRARI.

A RRRRER RE OUISIANO IR RRARIIIER ARE ALsR IARREIIER IR 'CRREARIEs URRER AIIACK'. THIS INCLUDES OXFAA. CHRISIIAR AIO ARR
DAR OR IIARI
IRE CHILO POVERIY ACTION GROUP Is ALsR RR IRE LEARuE's RII LIsI ALRRR RIIR LOV PAY URIIS ARR IIs RLR ERERI IRE LABOUR
RESEARCH OEPARIAENI. AI IRE BACK RE IRE RRRRLEI IRERE Is ARRIRER RII LIsI RE RESOURCE CENIRES. IRRLRRIRR IRE RRRELI
MISSED LEERs-RAsER IUCRIC CLOSED RRRR RI IRE RIRIAI RE LABOUR LEARER GEORGE NUOIE. HUOIE Is ALsR IRIIRR IO RERARILIIAIE

   LEARRE'sIRE ERRRER IRRI RRRRRILLRR LRRR BELLRIR ARR ASSOCIATE RE IRE RIRERIRR RE IRERRRAIIRR. ARR Is HORKING RLRRELI
RIIR IRE CRRRIIIEE ERR A FREE BRIIAIR'R EIRARRIER IRRI CLERR. HUOIE Is ALsR A RUPE ERLL IIRE REEIRER. NHEIHER RR RRI RE
RRLLARRRAIER RILLIRRLI RIIR IRE LEARRE RE Is EIARILI IRE SORT RE IRARE RRIRRIRI IRAI IRE LEARRE CULIIVAIES:- A RIRR
SOURCE OF HIGH AND LON LEVEL INTELLIGENCE.

IRE RRRI IRRRIR IARREI IR 'CRREARIEs URRER AIIARA' IR IRE 'RR—RRRRIRR' EIRIRAL INVESTMENT ARR RESEARCH ARR IRERRAAIIRR
SERIIRE. As IRE LEARRE Is AI PAIRS IR POINT OUI II RAs PARTLY FUNDED RI IRE RRRRIREE IRRRI. EARLIER IHIS IEAR RRRRIREE
AARIIRIIRRR RARE IRIR IRE LEARuE's RRRII RRER II RAs TAKEN RIER RI NESTLE. suRsRRIRERs IR IRE ERRRRRIR LEARRE.

U‘



London: 7, Wine Office Court EC4 (01-353-7672)
North West: "Industrial Education", 18 Museum st, Harrington (Warrington 54391)
Scotland: 15 Claremont St, G3 (041-332-9108)
Midland; 10Bc Alcester Rd Birmingham 13 (021 449 1594)
Western: Bakers Row, Cardiff (Cardiff 382428)
North Eastern: High St House, Newmarket St, Skipton, BD23 2HU (Skipton 69813)

STOP PRESS
Two weeks before publication I obtained an unpublished copy of the League's financial projections
for 1988. It makes interesting reading.
It anticipates an income of £1,048,603 and a defecit of £5,275.It reinforces a suggestion made in

pi LEA GUEADDRESSES A

the LRD Economic League Leak that the midland region is being run from the Central Council in
London, since it has no figures for staff costs in the region.

By region the figures are:

Region Income?‘ Stag c_g§t;s_
Central Council £483,570 £222,250
South East £80,600 £45,900
West £20,000 £27,100
East - £85,000 £22,500
North West £91,800 £57,072
North East £94,000 £52,920
Midlands £78,100 —
Scotland £55 000 £46L188

The League will spend £32,000 on its publications this year for which it will recieve £600 in sales

...........__.l_._.._.._........_.-.......-.__- - ..

(Total) (£984,070 £473,930)

its Fcawt SoIB5cE.IF='Tlo1~J.§

The Central Council has two subtennants at Wine Office Court, one of which is British United  
Industrialists who pay them £13,420.
The Western, North Western, North Eastern and Scottish regions also have subtennants.

__ TELEGRAPH 8: ARGUS ADMITS USING THE ECONOMIC LEAGUE

ORKS P
SECRET vETTI

PER PLOY
THE TELEGRAPH & ARGUS. Bradford's daily
paper, has admitted they have been using the sec-
retive blacklist organisation the Economic League
since the early ‘70's.. An ex-director of the T & A
said that they wanted to prevent any "Red
Robbo's" being employed by the paper.

The revelations came after
last weeks World ln Action
programme on the Economic
League which listed Bradford
LS: District Newspapers. the T
& A's managing company. as
subscribers to the l..eague.

DISTURBED
The NU.|‘s ‘chapel hither‘ at

the T &, A, Gordon Stotl. said
that the branch was “extremely
disturbed" when LOP
informed them of the news and
said that they would be raising
the issue with the company.

World In Action have
alleged in a series of program-
mes that the Economic League
has secretly compiled a list of
individuals with radical politi-
cal beliefs or affiliations includ-
ing membership of CND or
Anti-Aparthicd groups.

Researchers believe that the
list. which may have as many as
25ll,lJt)l_l names on it. contains
innaccurate. misleading and
out-of-date information.

It is said that the list is com-
piled from left-wing periodi-
cals. unauthorised and illegal
access to police records. bank
accounts. personnel managers
and contacts who infiltrate
political parties and trades
unions.

INTELLIGENCE
Researchers have said that

the Economic League. which
was founded in l9l9 by former
military intelligence officers
and industrialists. gets El mill-
ion from Zflllfl major British
companies in the form of sub-
scriptions. British United
lndustrialists. a Tory party fun-

G
draising organisation, are said
to have paid the League
llltilltttl.

The Economic League has,
however. denied that they
operate a blacklist. and say
they operate a personnel infor-
mation servicc with around
l’.tl.ll(l'O names listed. They
argue that their information is
tightly controlled and strin-
gently checked.

LOP spoke to the Deputy
Chief Executive of Westmins-
ter Press, owners of the T & A.
Huw Shannon Stevenson, who
was Managing Director of
Bradford & District Newspap-
ers until late I985.

He said “when I was at Brad-

LEEDS
OTHER
BREE.“

ford we did make use of the
Economic Leagues services.
What we were really doing was
we wished to avoid employing
any “Red Robbo's“. l some-
one was a member of an
extremist non-democratic
organisation we would be
interested in knowing that.“

T & A Managing Director
Ken Piper said t at “it is very
much a company matter what
we use... if we use it that‘s
fine... it‘s not a matter for pub-
lic ublication.“ He said that
he lied personally had contact
with the Economic Leagues
northern office _on Skipton's
High Street.

MINOR THING .
He said that he'd never had

anything from the Economic
League that was incorrect and
that “these things are blown
out of all proportion“. He
believed that it was “a very
minor thing to use them”, and
added. “w at we do is up to

s.
u Mr Stevenson said that links
had been established with the

S
Economic League before he
joined thc T & A in I975. but
did not know when they began
to subscribe. nor how much the
subscriptions cost. The T & A
had used the Leagues services
on numerous occasions in his
10 years on the paper but had
been assured by the League
that their methpds were
meticulous. fully legal and
their information accurate.

CONCERNED
He said the occasions when

the League supplied informa-
tion on prospective employees
was rare. But he had been told
that since he lcft tvéo ypars ago
one applicant di ave an
Economic League file. The
applicant was as ed by the T &
A for his opinion on the infor-
mation in it, and was given the

jolATlHnSlEE\(rle[ri)s.bn said that he
was very concerned about civil
liberties, as did the T & A's
director Ken Piper. “ln news-
papers we‘rc very eonoemcd
about this sort of thing,“ said
Mr Stevenson.
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